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ABSTRACT
Frames can be perspectives about people, objects, events, or settings that guide
action based on past experiences and values. Conflicts are created by different
stakeholders “holding conflicting frames.” Researchers in the past have used framing
analysis to try and better understand environmental conflicts that tend to perpetuate for
extended periods of time. A set of researchers have relied on specific framing categories
and typologies as a framework for analysis. They have found that the strong presence or
lack thereof certain frames can tell us a lot about conflict dynamics and shed light into the
undercurrents driving the complexity of the dispute. This insight can be used to make
management recommendations moving forward in an effort to help resolve the conflicts.
The following study looks at two natural resource based conflicts in an attempt
to build upon past case study research. The first conflict takes place in South Carolina
dealing with surface water withdrawal regulations. The second occurs in New Jersey
involving the construction of a natural gas pipeline through the Pinelands National
Reserve. Both cases are relatively new and in their early stages compared to the cases
studied by past researchers. Conducting a comparative analysis is consistent with past
studies and strengthens the findings and discussions within this work. The study focused
on describing the presence of three initial framing categories taken from past works that
are of particular importance for studying natural resource conflicts. Respectively the
categories look at stakeholder’s negative perceptions of each other, how they see the
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conflict should be managed going forward, and their general perceptions on how
decisions regarding social issues should be made. The results showed patterns of such
frame usage that often further divided stakeholders and were clearly impeding conflict
resolution. Although not all, several framing typologies were present in both cases and
there were substantial differences as well as similarities across cases. Other framing
categories emerged that did not fit a specific category and were included the analysis
making for an interesting discussion. The results of this analysis provide useful insight
for managers. Managers can then take steps going forward to help remedy the
controversy and encourage resolution. The focus of which will be to “build common
ground”, overcoming divisions created by clashing stakeholder perspectives.
Past researchers have used framing analysis to look how stakeholders of the
same “generically labeled group” make sense of issues within a conflict. They have
raised the question of whether or not stakeholders of the same group make sense of issues
in a similar way? Traditionally it has been assumed that such conflicts are driven
primarily by divisions between stakeholders of different groups i.e. industry or farmer’s
vs environmentalists. However, using framing analysis researchers have refuted this
“assumption”. Researchers have found that at times stakeholders of the same
“traditionally affiliated group” frame issues in a different way creating conflict. The
results from this work support their findings. This is important for managers as they
should be careful not to overlook key divisions between stakeholders of the same group.
Instead of focusing on labels, scholars have contended that we should look at framing to
better understand stakeholder divisions driving conflict dynamics.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The study of environmental conflicts has produced a rich case study literature
with a mixture of different research approaches, theories, and findings (Dewulf 2009).
This paper focuses on an area of the literature that gives specific attention to the types of
frames different stakeholders use to express their positions in a conflict (Dewulf 2009,
Cornelissen 2014). Frames can be perspectives about people, objects, events, or settings
that guide action based on past experiences and values (Gray 2003). Conflicts are created
by different participants holding conflicting frames and frame analysis allows us to better
understand conflict dynamics (Gray 2003). Framing research has been popular within the
social sciences, taking on many forms and resulting in a rich abundance of literature
(Cornelissen 2014). This paper follows suit with a particular group of scholars who have
used case study research to better understand framing in environmental conflicts. The
research presented here follows their conceptualization of framing, pulls from their
methods, and uses a similar research framework. Remaining consistent with the literature
a comparative case study was done on two natural resource conflicts; one takes place in
South Carolina concerning the regulation of surface water withdrawal for agricultural
purposes. The second, occurs in New Jersey involving a proposed pipeline and the
conversion of a coal power plant to natural gas. Stakeholders varied in each case due to
the context of the disputes. The stakeholders in the South Carolina case consisted of
1

citizen activists, farmers, industry representatives, government officials, and elected
officials. Stakeholders in the New Jersey case consist of citizen activists, workers,
environmentalists, industry representatives, government officials, and elected officials.
The bulk of this paper provides a detailed description and framing analysis of
stakeholders in both conflicts. This research focused on a set of framing categories that
past researchers have given specific attention to: characterization, conflict management
frames (CMF), and social control frames (SCF). These frames contain specific sub-set
types within each category. Researchers have argued that the presence or lack thereof
certain framing categories can contribute to a conflict’s complexity inhibiting its
resolution (Brummans 2008). They have often termed these types of conflicts as
“intractable” (Lewicki 2003). For instance, the strong presence of negative
characterization frames can create barriers impeding resolution (Wondolleck, Gray &
Bryan 2003, Brummans 2008, Gali 2013). Researchers have found that the presence of
certain CMFs can provide certain management clues to why the conflict is dragging out
and what can be done to encourage resolution (Gray & Putnam 2003). Furthermore, SCFs
can tell us what types of management decisions will be accepted by disputants or
perceived to be legitimate (Peterson 2003). This can have an important influence on the
resolution of the dispute (Peterson 2003).
The descriptive analysis produced ample results as many of the framing
categories studied by past researchers were also present in both cases. As expected not all
of the categories were present in both cases but several patterns of use emerged among
different stakeholders. During analysis of both cases it was clear, there were frames
emerging that did not fit the original categories set forth in the research framework.
2

These patterns were so evident that it was necessary to develop additional framing
categories. Some of these framing typologies emerged in both cases; while others were
unique to a single case. The new categories in the SC case consisted of (Farming is
Unique, Economy/Jobs, and Future Generations). The NJ case saw the emergence of the
frames (Slippery Slope, Economy/Jobs, and Future Generations). The latter make for an
interesting analysis as such frames also greatly contributed to strong undercurrents,
creating barriers and adding to the complexity of the conflicts. Overall the purpose of this
framing analysis is to provide insight into conflict dynamics and provide practitioners
with valuable information as well as implications for management strategies.
Using the same typology of frames researches have raised an interesting question
involving stakeholder group affiliation i.e. farmers, environmentalists… (Brummans
2008). They used a comparative case study analysis to look at how stakeholders of the
same “generically” labeled group make sense of issues in environmental conflicts
(Brummans 2008). The results from the NJ and SC case studies can be used to further
investigate this research question: Whether or not stakeholders of the same group make
sense of issues in a similar or different way? The intention of past researchers was to
address the age old belief that stakeholders of the same group make sense of issues in a
similar way (Brummans 2008). They found that stakeholders of the same generic group
affiliation do not necessarily make sense of issues in the same way; but instead do so
based upon the types of frames they use (Brummans 2008). More importantly, it would
be a mistake to assume conflicts are driven by divisions between traditional stakeholder
groups i.e. farmers vs. environmentalist etc. This difference in theory and importance to
conflict management is explained in much more detail later on. For more information, see
3

Literature Review: Framing and Stakeholder Groups. The results from the case studies
presented in this paper support such a conclusion as well as corroborate the idea that it is
time to move on from using the same old generic groups (McVea 2005). Researchers
have instead suggested that practitioners give greater attention to the types of frames
being used by stakeholders (Brummans 2008). The results from the framing analysis of
both cases are in line with these findings by past researchers.
The following will consist of seven chapters in this order. Chapter 2 starts off
with an initial discussion on framing in the context of environmental conflicts. The bulk
of the chapter defines and reviews the framing categories used in this study as well as a
conceptualization of stakeholders. The focus of this chapter is to discuss the works of
past case studies and provide examples. Next, Chapter 3 provides detailed information on
both cases and a description of the subjects involved. It goes over what events have
unfolded so far and the general positions taken by stakeholders. Chapter 4 details the
research methods used in this study. Chapters 5 and 6 contain the results from the
framing analysis of both cases. The last two chapters provide a detailed comparative
discussion of the framing results. Chapter 7 compares what types of framing categories
emerged across cases and draws back upon the findings of past researchers. This chapter
also applies the results of the two cases to address a specific research question focused on
stakeholder group perceptions. Lastly, Chapter 8 discusses management implications for
both cases as well as touches on research limitations.
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CHAPTER 2
FRAMING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICTS
Researchers from various backgrounds have employed a multitude of approaches
for theorizing and studying frames (Dewulf 2009). This has caused much conceptual
confusion when looking at conflict research (Dewulf 2009). Two major traditional
concepts of framing exist: communicative, also referred to as interactional, and cognitive,
also referred to as knowledge schemas (Brummans 2008, Dewulf 2009, Cornelissen
2014). Both perspectives have been used to study framing in environmental conflicts.
Recent researchers have suggested that although cognitive and communicative are
distinct concepts, they are both “reciprocally and recursively interconnected in the
construction of meaning in context” (Cornellissen 2014). Cognitive frames are
knowledge structures of expectation about people, objects, events, or settings that guide
action based on past experiences and values (Brummans 2008, Dewulf 2009,
Cornellissen 2014). Communicative framing essentially goes a step further and looks at
how those knowledge schemas are constructed, negotiated, and renegotiated through
communication. From this perspective, cognitive frames are essentially part of
communicative framing (Brummans 2008, Cornellissen 2014). A sole cognitive
conceptualization of framing takes away from the idea that frames can be socially
constructed (Brummans 2008). Unfortunately, cognitive and communicative research
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have “developed along separate paths” despite some scholars’ emphasis on the need for
integration (Cornellissen 2014).
The purpose of this research is not to debate whether studying frames from a
cognitive or communicative perspective is the better approach. Instead this paper uses a
conceptualization of framing that adheres to the call for a more integrated approach
(Brummans 2008). This method looks at frames and framing from a collective sense
making perspective, one that has aspects of both cognitive and communicative
perspectives (Brummans 2008, Dewulf 2009, Cornellissen 2014). A collective sense
making approach is derived from a definition given by Weick, that frames tend to be past
moments of socialization and cues tend to be present moments of experience (Gray 2003,
Brummans 2008). If a person can construct a relation between the two, meaning is
created” (Cornellissen 2014, Brummans 2008). Scholars have described frames as
“cognitive shortcuts constructed by individuals to make sense of complex information”
(Gali 2013). Applying a sense making perspective to framing offers an opportunity to
bridge the division between the cognitive and communicative viewpoints (Dewulf 2009).
This conceptualization adheres to the need for integration and allows future research not
to dive into a debate between cognitive and communicative framing. A specific
comparative case study by Brummans (2008) and others has used this approach to study
how different framing repertoires exist among participants in intractable environmental
conflicts (Brummans 2008). They identify framing patterns among participants and use
them to form stakeholder clusters based on their framing repertoires (Brummans 2008).
Although this study did not use the method of cluster analysis, it used a similar
method in defining framing typologies and stakeholder groups within conflicts. This
6

research is grounded on the works of previous scholars who have used a case study
approach to analyzing framing in intractable environmental conflicts (Gray 2003,
Lewicki 2003, Peterson 2003, Wondolleck 2003, Gray 2004, Brummans 2008). This
literature has studied a variety of different environmental conflicts but has given special
attention to a set of three natural resource conflicts. Those conflicts are the Edwards
Aquifer, the Voyageurs National Park, and Quincy Library Group. Researcher’s analyses
and conclusions of these three cases are used as examples and reference points
throughout this chapter. The reliance on this section of the literature is appropriate given
that NJ and SC conflicts are over natural resource management issues.
2.1 Conceptualizing Stakeholders and Framing Categories
Stakeholders were determined by their participation in public hearings, public
meetings, statements in the press, and other factors reflective of their role in the conflict
(Lewicki 2003, Brummans 2008). Not all stakeholders spoke out at public hearings or
meetings but still maintained an important role in the conflict. This was the case with a
few elected officials and government representatives who rarely spoke at public events as
opposed to environmentalists, farmers, concerned citizens, industry representatives, and
workers. These individuals still held clear interests and concerns regarding the
controversies, and unmistakably advocated for certain outcomes. Researchers have
conducted framing analysis at the individual level but reflected back upon their
membership to stakeholder groups (Gray 2003, Lewicki 2003, Peterson 2003,
Wondolleck 2003, Gray 2004, Brummans 2008, Gali 2013, Tebboth 2014). They did so
by organizing stakeholders into categories based on their traditional group affiliations and
their positions in the conflict (i.e. farmer, industry, etc.) (Lewicki 2003, Brummans
7

2008). This study followed a similar approach unique to the specific cases, but such
methods became challenging at times.
Consistent with the complexity of framing literature researchers have used a
variety of framing typologies when examining conflicts (Cornellissen 2014). Even within
the case study literature on intractable environmental conflicts, a multitude of frames
have been studied (Cornellissen 2014). Researchers within this specific realm of the
literature have focused on eight main framing categories consisting of a multitude of
typologies (Brummans 2008). They have used several different methods to determine
what frames should be focused on. For example, several have relied on the works of
previous scholars and searched for such categories within the conflicts under study
(Brummans 2008, Gali 2013, Tebboth 2013). The works of Gray (2003), Lewicki (2003),
Peterson (2003), and Wondolleck (2003) have served as a guide for future the future
investigation of framing in environmental conflicts specifically natural resource related.
They developed such framing categories by reviewing vast sources and identify framing
categories across cases (Gray 2003, Lewicki 2003, Peterson 2003, Wondolleck 2003). A
strong emphasis was put on finding common lenses across cases but at the same time
continuing to capture the unique features of each conflict (Lewicki 2003). Others have
applied these framing categories to new conflicts (Brummans 2008, Gali 2013, Tebboth
2014).
These categories consisted of identity (positive or negative), characterization
(positive or negative), conflict management (collaborative or non-collaborative), social
control (hierarchist, egalitarian, or individual) and power (Brummans 2008). For more
information, see Table 2.1 Framing Categories at the end of the chapter. The previous
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categories have all been used within the case study literature on environmental conflicts
supporting their creditability (Gray 2003, Peterson 2003, Wondolleck 2003, Gray 2004,
Brummans 2008). However, for the purpose of this study the categories were narrowed to
a specific set of frames that have been found to be of importance in natural resource
related conflicts (Gray 2003, Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008). This is appropriate given
the nature of the SC and NJ conflicts. The following served as the initial frame work of
categories in my analysis: negative characterization frames, conflict management frames
(CMF), and social control frames (SCF). Remaining consistent with past methods,
several additional categories emerged in the cases and are included in the analysis. The
next section contains detailed definitions, explanations, and examples of framing by
stakeholders in natural resource conflicts. For more information, see Table 2.1 Framing
Categories at end of chapter.
2.2 Characterization Frames
Characterization frames are statements made by individuals about how they
understand someone else to be and usually represent deeply held values (Gray 2003,
Wondolleck Gray & Bryan 2003). The two types of characterization frames are negative
and positive (Gray 2003). These frames typically arise out of attributions of blame or
causality related to the conflict (Gray 2003). Although positive characterizations are also
present in many conflicts, negative characterizations traditionally have a much stronger
influence (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). Negative characterization frames are often
used to delegitimize the claims of others as well their standing and also shift attention or
assign blame (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). They can be directed at individuals and
or at groups such as government agencies, environmentalists, industry, etc. (Wondolleck,
9

Gray, & Bryan 2003, Brummans 2008). Once a negative conclusion is formulated about
others we tend to screen out all new information except such that reinforces our original
thoughts (Wondolleck, Gray & Bryan 2003). This allows for the development of
inaccurate as well as distorted views of each other (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003).
Ultimately this can cause conflicts to escalate and disputant’s positions “to become
increasingly polarized” (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, 209). For those reasons,
researchers have suggested that the strong presence of negative characterization frames
can greatly contribute to the intractability of the conflict (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan
2003).
Research on several long-standing environmental conflicts has shown that in
many instances negative characterization frames were frequently used (Wondolleck,
Gray, & Bryan 2003, Brummans 2008, Galli 2013). The Edwards Aquifer conflict saw
several types of participants characterize politicians as “potty-mouthing cheating crooks”
(Brummans 2008, 38). A disputant in the Voyageurs National Park case stated “I don’t
want those damn cross-country skiers. They’re a bunch of hippies” (Wondolleck, Gray,
& Bryan 2003, 209). Blame was frequently attributed to environmentalists in the Quincy
Library Group case as well. An opponent of environmental regulations explained, “if
these radical environmentalists have their way, we are going to have the cleanest
depression the world has ever seen” (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, 209). A
researcher who compared all of the former conflicts found that negative characterizations
were used in abundance (Brummans 2008). Phrases and characterizations such as “out to
terrify the community”, “pseudo environmentalists”, “revolving door style of
management”, “enormously greedy”, “grandstanding”, and “a lame duck operation” were
10

common in the three conflicts (Brummans 2008, 38). Another researcher looking at
conflict over Brazilian ethanol production also found the use of negative characterization
frames to be prevalent (Gali 2013). Stakeholders critical of the industry used phrases such
as “extreme exploitation of the workforce” and compared working conditions to that of
slavery (Gali 2013, 71). Industry representatives also used negative characterizations as
well. They described critics of being “very offensive and unfair” and having intentions of
“creating conflicts” (Gali 2013, 72).
The presence of negative characterization frames has implications for resource
managers as to the dynamics of the conflict and what the future may hold (Wondolleck
Gray & Bryan 2003). Previous research has shown that disputant’s negative
characterization of others helped form the basis for coalitions and create constructive
boundaries that lead to fueling the conflict (Brummans 2008, Gali 2013). This was
especially true in a more recent conflict over sustainable harvesting of sugar cane in
Brazil (Galli 2013). Where researchers found that “negative characterization frames” held
by several actors on opposing sides “generated a certain antagonism that inhibited public
dialogue” (Galli 2013, 72). The division can be seen in their perceptions of each other
and disregard for opposing concerns (Gali 2013). Industry and their supporters viewed
the workers as refusing to see the importance of ethanol for mitigating global warming;
while the workers saw industries perspective as continually being oblivious to their safety
(Gali 2013). Researchers have found that at times those boundaries are overcome by
individuals finding a shared identity. They explain that this “promotes mutuality and
empathy rather than antagonism and division among disputants” (Wondolleck, Gray, &
Bryan 2003, 211). A good example is provided by the Quincy Library Group case in
11

which care for the community became a progression point between both sides
(Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). Researchers explained that there was a clear shift
towards a more “unifying and solution-seeking language” between participants at the
local level (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, 211). An environmental attorney
explained how his heart bleeds for loggers only making $12.00/hr showing concern for
logging community as a whole (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). The influence of
negative characterization frames on a conflict should be of particular interest to conflict
managers given their potential to barriers between stakeholders (Wondolleck, Gray, &
Bryan 2003).
2.3 Conflict Management Frames
The literature has often discussed conflict management frames as having sevensubtypes (Gray 2003, Brummans 2008). The categories were derived from the early
works of Sheppard, Blumenfield-Jones, and Roth done on frames used by informal third
parties in disputes (Gray 2003). They adapted and expanded these frames by applying
John Keltner’s Struggle Spectrum theory, thereby creating the nine CMF categories
(Gray 2003, Brummans 2008). CMFs consist of; fact-finding, authority decides after
consultation, joint-problem solving, adjudication, avoidance/passivity, appeal to political
action, appeal to let the market decide, and struggle, sabotage, violence (Gray 2003,
Brummans 2008). Researchers have also attributed a second typology to CMFs,
categorizing them as being used with the intentions of collaboration or non-collaboration
(Brummans 2008). Some frames are clearly collaborative or clearly not; while others are
hard to distinguish. For instance, joint-problem solving is clearly collaborative and
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struggle/sabotage/violence is clearly not. The following analysis will rely on a similar
interpretation.
Fact-finding CMFs are defined as recommending investigation, collecting
additional information, asking for scientific facts, and researching the problem (Gray
2003). Fact-finding is a broad category that encompasses any type of the prior
suggestions (Gray 2003). For example, one participant in the Voyageurs conflict stated,
“I just think people need to look at the facts more instead of jumping to conclusions”
(Brummans 2008, 41). Authority decides based on expertise CMFs are defined as letting
authorities, agencies, institutions, or boards make decisions “because they have the
technical knowledge and expertise” (Gray 2003, 26). Joint-problem solving has been
defined as “statements that prefer community or joint action, common ground, mediation,
collaboration, conciliation, and collective processes” (Gray 2003, 25). For example, in
the Voyageurs case a senator’s aid stated “Let’s talk it out and come up with a solution
that can work” (Gray 2004, 172). Researchers have explained that framing joint-problem
solving is often difficult for participants because few have the knowledge or have had a
successful experience with such an option (Gray & Putnam 2003).
It is important to note even CMFs denoted as collaborative can still lead to
disagreements even when both parties employ the same frame type. Two opposing
groups may both advocate for joint-problem solving but one may be doing so at the local
level and another at the non-local. This division was evident in the Voyageurs case when
discussions of joint-problem solving often pitted local versus state interests against each
other (Gray & Putnam 2003, Peterson 2003). Both parties contended that they want
collaboration but disagreed on what level. Both sides explained that a joint-problem
13

solving approach was desirable but during an 18-month mediation period virtually no
compromises were made (Gray & Putnam 2003). This type of discourse between state
and local decision making is common in conflict research (Peterson 2003, Tebboth 2014).
A more recent case study on a conflict surrounding climate change and sea level rise
management saw this division as a dominant force between opposing parties (Tebboth
2014). Identifying this division between local and non-local within the use of the same
CMF frame can help us better understand the conflict (Peterson 2003, Tebboth 2014).
Another type of CMF avoidance/passivity is defined as any “statement that gives
preference for doing nothing, letting the matter rest, inertia, no action” (Gray 2003, 25).
The next sub-type is appeal to political action and can be defined as recommending
enacting or abolishing laws/regulations, use of lobbying, and even supporting certain
candidates (Gray 2003). Researchers explained that several disputants in the Edwards
Aquifer case often turned to statements like “fighting it out in the legislature” and viewed
political action as “necessary evil” (Brummans 2008, 29). One of the more commonly
used conflict management frame is adjudication which is defined as any “statements that
imply a third party should decide, such as an arbitrator, the courts, judges, or judicial
authority” (Gray 2003, 26, Gray & Putnam 2003). Adjudication can result in a conflict
dragging out in the courts for years (Gray & Putnam 2003). Researchers have found that
when adjudication is a dominant frame among stakeholders the conflict is likely to
remain intractable (Gray & Putnam 2003). Another is appeal to market economy, defined
by individuals suggesting negotiation of water rights, market solutions, and system
changes (Gray 2003). Next, is struggle/sabotage/violence which is defined by any
“statements that refer to continued fighting, civil disobedience, force, etc.” (Gray 2003,
14

26). Such tactics are often used when other options have proved to be futile (Gray &
Putnam 2003). Researchers have identified this frame by citing participants who use
statements like “We’re going to take you to court every time you turn around and we will
kick your ass” (Gardner & Burgess 2003, 405). Aside from threats in the Quincy case
antagonists went as far as destroying logging equipment (Gray & Putnam 2003). The last
conflict management frame is called common sense (Gray 2003). Its presence is signified
by statements that recommended decisions be based on “common sense” (Gray 2003).
For example, “this conflict would have been solved years ago if they would have used
common sense” (Gray 2003, 27).
Researchers have found that examining such frames “can provide certain clues to
whether and how a conflict can be resolved” (Gray and Putnam 2003, 240). If the
presence of collaborative conflict management frames is lacking and avoidance,
adjudication or struggle/sabotage/violence become dominate frames it is likely that the
conflict will perpetuate (Gray and Putnam 2003, Gardner & Burgess 2003). Additionally,
even if participants at some point employ a certain collaborative CMF i.e. joint problem
solving approach it is possible that collaboration will fail (Gray & Putnam 2003).
Findings from the (Edwards, Quincy, Voyageurs) cases found that a strong presence of
litigation, avoidance, or struggle/sabotage/violence “tend to perpetuate conflicts” (Gray
and Putnam 2003, 240). For instance, avoidance can cause the conflict to intensify and
adjudication can cause it to drag out in the courts (Gray & Putnam 2003). Moreover, a
diverse mixture of CMFs among participants is likely to result in an unresolved conflict
as a consensus is lacking (Gray 2003). The composition of conflict management frames
has been found to influence a conflict’s “tractability” (Gray 2003, Gray & Putnam 2003,
15

Peterson 2003, Gardner & Burgess 2003, Brummans 2008, Tebboth 2014). By
understanding the presence or lack thereof certain conflict management frames,
researchers have suggested that disputants along with managers have the potential to
“champion more constructive approaches” (Gray and Putnam 2003).
2.4 Social Control Frames
The literature on framing discussed in this proposal has theorized social control
frame based on the work of Karl Dake and Aaron Wildavsky (Dake 1991, Wildavsky &
Dake 1990). Their work is focused on how the perception of risk is influenced by cultural
biases and social relations compared to other theories (Dake 1991, Wildavsky & Dake
1990). These framing categories are derived from their understanding of social relations
as three types of distinct patterns of interpersonal relationships hierarchical, egalitarian,
and individualist (Wildavsky and Dake 1990). Wildavsky and Dake’s discussions on the
differences between each category have been used throughout the literature (Gray 2003,
Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008, Gali 2013, Tebboth 2014). Researchers have adapted
this theory to develop the concept of social control frames in light of societal decision
making (Gray 2003, Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008).
Hierarchists understand societal decision making in a “preferred
superior/subordinate” order viewing any deviance outside of that order as dangerous
(Wildavsky & Dake 1990). They display a clear respect for authority, adhere to
regulations willingly, and expect the same from others (Peterson 2003). Hierarchists
prefer that technically validated experts have control, see societal decision making from a
top-down perspective, and view nature as vigorous (Peterson 2003, Tebboth 2014,
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Wildavsky & Dake 1990). Human-nature is viewed as rendering individuals incapable of
making appropriate natural resource decisions unless they have first obtained specific or
technical training (Peterson 2003). The Edwards Aquifer case serves as a great example.
Researchers identified hierarchist frames by citing disputants who used phrases such as “I
think we are taking the right steps in having the state control water distribution”
(Brummans 2008, 40). An interdependence/ownership scale has been used to better
distinguish between the 3 types of SC frames (Gray 2003, Peterson 2003, Brummans
2008). Hierarchists have a high dependency on others and low self-ownership when it
comes to social decision making (Brummans 2008).
On the other hand, Egalitarians show a preference for high self-ownership and
also have a high dependency on others (Brummans 2008). They view nature as fragile
and ask that we responsibly share the Earth’s resources (Wildavsky & Dake 1990).
Egalitarians want everyone to have a voice in the process, preferring that the local
community exerts full control of the conflict or at minimum are involved in a joint effort
with government officials (Gray 2003, Gray & Putnam 2003). They often rely on an
“idealized American view of Democracy” (Peterson 2003, 235). Egalitarians value the
importance of diminishing distinctions of wealth, race, gender, and authority in the
decision making process (Wildavsky & Dake 1990). The egalitarian view often appears
simultaneously with calls for social justice (Tebboth 2014). Case study research has
shown that the egalitarian perspective is commonly used to oppose the hierarchical
perspective and reject authoritative decision making (Peterson 2003, Tebboth 2014).
Lastly, individualists believe in self-regulation and the right to bid and bargain
with disregard for sharing (Wildavsky & Dake 1990). They show high self-ownership
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arguing for individual freedom and display low dependence on others (Gray 2003).
Adopting a cornucopian view of nature, individualists they believe that excessive
environmental regulations prevent an ideal scenario (Wildavsky & Dake 1990). An ideal
scenario in which everyone can have as much as they’d like resulting in an abundance for
all (Wildavsky & Dake 1990). Several stakeholders in the Edwards Aquifer case provide
clear usage of the individualist social control frame (Peterson 2003). They emphasized
that water is private property and any regulation of their right to pump water from the
aquifer was a violation of their basic rights (Peterson 2003). Phrases like “its people’s
property” and “I’m a constitutionalist” were used by disputants who wanted to have
control over their own wells (Peterson 2003, 236).
The uses of social control frames in environmental conflicts are far from simple,
typically very complex and dynamic. Rarely do disputants use just one social control
frame in a conflict. Instead stakeholders often use combinations to advance their specific
position (Peterson 2003). This shows signs that social control frames are strategic in
nature being employed towards a specific position (Peterson 2003). Researchers have
identified this type of strategy in the Edwards Aquifer case by those who opposed statewide regulation in support of regional control (Peterson 2003). They used a combination
of egalitarian and hierarchical frames (Peterson 2003). One disputant stated that “the state
has the state to worry about; the federal government has the U.S. to worry about”
(Peterson 2003, 236). He went onto say he supported a regional authority in the Edwards
Aquifer Authority because they were “as local as you could get” (Peterson 2003, 236).
The disputant showed use of the egalitarian frame by preferring a more localized regional
decision making process but also adhered to a respect for a regional authority using the
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hierarchist frame (Peterson 2003). This type of social control frame usage can be
confusing. Therefore, researchers have added a local or non-local category to the frames
to better distinguish their usage (Gray 2003, Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008, Tebboth
2014). Egalitarian and individual social control frames are most commonly associated
with opposing non-local decision making as opposed to hierarchal which is typically used
to support non-local decision making (Gray 2003, Tebboth 2014). For example, in one
case stakeholders supporting sea-level rise management at the local level did so with
egalitarian perspectives and those who sided with the national government did so with
hierarchical reasoning (Tebboth 2014).
Researchers have identified a relationship between two different framing
categories (Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008). Albeit not surprising, stakeholders who
employ certain social control frames are more likely to employ certain conflict
management frames (Peterson 2003, Brummans 2008). As discussed earlier conflict
management frames represent how participants perceive the conflict should be resolved
or managed (Gray & Putnam 2003, Brummans 2008). There is a clear potential for a
connection between to two types of framing categories. Patterns have been identified
within the literature (Peterson 2003, Gray & Putnam 2003). For example, research has
shown that stakeholders who use egalitarian SCFs are likely to use CMFs that encourage
collaboration such as joint problem solving (Peterson 2003, Gray & Putnam 2003).
Additionally, stakeholders who employ hierarchist SCFs are more likely to use CMFs
that give preference to a higher authority making a decision (i.e. authority decides based
on expertise). Researchers have suggested that these relationships can tell us a lot about
what types of management solutions will be accepted by stakeholders.
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Scholars have suggested that there are actions environmental managers can take
“to advance more productive interaction among disputing parties in order to make
progress in addressing environmental problems” (Wondolleck Gray & Bryan 2003, 207).
Understanding how stakeholders frame issues within a conflict can provide managers
with important insight for their actions going forward (Wondolleck Gray & Bryan 2003).
Collectively three framing categories discussed above have been given serious attention
and should be of great interest to managers. Their usage or lack thereof can tell managers
a lot about conflict dynamics and guide certain management practices that can encourage
resolution. For example, scholars have suggested an attempt at reframing especially with
those disputants who possess strong negative characterization frames. Efforts should be
focused on building a common ground among those stakeholders (Wondolleck Gray &
Bryan 2003, Gali 2013). Researchers have suggested that the use or lack thereof specific
conflict management frames can provide managers with useful insight going forward
(Gray & Putnam 2003). Others have explained that by better understanding social control
frames, managers can get a better sense of what type of solutions stakeholders will accept
(Peterson 2003). A discussion on management implications and strategies is expanded
upon and applied to the cases in Chapter 8 of this work.
2.5 Framing & Stakeholder Groups
What does framing by individuals in environmental conflicts tell us about
stakeholder perceptions in respect to their affiliated groups? Through the analysis of
different framing typologies researchers have found that individuals from the same
“stakeholder groups” don’t always make sense of issues in the same (Brummans 2008).
They used a comparative case study approach to look at how stakeholders cluster
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together to form framing repertoires (Brummans 2008). By comparing four
environmental conflicts researchers were able identify framing patterns among
participants and use them to form framing repertoire clusters (Brummans 2008).
Repertoire clusters were formed by organizing stakeholders together based on the types
of frames they used (Brummans 2008). Researchers next addressed the question of
whether or not stakeholders of the same generically label group i.e. farmers,
environmentalists, government officials, etc. make sense of issues in a similar way. This
was done by comparing the frames they used. The purpose of their analysis was to
address an age old theory that individuals of the same stakeholder group make sense of
issues in a similar way (Freeman 1984). More importantly, that conflict arises primarily
between participants of different stakeholder groups i.e. famers vs. environmentalists or
industry vs. environmentalists etc. (Brummans 2008). Their results show that this is not
always true and “disputants may differ significantly with members of their own
stakeholder groups in the ways they frame the conflict situation” (Brummans 2008, 44).
They contend that stakeholders cluster together in support of a certain positon,
based not on their traditionally affiliated group but instead on how they frame issues
within the conflict (Brummans 2008). Their study used a framing analysis of stakeholders
looking at the previously discussed categories i.e. characterization, conflict management,
and social control frames. They reasoned that the usage of such frames is what sets
individuals apart, not generic stakeholder group boundaries. The results of their
comparative analysis supported this assertion. Typically, four clusters emerged in the
conflicts containing a variety of stakeholders from different traditionally labeled groups.
For instance, one cluster that formed in three conflicts included a high number of
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environmentalists whom were joined by several businessmen, industry representatives,
citizens, and elected officials. One driver in bringing these stakeholders together was
their strong usage of negative characterization frames. They displayed a strong suspicion
and mistrust of larger organizations such as the EPA and NFS. As expected there were
also several examples of individuals of the same group who did make sense of issues in a
similar way. For instance, throughout the four conflicts it was common that government
officials shared the same perspective and appeared in the same clusters. However, it
would be a mistake to assume that conflicts are driven by divisions between traditional
stakeholder groups (Brummans 2008). Researchers emphasized that divisions from
within the same stakeholder groups should be given more attention (Brummans 2008).
Going further researchers have warned that any analytical approach that defines
stakeholders by their generic groups (i.e. a farmer, an environmentalist) should be looked
at with caution (McVea 2005, Brummans 2008). Scholars contend that the boundaries
between stakeholder groups are becoming more and more unclear making it difficult to
create simple and accurate stakeholder categories (McVea 2005, Brummans 2008).
Complicating the matter is that the relationships between stakeholder groups are
becoming more complex (McVea 2005, Brummans 2008). McVea argues that “let’s
move on from theories that revolve around the legitimacy of abstract faceless roles and
the divisions between the same old generic groups” (McVea 2005, 58). Although McVea
is making this argument in the context of business management theory others have
contended it applies in the context of environmental conflicts as well (Brummans 2008).
Researchers have instead suggested giving greater attention to how stakeholders frame
certain issues in an effort to understand conflict dynamics. They allude to the idea that
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mediation or other forms of conflict resolution are likely to fail if practitioners are unware
of the framing processes and rely too much on traditional divisions between generic
stakeholder groups (Brummans 2008). We must avoid making miss-assumptions, such as
assuming all environmentalists or all farmers feel a certain way about an issue.
Table 2.1 Framing Categories
Adapted from Brummans 2008, Gray 2003
Frame
Description
Category/Type
Characterization:
Statements about another person
Positive
or group in a praiseworthy or
optimistic way.
Characterization:
Statements about another person
Negative
or group in a derogatory,
pessimistic or diminishing way.
CMF:
Statements that give a preference
Avoidance/Passivity for doing nothing, letting the
matter rest, inertia, no action.
CMF: Fact-Finding Recommendations for
investigation, collecting more
information, getting scientific
facts, conducting research on the
problem.
CMF: Joint Problem Statements that prefer community
Solving
or join action, common ground,
mediation, collaboration,
conciliation, and collective
processes.
CMF: Authority
Local authorities, agencies, or
Decides
institutions or boards make the
Based on Expertise decision because they have the
technological.
CMF: Adjudication Statements that imply that a third
party should decide, such as an
arbitrator, the courts, judges, or
judicial authority.
CMF: Appeal to
Recommendation to handle the
Political Action
problem through enacting or
abolishing laws and regulations.
Any type of political action or
advocating of.
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CMF: Appeal to
Market Economy
CMF: Struggle,
Sabotage, and
Violence
SCF: Hierarchist

SCF: Egalitarian

SCF: Individualist

Negotiation of water rights,
market solutions, economic, and
system changes.
Statements that refer to continued
fighting, civil disobedience, force,
etc.
Statements with preference to
societal decision making through
experts. (high dependency on
others, low self-ownership)
Statements with preference to
societal decision making in a
democratic way that involves
entire communities or groups.
(high dependency on others, high
self-ownership)
Statements with preference to
societal decision making on an
individual basis. (low dependency
on others, high self-ownership).
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS
3.1 South Carolina Case
At the center of South Carolina conflict sits the states 2010 Surface Water
Withdrawal, Permitting, Use, and Reporting Act. At first glance the language of the bill
presents major steps forward for regulating surface water withdrawal. The passing of the
bill was initially praised by conservation groups like American Rivers, calling it “a
critical milestone” (Rice 2010). The act established a permitting system for surface water
withdrawals of over 3 million gallons per month along with other requirements such as
contingency plans (Rice 2010). Despite the good public press and promises of better
water management critics of the act began to surface. The most criticized aspect of the
law in this controversy is that agricultural users are given an exemption from the
permitting process and only required to register their intended amount (SCDHEC 2010).
There are several differences between the requirements for a registration and the
requirements for a permit. Unlike permits, registrations do not require public notice and
are given in perpetuity (SCDHEC 2010). Also, registrations do not require that the
withdrawal be “reasonable” nor is it required to evaluate the potential impacts to
downstream users (SCDHEC 2010). Registrations also limit DHEC’s ability to intervene.
Permitted users are required to have supplemental sources of water available during
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shortages and can be required to stop withdrawing in an effort to maintain the “minimum
flow required” (SCDHEC 2010).
It is important to acknowledge that even if the exemption was removed an issue
with the “safe-yield” measure would still be concerning for some. The South Carolina
Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) issued two documents outlining their
concerns with the law and with safe-yield. The first, generally identified substantial
differences between what legislators were saying the bill would provide and what the
language of the bill actually meant (SCDNR 2010,1). During the congressional process
Senator Chip Campsen asserted that the law would require that 20%- 40% of the mean
annual daily flow (MADF) would be left in the rivers (SCDNR 2010). This percentage
has been termed the safe yield standard (SCDNR 2010). On the contrary, DNR pointed
out that under the language of the law this safe yield standard would allow for users to
withdrawal up to 80% of the MADF without accounting for the needs of downstream
users (SCDNR 2010, 1, SCDNR 2011, 2). Simply put, the law ignores the need for extra
water in the river to satisfy downstream users (SCDNR 2010). SCDNR stated, “it will
result in the over allocation of water” (SCDNR 2010,1). The more detailed document
points to the fact that safe-yield is also based on monthly averages throughout the year
and does not take account differences in seasonality (SCDNR 2011). They explain that
the records show safe-yield typically exceeding mean-flow of the river in the dry months
(SCDNR 2011) DNRs calls the current definition of the safe-yield standard
“meaningless” (SCDNR 2011, 3).
About a year after the law went into effect, Walther Farms registered with DHEC
to withdrawal 9.6 billion gallons of water annually from the Edisto River (Fretwell 2013).
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A major concern among several Edisto River residents was that such a large registration
required no public notice (Fretwell 2013). Construction of the farm caught the eyes of
several concerned citizens and NGOs near the end of 2013 (Fretwell 2013). Friends of
Edisto (FRED), an environmental group dedicated to protecting the Edisto River filed a
lawsuit challenging the registration granted by DHEC (Fretwell 2013). Opponents of the
farm voiced a diverse mix of concerns that in their opinion would only become ever more
pressing during the dry months (Fretwell 2013). The Edisto on average is only 4 feet deep
and 25 feet wide in some areas during the dry months (Fretwell 2013). A host of
ecological concerns have surface throughout this conflict. Flood plains which serve as
spawning grounds for fish are in jeopardy (Fretwell 2013). Additionally, turkeys, deer,
alligators, and birds live in and around the river relying on the ecosystem (Fretwell 2013).
Aside from the environmental concerns, the river serves as a major drinking water source
for the city of Charleston located downstream from the farm (Fretwell 2013). Concerned
citizens explain that they value the river for its beauty and recreational use and fear for its
future (Fretwell 2013). DHEC has maintained that the withdrawal will not have serious
environmental impacts (Fretwell 2013). Walther Farms in early 2014 would eventually
settle with FRED in court agreeing to re-register for the right to withdrawal half of the
original (Fretwell 2013). A local resident pointed out that since the settlement Walther
Farms has drilled several additional ground water wells (Respondent A9). Groundwater
and surface water withdrawal are regulated separately in South Carolina.
Despite the settlement, the conflict persisted as citizens, NGOs, government
agencies, and politicians were still very much concerned with the bigger picture. The law
was still in place and the threat of another Edisto situation was a major problem. The
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following year saw serious state-wide discussions and debates over how South Carolina
should regulate its surface waters. The January 7th 2014 public hearing organized by
DHEC served as an example of just how contentious the issue had become. The meeting
was organized to discuss the current law, as an “information session” not to specifically
address the Walther Farms registration (1/7/2014). DHEC made that clear at the outset
and noted repeatedly during the hearing that they cannot change the law (1/7/2014). An
interviewee described the night as bitter cold but it was packed with over 400 hundred
people in attendance (Respondent A1). The idea of reform was circulating at the state
house and (SCELP) South Carolina Law Project filed suit against DHEC and the State of
South Carolina on September 9th 2014 (Respondent A6). SCELP challenged that the
regulations specifically the registration process violates the public trust doctrine as well
as due process by allowing the taking of private property for private use (Respondent
A6). The case is still pending.
The conflict came to a head again in May of 2015 when a new Bill H.3564 was
proposed at the House Agriculture Committee (Fretwell 2015). H.3564 was first
introduced in February by James E. Smith and supported by 11 other lawmakers
(Fretwell 2015). The main points of the bill consist of removing the agricultural
exemption and requiring anyone seeking to withdrawal more than 3 million gallons a
month to obtain a permit (Fretwell 2015). Farmers dominated attendance at the hearing
voicing concern for the livelihoods fearing that the proposed legislation would jeopardize
their business (Fretwell 2015, 5/6/2015). After nearly 4 hours of deliberation and
discussion, lawmakers decided not to act on the legislation (5/6/2015). This debate is far
from over and it is very likely the proposal for the bill will be carried over into the 2016
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congressional session in January (5/6/2015). The most recent major event took place in
November 2015. The Farm Bureau hosted a Food Dialogues event titled “balancing the
demands for water with the need to grow and raise food in South Carolina”. The event
consisted of panelists on both sides of the debate as well as representatives from DHEC.
The venue was packed and streamed live on the internet (11/12/2015). Questions came in
from citizens across the state (11/12/2015).
Over the course of the conflict politicians, representatives of government
agencies, several types of NGOs, farmers and concerned citizens have spoken out to
voice their position on the issue. For more information, see Appendix A SC Stakeholders
and Frame Usage. The conflict started out along the river banks of the Edisto and has
since spread across the state. Political ideology has not been a factor with both
republicans and democrats in support of as well as against reforming the law. The recent
push for reform has been led by the sponsor of H.3564 James Smith who is calling for us
“to act now and act responsibility” (5/6/2015). Rep. Bill Taylor from Aiken Country has
aligned behind Smith voicing his concerns about future “mega-farms” re-locating to
South Carolina (5/6/2015). Urgency and the threat posed to our rivers were two
consistent themes pushed at the committee meeting in May (5/6/2015).
Environmental NGOs led by American Rivers and FRED have continued to focus
on several distinct issues throughout the conflict. Due to the exemption within current
regulations agricultural uses do not need to provide public notice or adhere to minimum
flow requirements seriously jeopardizing our rivers (FRED 2014). American Rivers
explained the SC DNR wasn’t even given noticed of the Walther Farms registration
(5/6/2015). Furthermore, supporters of H.3564 have been highly critical of the safe-yield
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standard employed by DHEC claiming that the science behind it is flawed (FRED 2014).
They argue that the “safe yield” standard could literally “let our rivers run dry” (Fretwell
2015). Several concerned citizens and a few small farmers living close to the potato farm
have voiced their concern throughout the controversy (Fretwell 2015). Rallying around
each other these individuals have created videos, presentations, and created Facebook
groups such as Edisto Concerns attempting to mobilize support for changing the law.
DNR and USGS have remained relatively quiet publically but have provided studies to
environmental groups that clearly raise concern over the current regulations (5/6/2015).
On the other side political opposition to reform has been led by Agricultural
Commissioner Hugh Weathers and a few outspoken legislators (5/6/2015). Weather’s has
called the Edisto case premature and that imposing a permitting process would be
burdensome on the small farmer (5/6/2015). He emphasized the importance of agriculture
to the economy and bringing in jobs to South Carolina (5/6/2015). Several legislators led
by Rep. Ott have adopted a similar position. Rep. Ott has raised concerns about small
farmers not being able to pay the fees associated with the permitting (5/6/2015). He does
not feel that this particular piece of legislation is good for South Carolina (Respondent
A16). Several other representatives have cautioned about moving too fast on this,
emphasizing the need to get it right (5/6/2015) Although she hasn’t specifically addressed
the proposed bill, Gov. Nikki Haley has championed agribusiness publically and put an
emphasis on bringing jobs to SC (Peterson 2015).
By far the leading group opposing the legislation has been The Farm Bureau
contending that the laws in place do the job. The NGO has been pivotal in organizing
small farmers across the state to stand up against the proposed reform (Peterson 2015,
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5/6/2015). The group put together a website titled savescfarmers.org, asking the reader to,
“Please join us now and tell your legislators to oppose rushing through new laws and to
support South Carolina family farmers” (Farm Bureau 2015). The agricultural committee
in May was filled with farmers wearing Farm Bureau stickers (5/6/2015). One by one
they got up voicing concerns for their livelihoods (5/6/2015). Jeff Wilson explained that
his family has been farming for over 100 years and with this proposed legislation he fears
for the future of his sons (5/6/2015). Dean Huttow, a fifth generation farmer call out to
everyone “don’t gripe about farming with a mouthful.” (5/6/2015). Many farmers fear for
their future and believe strengthening regulations would put a serious burden on their
ability to make a living.
The conflict has cooled as the congressional session ended for the year. H.3564
will be looked at again in 2016 and reports of more agricultural companies moving to
South Carolina have already surfaced (Fretwell 2015). There was a specific rumor in May
that a Texas based agricultural company has taken a serious interested in relocating
within the Edisto River Basin to grow corn for tortillas (Fretwell 2015). It is only a matter
time before the debate heats up again.
3.2 New Jersey Case
As the summer came to an end in 2012, rumors of a natural gas pipeline being
connected to the Beasley’s Point, NJ B.L England power plant began to surface (Procida
2012). Rockland Capital had purchased the power plant 2006 and now wanted to convert
the coal/oil plant to natural gas (Procida 2012). For detailed images, see Appendix B B.L.
England Power Plant. The location lacked access to natural gas and South Jersey gas
would need to build a pipeline to the plant (Procida 2012). The announcement of the
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proposed pipeline became the center of controversy. South Jersey Gas entertained several
different pipeline routes but ultimately decided on one that would run through the
Pinelands National Reserve (Respondent B14). The plans for the project required that 15miles of the pipeline be built through the preservation and through 7 miles of sensitive
wetlands (Procida 2012). For a map of the proposed pipeline, see Appendix C Pipeline
Maps. The conversion of the power plant remained an important discussion point
throughout the conflict. However, SJ Gas’s pipeline took center in almost every hearing,
meeting, newspaper article, statement, or any other on the record admission.

The Pinelands are protected by the Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) set
forth and administered by the Pinelands Commission (Pinelands Commission 2015). The
CMP was formed in a partnership and bound by both the Federal government with the
National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978 and the state of New Jersey’s 1980 Pinelands
Preservation Act (Pinelands Commission 2015). The area spans 1.1 million acres within
seven counties and 56 municipalities (Pinelands Commission 2015). The Pinelands is
home to dozens of rare plant and animal species (Pinelands Commission 2015). It also
sits over the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer system containing an estimated 17 trillion
gallons of water (Pinelands Commission 2015). The Pinelands Commission is made up of
15 commissioners, one of which is a federal representative from the Department of
Interior (Pinelands Commission 2015). Seven commissioners are gubernatorial
appointees and the remaining are representatives from each of the seven counties
appointed by freeholders (Pinelands Commission 2015). The commission also has a staff
led by an executive director appointed by governor. The staff provides reports, makes
recommendations to the commissioners, and also grants certificates of filing when
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applicants are compliant with the CMP (Respondent B9). The responsibility of the
Pineland’s Staff would later on become a major issue in the controversy.

Under the Pinelands Preservation Act any proposed developments within the
Pinelands must be compliant with the CMP through the process of obtaining a certificate
of filing from the Pinelands Commission (1/10/2014, Respondent B9). If not compliant
with the CMP, the proposed development must seek some sort of waiver from the
commission (1/10/2014, Respondent B9). Public entities applying for a waiver are
required to obtain a memorandum of agreement (MOA). An MOA can be awarded when
the public service infrastructure must be intended to primarily serve the needs of the
Pinelands (1/10/2014). Private entities must meet a stricter standard by obtaining a Strict
Waiver of Compliance. This waiver requires that an applicant “prove the development is
necessary in order to avoid either extraordinary hardship or satisfy a compelling public
need” (1/10/2014). South Jersey Gas (SJG) with the support and written approval of the
NJ Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU) sought an MOA from Pinelands Commission at the
end of 2013. SJG is private company serving as a public utility by providing gas to South
Jersey. A major question was raised in the early stages of the conflict as to whether SJ
Gas should be allowed to apply for an MOA or be held to the much stricter standard
applied to private developments (Respondent B9).

The conflict began to escalate in the fall of 2013 as public pressure mounted. A
protest at Stockton College took place in 2013 during an event sponsored by South Jersey
Gas (Landua 2013). The magnitude of the conflict became evident at a public hearing
hosted by the Pinelands Executive Director Nancy Wittenberg in Galloway Township on
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December 9th 2013 (Watson 2013). The hearing was dedicated to discussing the proposed
MOA by South Jersey Gas (Watson 2013). Interruptions were common that evening and
there were over 400 people in attendance (12/9/2013). Environmentalists “condemned”
the proposed pipeline (Watson 2013). Opponents criticized the plan for lacking an
adequate environmental impact study and raised several other environmental concerns
(Watson 2013). The proponents led by South Jersey Gas asserted only minimal
environmental impacts would occur, emphasized economic benefits, touted clean energy,
and argued for electric and gas reliability for the area (12/9/13, Watson 2013). A pivotal
point approached as the MOA was set to be voted on the following month by the
Pinelands Commission (Watson 2014). Opponents claimed the vote was being rushed and
pushed by Governor Christie’s Administration through intimidation (Watson 2014).
Leading up to the January 2014 commission meeting a crucial “no vote” commissioner,
Ed Lloyd was asked to recuse himself by the States Ethics Commission (Barrett 2014).
Rumors circulated in the news that the recusal came “on orders from the governor’s
office” (Barrett 2014).
The vote was 7-7, a tie effectively putting a halt to the MOA application.
However, the applicant South Jersey Gas could re-apply at a later date (Watson 2014). A
majority of the commissioners who voted against it based their reasoning on procedural
concerns, regarding the appropriateness of the MOA (1/10/2014). One commissioner
stated “MOAs are reserved for governmental entities and South Jersey Gas is a private
company” (Watson 2014). Another commissioner appealed to former Governor Christie
Whitman’s position claiming that passing the MOA would set a dangerous precedent
(Watson 2014). The commissioners were given thanks by many of those in attendance
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who opposed the pipeline (1/10/2014). There was virtually no comment from anyone
who supported the project (1/10/2014). During an interview, one concerned citizen
explained that everyone expected the commissioners to vote yes and “we considered
ourselves lucky that day” (Respondent B5).
Although no new proposals for the pipeline were made in 2014 the conflict was
brewing surrounded by much political controversy. The Pinelands Commission found
itself pitted in the middle between those upset about the vote and those fighting to make
sure the pipeline never goes through. South Jersey Gas in March of 2014 filed a lawsuit
in the Superior Court of New Jersey appealing the commission’s decision (PPA 2015).
Senator Jeff Van Drew, Senate President Steve Sweeney, and Governor Chris Christie
aligned publicly together in support of the pipeline (Colimore 2014). Van Drew called the
decision by the commission wrongheaded (Colimore 2014). The commission was under
fire as Governor Christie made nominations to replace several no vote commissioners
(PPA 2015). He made two nominations in May to NJ Senate to replace Pinelands
Commissioners Robert Jackson and D’Archy Rohan Green who voted against the
pipeline (Brunetti 2014). The initial nominations did not pass the Senate vote but Christie
tried once again in March 2015 (Brunetti 2014). Environmentalist groups led by
Pinelands Preservation Alliance (PPA) filled the committee room urging the Senators not
to approve the nominations (Brunetti 2014). One of the two nominations passed the
Senate, Robert Barr replacing Robert Jackson (Brunetti 2014). Right around the time
Gov. Christie made his initial nominations Cumberland County also chose not to reappoint Leslie Ficcaglia who also voted against the pipeline (Brunetti 2014).
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South Jersey Gas would not give up easily and they refiled for approval as a
private application in May of 2015 (Brunetti 2015). Private applications are not only held
to stricter standard but under the CMP it is required that their primary purpose be to serve
pinelands (Brunettie 2015). SJG made minor amendments to their application such as
moving an interconnection station several hundred feet and adding minor changes to its
language (Brunetti 2015). They argued as a result of the amendment that their application
was compliant with the CMP and the primary purpose of the pipeline would now be to
serve the residents of the pinelands (8/13/2015, Brunetti 2015). It is important to note that
the details of this application presented to the Pinelands Commission Staff were not made
public until after the fact (Respondent B9). On August 13th 2015 Director Wittenberg
stunned not only opponents to the pipeline but several pinelands commissioners as well
(8/13/2015). On that day the director along with her staff announced SJG’s application to
be consistent with the CMP and granted them a certificate of filing, moving the
application to the NJBPU for final approval (Parry 2015). Many expected that the
application would be deemed not compliant requiring SJG to seek a Strict Waiver of
Compliance (Respondent B9). This expectation can be attributed to the fact that prior to
the January 2014 vote, the Staff ruled SJG’s application not compliant with the CMP
(1/10/2014, Respondent B9). This would have required a full vote by the Pinelands
Commissioners unlike the issuing of a certificate of filing (Respondent A9). Opponents
criticized her actions as it required neither a public hearing nor anytime for the public to
respond (Parry 2015). The controversy has only escalated since.
At the monthly meetings, that followed one after another participant spoke of
their frustrations with outcome of the application. Although never listed on the agenda for
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any of those meetings, public comment was dominated by the topic. The next dedicated
public comment period was October 19th 2015 at the NJBPU hearing on the application
(10/19/2015). Tensions mounted between speakers as threats of protests, litigation, and
accusations of corruption and environmental crazies circled the room (10/19/2015). The
sentiment in the hearing was mixed, with about half the speakers supporting the pipeline
and the other against it (10/19/2015). The NJBPU did not vote on the application that day
as only one commissioner was present (10/19/2015). On the 16th of December the
NJBPU approved the application by a vote of 3-0 (Brunetti 2015). Once again opponents
were outraged, especially since the NJBPU gave only a day’s notice as to when the vote
would take place (Respondent B3). Frustrations were evident at January 2015 Pinelands
Commission meeting. Individuals from various organizations and concerned citizens got
up and voiced their concern over the pipeline. Not one person from the public got up and
spoke on behalf of the project (1/16/2016). Former commissioner Robert Jackson was
present voicing his concerns as well (1/15/2016). Most memorable was the closing
statements by Commissioner Candace Ashmun who had help draft the CMP and has been
on the commission since its inception 35 years ago (1/15/2016). She stated, “this
commission has never until now abdicated its inherent authority. It embarrasses me, I
have to say it” (1/15/2016).
Over the course of the controversy dozens of organizations, associations,
government officials, and individuals have spoken out, providing their position on the
proposed pipeline as well as the conversion of the power plant. For more detailed
information, see Appendix D NJ Stakeholders and Frame Usage. Opposition to the
project has been led by environmental NGO’s and concerned citizens. There has been
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little political opposition as the project has seen much bi-partisan support throughout the
state. Government agencies have remained relatively quiet publically by simply
providing short statements in support of the project. Leaders on both sides of the cause
have emerged and will be the focus of analysis.
Political support for the project has been led by State Sen. Jeff Van Drew (D)
with Gov. Chris Christie, Senate President Steve Sweeney, and a majority of others
aligning behind him in support (Colimore 2014). Politicians in support have backed their
position with praises of job creation, clean energy, energy independence, and lower taxes
(Colimore 2014). Political ideology has not been a deciding factor, as members of both
parties have supported it. No politicians currently in office of spoken out against the
projects. All seven counties have issued resolutions in support of the proposed pipeline
using the same reasoning. Among the counties, Upper Township has been the most
involved. They contend that the closing of the power plant would create a significant loss
in tax revenue for the county (Respondent B15). Several pinelands commissioners
supported the pipeline citing the need for clean energy, stability in the grid, and the fact
that the majority of the pipeline runs along a road within the Pinelands (1/10/2014). The
staff and Director Wittenberg have been in clear support of the pipeline since the
beginning (1/10/2014). They issued a 42-page report recommending the approval of the
MOA by the Pinelands Commission (Barrett 2014). The New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) and the NJBPU have long endorsed the project as
well (Colimore 2014). The NJDEP did mention the positive impact on air pollution that
B.L. England’s to switch to natural gas would bring (Hutchins 2013). For the most part,
both agencies have remained relatively silent with their support of the project. Concerned
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citizens, workers, union representatives, and other organizations have also shown
outspoken support for the projects by voicing their concerns for jobs, the economy,
minimal environmental impacts, and energy independence as well as reliability
(12/9/2013, 10/19/15).
As expected both SJG and Rockland Capital have remained publically supportive
of the two proposed projects. SGJ has been the more active of the two companies, which
is not surprising given the public attention they’ve received. SJG has developed a website
capeatlanticreliability.com, which explains in the detail the benefits the projects will
bring to the region (SJG 2015). The website hosts a banner that reads, “READ THE
TRUTH About the South Jersey Gas Pipeline Reliability Project.” (SJG 2015). Mainly
two representatives of SJG, Dan Lockwood and Dan Sperrazza have been the public
advocates for the project. Both have spoken to the importance of jobs, clean energy,
minimal environmental impacts, and need for energy reliability in the region. Lockwood
stated, "It will add jobs, lead to significant emissions reductions from the plant, and allow
us to provide enhanced service reliability to our customers in Atlantic and Cape May
Counties." (Colimore 2014). During an interview, a representative of SJG spoke of their
dedication to 370,000 customers and emphasis on safety (Respondent B14). He
emphasized the importance of creating a loop connecting the current gas lines together in
the region. A loop would create “redundancy” and prevent hundreds of thousands of
customers from losing natural gas in the event that part of the line goes down
(Respondent B14). Rockland Capital assured that the natural gas plant conversion and
associated construction would create 200 to 300 jobs (Procida 2012). A representative
from Rockland Capital emphasized the importance reducing emissions as a whole on the
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energy grid and focused on keeping the current employees at the power plant employed
(Respondent B18).
At the forefront of political opposition to the pipeline are former NJ governors
Jim Florio (D), Christie Whitmen (R), Tom Kean (R), and Brendan Byrne (D) (Hutchins
2013). They sent a letter to the chairman of the state Pinelands Commission in 2013
advising against the pipeline (Hutchins 2013). The governors emphasized their concern
that the proposed pipeline “would compromise the integrity of the pinelands” (Hutchins
2013). The letter spoke of the “lasting effect” the pipeline would have on “one of New
Jersey’s most precious resources” (Hutchins 2013). The governors sent another letter
advising the Senate not to approve Gov. Christie’s nomination to change two seats on the
Pinelands Commission. For more information and a copy of the second letter, see
Appendix E Letter from Governors. Several Pinelands Commissioners who voted against
the pipeline embraced the position of the four governors and cautioned the implications
of setting such a “dangerous precedent” (1/10/2014). At the local level, concerned
citizens living in the pinelands and near the power plant have come together to stand
against the two projects. During an interview, one citizen explained that the fight started
as a grass roots movement led by the people (Respondent B2). These citizens have
organized through facebook and started activism groups like “Don’t Gas the Pinelands”,
and organized peaceful protests.
Several environmental NGO’s have come out publically against the pipeline
raising a variety of different concerns. The N.J. Sierra Club has asserted that the pipeline
would damage the Pinelands, threaten water resources, and pollute the air (1/10/2014).
Clean Water Action asserts that the construction of the pipeline would “cause long-term
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harm to the Pineland forests and waterways: habitat loss, compaction of soils, more
runoff and erosion in waterways, changes to hydrogeology impacting aquifers and
groundwater (CWA 2015). The Pinelands sits above a 17 trillion-gallon aquifer that
provides drinking water to millions (CWA 2015). Over 40 organizations have joined a
coalition to stop the pipeline from being built (CWA 2015). The Pinelands Preservation
Alliance (PPA) has led the way on the technical side as well as the legal side. They have
hired consulting firms to review SJG’s Plan (PPA 2015). Their assessments have raised a
variety of different environmental concerns (PPA 2015). PPA fears that once the pipeline
is built, expansion for the sake of economic growth will follow, causing even further
damage. More recently environmental NGO’s have embraced the position that allowing
this pipeline to go through compromises the CMP and sets a bad precedent (8/13/2015,
9/11/2015, 10/19/2015, 1/15/2016).
The story is far from over as many opponents have vowed they will not give up.
The PPA has three different lawsuits pending that challenge the proposed project. The
first lawsuit challenges the NJBPU’s conclusion that the pipeline will bring energy
reliability to the region (Respondent B7). The second challenges the NJBPU’s findings
that the pipeline is “reasonably necessary” (Respondent B7). And lastly they have
challenged the process of approval by the NJDEP for SJ Gases interconnect station
located Tuckahoe, NJ (Respondent B7). Several NGO leaders have vowed that they are
ready to take action against the construction of the pipeline (Respondent B7).
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS
This study relied on several sources of data both primary and secondary including
the use of semi-structured interviews with participants from both cases. The reliance on
several data sources has been shown to strengthen qualitative research (Yin 2014).
Primary source data consisted of committee meetings, public hearings, public meetings,
internal memos, organization websites and press releases. Secondary source data
consisted of newspaper articles, media reports, and other accounts of the events. The bulk
of the data was taken from primary sources as secondary were primarily used as
supplements. An inductive approach was used to organize and analyze the data relying on
past methodologies and drawing from existing theory. The two main variables are the
stakeholders in the conflicts and the types of frames they used. Variations between the
types of stakeholders and the frames they use is the focus of this research. The two
variables will be used to identified framing patterns among stakeholders. Stakeholders
were identified and organized into affiliated groups by a preliminary review of the
available data for each case. As mentioned earlier, framing categories were derived from
pre-existing theory. Data was collected and analyzed separately for each case and then
compared across cases. The following sections will explain the methods and research
process in detail.
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4.1 Sampling, Units of Analysis, and Data Collection
Two types of sampling methods were used; purposive and snowball in attempt to
create an inclusive rich data set (Yin 2014). These techniques have representative
limitations so it was important to include individuals that offer contrasting views to
ensure maximum variation (Yin 2014). Purposive sampling was employed by collecting
data on public hearings, commission meetings, congressional meetings, public
statements, formal meeting minutes, memoranda, and organizational webpages from both
cases (Lewicki 2003). From those sources I looked for all the various positions being
voiced and made sure to include those participants in the sample. Contact was initially
made by email or phone to determine if they were interested in participating in an
interview. Additionally, dialogue with participants led to the introduction or referral of
several other individuals who were actively involved in the conflicts. I often experienced
comments like, “you need to get a hold of this person, and they would be a great person
to talk to.” This type of process has been termed snowball sampling by previous
researchers and played a big role in the research process of both conflicts (Yin 2014,
Brummans 2008).
Primary source data relied heavily on recordings of meetings, hearings, and other
events due to the vast amount of testimonies given by individuals in both cases. Detailed
note taking was conducted in attendance of these events as well as afterwards with
recordings. It is important to note that in the NJ case there was more data available on
hearings and meetings. This is partly due to the nature of the NJ case involving an
application process in which public meetings and hearings were required. These events
include a public hearing on December 9th 2013 hosted by the pinelands commission staff,
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a NJBPU public hearing on October 19th 2015, and several Pinelands Commission
meetings. Altogether, recordings from these events totaled roughly 20 hours. The bulk of
primary source data from the SC case consisted of three public events; the January 7th
2014 public hearing hosted by DHEC, the May 6th 2015 agricultural sub-committee, and
the November 12th 2015 Food Dialogues. All three events stretched roughly 4 hours each
totaling nearly 12 hours of discussion. Statements recorded in my notes from these events
are cited in the text of this paper with an abbreviated date i.e. the January 7th 2014 DHEC
public hearing is cited as (1/17/2014). The same method is use to cite the events from the
NJ case. Official public statements from participants and organizations were also
included in the analysis. The bulk of the secondary source data consisted of newspaper
articles; over 30 were reviewed.
Additionally, 37 semi-structured interviews were conducted. 19 stakeholders
were interviewed separately in the NJ case and 18 in the SC case. Researchers in the past
have used semi-structured interviews to allow for participants to fully express their views
and positions (Lewicki 2003, Yin 2014). The idea is to let framing categories emerge
through stakeholder’s expressions of positions on issues, opinions of others, and ideas of
what should be done. My initial goal was to conduct a total of 60 interviews ranging from
20 to 30 minutes each. However, a multitude of individuals were unresponsive in my
efforts to contact them and declined to do interviews on the record. Roughly 2/3rds of the
interviews were conducted in person and recorded while the rest were done over the
phone. Recording allowed for multiple revisions of the original interview producing
unimpeachable data (Lincoln & Guba 1985). Detailed note taking occurred both during
the interview and after by going through the recording. The note-taking adhered to the
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verbatim principle by capturing the exact terminology, colloquialisms, and labels used by
the interviewees (Yin 2014).
The interviews were structured in a sense that a list of questions were used based
on the type of interviewee and their general position in the controversy. For examples,
see Appendix F Sets of Interview Questions (Lincoln & Guba 1985). The questions were
structured to be as indirect as possible and allow for open-ended answers. This is an
important strategy for qualitative researchers called a nondirective approach (Yin 2014).
For the purpose of this research, the questions were structured to not specifically
encourage the use of a certain frame. Grand-tour questions were used to start off the
interview, as a means of further employing the non-directive approach (Yin 2014).
Researchers have found that such questions establish a broad topic but do not bias the
conversation by focusing on a specific point of interest (Yin 2014). The interviews
followed several other strategies suggested by researchers: speak in modest amounts, stay
neutral, maintain rapport, develop an interview guide, and analyze while interviewing
(Yin 2014).
As expected, rarely were all of the set questions asked to the interviewee. More
often than not respondents elaborated on what issues they saw to be important (Lincoln &
Guba 1985). This experience is common in this type of research and is beneficial because
it allows for “participants to pursue their own themes within the context of broad
questions about people’s roles in the conflict” (Brummans 2008, 31). Open-ended
questions are especially appropriate for this type of research (Yin 2014). A majority of
the interviews consisted of the interviewee providing information and listing reasons to
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support their positions and views. Several interviewees went as far as providing
documents at the interview or in follow up emails to support what they had said.
4.2 Data Organization
For the purpose of organization, data from participants was categorized into their
respective stakeholder group affiliation based on similar labeling used by previous
researchers (Brummans 2008, Lewicki 2003). This was done with all the notes taken on
the committee meetings, public hearings, and other primary source data collected. As
mentioned earlier, labeling participants with a specific stakeholder group affiliation was
often challenging. However, for the sake of having some semblance of stakeholder
grouping, labels were chosen based on the work of previous researchers (Brummans
2008, Lewicki 2003). The groups were environmentalists, elected officials, government
officials, citizen activists, workers, farmers, industry representatives. Environmentalists
were confined to those who were employed by and spoke on behalf of environmental
groups (i.e. Sierra Club, American Rivers). Elected officials were confined to senators,
congressman, governors, mayors or anyone in an elected position. Government agency
officials consisted of employees for the state i.e. (environmental agencies, appointed
positions, township employees). Business and industry representatives consisted of
representatives of a specific company, association, or union leader. Farmer, citizen, and
worker were all determined by their personal assertion. These stakeholder group
boundaries were the most difficult to define as some participants asserted multiple
affiliations. For that reason, as mentioned before, a conscious effort was made to be as
detailed as possible in defining stakeholders during analysis. Although some names were
attributed to data taken from publically accessible information, no names were attributed
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to interviews. This was done to ensure anonymity and that no harm is brought to the
interviewees. There was a conscious effort to avoid using any identifiers. Interviewees
were thus labeled as respondents, provided a letter to signify each case, and a number
used to distinguish each interviewee i.e. Respondent A1, Respondent A2, Respondent B1
etc. Also, respondents were often given a detailed description during analysis. For
detailed information on the interviewees, see Appendix G Interviewees. One major
challenge was to provide the necessary detailed stakeholder description and also assure
anonymity.
4.3 Data analysis
The basic analysis method of this study involved scanning the data for categories
of phenomena and looking for relationships among such categories (Lincoln & Guba
1985). As mentioned earlier, the framing categories were taken from previous work done
on the framing analysis of environmental conflicts (Gray 2003, Brummans 2008).
Relying on previous theory, in this case an established framing typology is considered to
be a deductive form of analysis. The unit of analysis in this study is the individual
stakeholders but is also reflective of their stakeholder group affiliation i.e.
environmentalist, farmer, etc. First, the data was analyzed separately for both cases. It
was important to unitize the data because it was the basis for identifying the frame type
being used by each participant and set up the data for analysis (Lincoln & Guba 1985).
Each individual’s statements were analyzed based on the thought units they used
(Lewicki 2003, Brummans 2008). The “thought unit” consists of words or sentences used
to express an identifiable thought (Lewicki 2003, Brummans 2008). The thought units
were used to determine the frames being employed by each stakeholder (Lewicki 2003,
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Brummans 2008). This analysis used a strategy practiced by previous researchers who
devised questions to ask when determining if those thought units signified the use of a
certain frame type (Lewicki 2003). An example of a guiding question for CMFs would
be: how does the stakeholder perceive the conflict should be managed or resolved?
Thought units that answer this question will be categorized as a CMF frame type
(Lewicki 2003). Some thought units were easily associated with a specific framing
typology. For instance, words such as democracy or public participation are clearly
attributable to the egalitarian social control frame.
Data analysis relied on a five phase analysis structure; compiling, disassembling,
reassembling, interpreting, and concluding (Yin 2014). Compiling consisted of formally
arranging the data into a useful order also known as categorizing (Lincoln & Guba 1985,
Yin 2014). This involved ordering stakeholder’s statements in transcripts, meeting notes,
other primary sources and interviews based on their affiliated groups. Data will also be
organized by date and source i.e. NJBPU public hearing 2015. The next phase,
disassembling, involves breaking down the data into smaller pieces or fragments (Yin
2014). At these stages, thought units denoting a certain frame typology were identified
along with type of participant (Gray 2003, Brummans 2008, Yin 2014). This process has
been termed as coding thought units to determine what frames are being exhibited by
what stakeholders and their respectful affiliated stakeholder groups (Yin 2014). Next, the
data was reassembled into respective categories according to frame type and the group
type of the stakeholder using that frame (Yin 2014). This provided clusters of
stakeholders employing a specific frame type. The results section for each case was
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organized in this manner. Tables were created for each case detailing the frames being
used by different stakeholders. For details, see Appendix A and Appendix D. (Yin 2014).
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CHAPTER 5
SOUTH CAROLINA FRAMING RESULTS

Stakeholders from both sides have readily expressed just how important water is
to South Carolina. Individuals have made statements such as “water is life”, “water is
everything”, “water is essential”, and “without water, it’s over” (Respondents A7, A14,
A16, Farmer 3: 5/6/15). A prominent state legislator proclaimed, “water is a fundamental
part of the life and blood of our state” (Respondent A13). Another spoke to a similar tone
declaring “water our most prized resource” (Respondent A16). At first glance, one would
assume that these statements come from stakeholders supporting a similar position in the
conflict. This is far from the truth. Those quotations are from stakeholders who oppose
and often despise each other’s perspectives. About the only thing opponents agree upon is
importance of water to South Carolina. Common ground between opponents and
supporters of reforming surface water regulations has been essentially non-existent.
Nothing highlights this division more than the frames being used by stakeholders. The
following section lays out a description of the frames being used in the conflict.
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5.1 Negative Characterization Frames
5.1.1 DHEC The Devil’s Advocate
Over the course of the conflict individuals and organizations have been pointed
to as at fault, evil, to blame or given other negative connotations. None of which has been
more apparent than the way some stakeholders have perceived DHECs involvement in
the controversy. DHEC held a public hearing on January 7th 2014 in response to the
demands of landowners living along the Edisto River. Over 400 people attended, despite
it being a bitter cold night (Respondent A1). Testimonies that evening, mainly by
citizens, continually framed DHECs role in a negative light. DHEC’s “no control over the
situation standpoint” can be seen as the root of many of these negative perceptions.
DHEC often responded defensively, explaining that all they can do is enforce the law.
For instance, one representative stated, “The law say’s what it says and that’s what
DHEC is bound by” (1/7/2014). Two DHEC representatives combined to mentioned not
making the laws nor having any control over the laws, a dozen times that evening. This
seemed to make stakeholders even more upset. DHEC has maintained this position
throughout the conflict (1/7/2014, 5/6/2015, 11/12/2015). The agency’s neutral stance has
not been taken well by those advocating for stronger surface water regulations.
At the outset of the hearing, a citizen accused DHEC of not using common sense.
Time and time again DHEC’s remarks were met with sighs, sarcastic chuckles,
expressions of frustration and disappointment. Interruptions of “it’s too late”, “where’s
my respect” and “who can give us some real answers” echoed the room (1/7/2014). One
citizen interrupted, “so what you’re saying is you can’t do anything until the damage is
done” (1/7/2014) Another shouted out, “your people need to go back to school”
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(1/7/2014). A very emotional citizen compared DHEC’s support of the law to those who
supported segregation laws, “well let me tell you something; there were laws in this state
that discriminated against black people, laws in this state that discriminated against
women, and we got rid of those laws, and we are going to get rid of this one.” (1/7/2014).
Minus a few NGO representatives and government officials, the hearing was dominated
by citizens taking shots at DHEC (1/7/2014).
As the hearing wore on, more and more citizens continued to display a
disapproving and at times insulting perspective of DHEC. They often became very
personal, questioning the ethical integrity of those who worked for the agency. A citizen
shouted, “yawl outa be ashamed, you got on there to protect, but you ain’t protecting a
god damn thing, only your jobs” (1/7/2014). Another went as far as accusing DHEC of
“legitimizing the exploitation of South Carolinians by corporate America” (1/7/2014).
Personal accusations were common, “you’re raping this river; this is the tip of the damn
iceberg”, a citizen declared (1/7/2014). A few minutes later another participant called
DHEC a “backdoor approval agency” and even accused them of nearly killing his wife a
few years back (1/7/2014). They provided a permit so that a company could dump into a
local river (1/7/2014). This individual noted that he drove several hours to get the hearing
because his story needed to be heard (1/7/2014).
Although not as extreme as the citizens at the public hearing, others have also
been highly critical of DHEC. During an interview, a representative of DNR displayed a
clear frustration regarding DHEC. He responded “let’s get real fellas”, during a
discussion on DHEC’s neutral position (Respondent A2). He questioned the ethics behind
DHEC’s emphasis on neutrality and reflected back upon when it wasn’t like this.
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(Respondent A2). He remembers when you could clearly see “ethics and care for the
environment” within DHEC (Respondent A2). A leading representative of Friends of the
Edisto (FRED) referred to DHECs consistent reiteration of “we have to enforce the law”
as an oxymoron; saying with frustration that we know “bureaucrats have to follow the
law” (Respondent A3). He also believed that DHEC has some wiggle room within the
law, but “knowingly choose not to use it and instead give into political pressure”
(Respondent A3). A farmer referred to this situation with the potato farm as evidence that
“DHEC is failing us” (Respondent A4). A concerned citizen explained that under the law
“DHEC is the only one who has a say, yet they say they can’t do anything” (Respondent
A5). He goes onto explain how DHEC is supposed to be looking out for us “but they
don’t” (Respondent A5).
More recently criticism towards DHEC has eased a bit as the agency has finally
started to at least recognize a problem exists (Respondent A5). This can partly be
attributed to the results of the Food Dialogues. After the event, outside of the building
there were mumblings amongst activists, “I can’t believe they said it” or “that was big”
(11/12/2015). At the center of discussion was DHECs admission of the fact that a river
could be drained under the current law. Around the one-hour mark, DHEC representative
David Baize stated “in theory, they could take it all” referring to the river. Noteworthy,
was that he immediately followed up with the assertion that this is likely not a reality
(11/12/2015). Up until that point DHEC had been reluctant to admit publically that under
the current law a river could be emptied. Despite being only a minor admission that there
may be a problem, several stakeholders saw this as a big moment. DNR representative
noted that DHEC finally took a step in the right direction at the Food Dialogues
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(Respondent A2). An environmentalist referred to DHEC’s admission as a “milestone”
moment, given their traditional “we are just here to enforce the law” approach.
(Respondent A1) An attorney actively fighting the current law also called it a big moment
(Respondent A6).
5.1.2 Walther Farms and the Fear of the Corporation
During the controversy several citizens and a few small farmers framed Walther
Farms in a negative light. A citizen spoke of Walther Farms as “the greatest threat the
small river has ever seen” (Fretwell 2013). He later explained that when he first saw the
mega-farm he nearly threw up (Fretwell 2013). Since the outset of the conflict negative
perceptions of Walther Farms have eased a bit. This is partly because they settled a
lawsuit with FRED and agreed to lower their initial registration by half. Walther Farms
has even opened dialogue with environmental groups and attempted to work with them
(Respondent A1). What hasn’t changed is the generally negative perception among
several citizens and farmers toward corporate farms and how they could impact South
Carolina. Walther Farms has often been cited as an example. During an interview, a
citizen explained, “The state gets nothing from these big farms; they suck money right
out of the community” (Respondent A5). He continued, “They are coming in and
squeezing the small farmers out” (Respondent A5). These citizens have this fear of
corporate farms hurting their community. One citizen captures it best, “This is the
struggle, our fight against the corporate farms, our fight against wall street” (Respondent
A7).
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Small farmers have also framed corporate farms as if they don’t care and bring
nothing positive to the community. A farmer stated “These are short-term profits for a
few corporations” (5/6/2015). Another explained that “Walther Farms only employs three
native South Carolinians. Mega-Farms won’t help us and they do nothing for us locally”
(Respondent A4). This same message was illustrated by another farmer who viewed big
farms like Walther as not good for the state “because they don’t buy anything from the
local community” (Respondent A8). He went on to explain, “They aren’t going to hire
South Carolina workers, instead they will hire $8 an hour Mexican workers” (Respondent
A8). Recently, a concerned citizen reached out to me explaining that “our fears are real”
(Respondent A5). He went onto explain that last week a corporate farm with operations
in South Carolina had been accused of employing around 1,000 illegal immigrants
(Respondent A5). The company was W.P. Rawls. He went onto discuss how this is ironic
given their often outspoken anti-regulation sentiment and collaboration with Farm Bureau
(Respondent A5).
5.1.3 Political Corruption & Failure
Elected officials advocating against reform have been framed in a negative way.
This was especially apparent at the outset of the conflict as opponents of the current law
were outraged (1/7/2014). During the DHEC hearing a citizen called upon all legislators
present, “hear my voice, you either get rid of the laws or we are going to get rid of you”
(1/7/2014). Another stated, “The honorable representatives and noble Senators exposed
once again in collusion with corporate business for campaign contributions, other selfserving interests, at the expense of South Carolina citizens, our resources, and the demise
of our faith” (1/7/2014). One citizen accused the state legislators of writing the current
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law for industry and with the intention of “marginalizing the rights of tax payers”
(1/7/2014). During a more recent interview, a concerned Edisto land owner showed little
faith in the legislature, “If we are looking for our state legislature to step up and do
something it won’t be in our life-time!” (Respondent A9). Another citizen pointed to
certain politicians as the problem, explaining that they have a hold on government
agencies by threatening to take away funding (Respondent A7). An attorney explained,
“There is a clear indication, that the state has lost control of the law” (Respondent A6).
Throughout the controversy several stakeholders advocating for reform have been
specific with negative characterizations toward certain elected officials and/or their
respective departments. During interviews, two stakeholders questioned the ethical
integrity of Rep. Russel Ott and made accusations of favoritism. One citizen explained
that at one point in time Rep. Ott was acting as a representative and a paid lobbyist for
the farm bureau (Respondent A7). He goes onto say “if that ain’t nepotism, than I dunno
what is” (Respondent A7). An environmental rep. stated, “Politics get very complicated,
when you get guys like Russel Ott” (Respondent A10). He accused him of being paid by
the Farm Bureau and making legislative decisions that benefit them (Respondent A10).
Similar accusations have been made against Hugh Weathers and the agricultural
department but to a much larger extent.
Several pro-reform participants have cast accusations of corruption against the
South Carolina Department of Agricultural and its Commissioner Hugh Weathers.
Among them are a few farmers and citizens who feel as though Comm. Weathers has
failed them and the state of South Carolina as a whole. A farmer who lives along the
Edisto River called the commissioner’s position in the controversy “political hog wash”
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(Respondent A4). He also stated, “the big companies he supports won’t help small
farmers or the economy” (Respondent A4). Another explained his disgust with the
commissioner, “My tax-dollars are paying the government, so I paid Hugh Weathers to
fly to California to recruit big farmers” (Respondent A8). Big farmers that he fears will
take all the water and make his land worthless (Respondent A8). Adamantly, one farmer
said he knows for a fact, “The commissioner is recruiting big companies, run by giant
corporations” (Respondent A11). A citizen explained how “our agricultural
commissioner is giving our water away for free” (Respondent A7). He would go on to
present several documents taken from the Department of Agriculture’s website. He
pointed directly to a line that read, “The abundance of more affordable water is arguably
the most attractive feature of South Carolina” (Respondent A7). The citizen explained
that this document is being used to attracted corporate farms to the state (Respondent
A7). The same citizen also presented a document showing that comm. Weathers also sits
on the board of Ag South, a farm credit bank. He made several inclinations that the
commissioner is corrupt (Respondent A7). Next, he presented a list of board members
from the Ag South website and Commissioner Weathers was listed.
Others, including several environmentalists have made similar statements about
the department and the commissioner. An environmentalist explained in frustration that
the commissioner has admitted in an interview that he is actively recruiting water intense
agricultural users (Respondent A12). He directly refers to a state house meeting where
commissioner Weathers bragged about it (Respondent A12). He goes onto say, “The
commissioner is trying to sell our state on the fact that we have water” (Respondent
A12). Another environmentalist stated, “The department of agriculture and the chamber
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of commerce together are actively recruiting big out-of-state agriculture to this state”
(Respondent A10). He goes onto to explain that they are “advertising cheap land and easy
water” (Respondent A10). Next he stated, “They won’t admit it, but the Commissioner
has backed tracked and changed his story several times” (Respondent A10). The
interviewee concluded, “The commissioner is speaking out of both sides of his mouth”
(Respondent A10). There was a clear indication that the interviewee suspected the
commissioner of some sort of wrong doing.
Several farmers, environmentalists and citizens have made even more personal
accusations against Commissioner Weathers. They accused him of acting in collusion
with his son Edward Weathers, a South Carolina licensed real estate agent. An
environmentalist conveyed this positon best, “Weather’s son is a principle in a real estate
firm that specializes in identifying large tracks of agricultural land that is in close
proximity to water resources” (Respondent A3). A citizen described the commissioner as
actively recruiting corporate farms to come to South Carolina, so his son Edward can sell
land to them (Respondent A7). He provided a letter from Edward Weathers addressed to
a Wagner county farmer telling him that an interested party wants to buy his land
(Respondent A7). For a copy of the letter, see Appendix I. During interviews, multiple
farmers confirmed the letter and shared a similar story expressing their dissatisfaction
with Commissioner Weathers (Respondents A4, A8, A11). One of those farmers got
extremely upset stating, “Hugh Weathers! Our agricultural commissioner and his son are
selling real estate to corporate farms” (Respondent A4). Another farmer stated “I know of
three other farmers who also got a letter.” He went onto say, “Hugh puts those companies
in contact with his son” (Respondent A4). A citizen explained “I confronted
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Commissioner Weathers to his face and he yelled, you leave my son out of this”
(Respondent A7).
5.1.4 Farm Bureau & The 1%
The Farm Bureau’s efforts of resistance against any reform to the law have
opened them up to great criticisms. Aside from a video presentation, small farmers have
been reluctant to challenge or accuse the farm bureau on the record (5/6/2015). The video
contained several farmers discussing how the farm bureau singled them out and called
them radical environmentalists (5/6/2015). One farmer stated, “I was a Farm Bureau
member, but not anymore” (5/6/2015). Several concerned citizens and environmental
NGOs view the Farm Bureau as failing to adequately represent the majority of SC
farmers. A citizen stated, “They represent the interests of corporate farms, people who
have no connection to the community” (Respondent A5). An environmentalist called the
Farm Bureau “disingenuous, representing only a tiny portion that pays the most money”
(Respondent A10). Stakeholders also viewed the Farm Bureau as unreasonable and
unwilling to compromise. The same environmentalist recalled a meeting in great
frustration. He explained that the Farm Bureau and David Winkles “wouldn’t even admit
that the number 7 is less than number 10” (Respondent A10). He went on to ask, “How
can we have a conversation within someone like that” (Respondent A10)? A citizen
stated, “The Farm Bureau and David Winkles won’t even admit that there’s a problem”
(Respondent A9). Another explained how he and others get accused of trying to hurt
small farmers, but really “The Farm Bureau is threatening small farmers” (Respondent
A7).
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A general consensus exists among those supporting reform, that the Farm Bureau
is ignoring the facts and intentionally putting false information out there. An
environmentalist explained that the Farm Bureau’s position “is just blowing smoke” and
relying on “unrealistic statements” (Respondent A12). Another stated, “They ignore the
facts because they don’t want to have a conversation about the actual problem”
(Respondent A10). He goes on to say that the Farm Bureau’s strategy is to “create
boogey-men, they want to create this specter that government is going to regulate farmers
to death” (Respondent A10). The activist refers directly to an agricultural sub-committee
meeting, when farmers’ wearing Farm Bureau stickers stated “you’ll make us get a
permit for a farm pond” (Respondent A10). He continued, “Farm ponds are exempt; no
one is going to make them get a permit for their farm pond” (Respondent A10). The
frustration mounts in his explanation, and he goes on to say “This misconception is
common, and it’s the Farm Bureau’s strategy of putting false information out there”
(Respondent A10). Several concerned citizens spoke along similar lines comparing the
Farm Bureau’s position to “the same delay tactics used by the tobacco industry years
ago” (Respondents A5, A7, A9). A pro-reform legislator explained, “As soon as the
controversy started the Farm Bureau went out and hired a public relations team”
(Respondent A13). He also believed that they have “purposely provided farmers with
misinformation to try and defeat the proposed bill” (Respondent A13). The legislator
goes onto explain that “This bill doesn’t hurt small farmers; it helps them” (Respondent
A13). He concluded, “They play on people’s fears, tell them things that are simply not
true” (Respondent A13).
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Several stakeholders have made even stronger accusations against the Farm
Bureau. A citizen stated, “this is big money and the Farm Bureau is getting a piece of the
action” (Respondent A5). He went onto to say “these big cartels are trying to control the
resource, and the farm bureau is at the center of it” (Respondent A5). An
environmentalist discussed how he has talked to farmers who have been directly
threatened by the Farm Bureau (Respondent A10). He explained that the Farm Bureau
told Farmers “We are going to hurt you financially, if you speak out against something
we stand for” (Respondent A10). As far as industry goes the Farm Bureau seems to take
the brunt of accusations. Although at times everyone opposing the reform gets lumped
together and simplified into one big group. An environmentalist stated, “Our opponents
have the position that if you don’t go along with us, we will prepare to make your life
miserable” (Respondent A3). Another explained, “It’s the Farm Bureau, the Department
of Ag, and Palmetto Agri-business that made this an attack on agricultural, we didn’t”
(Respondent A7). A citizen stated. “These people know as much about farming as I do
rocket science” (Respondent A7). Another compared them to the mafia. He stated, “I
mean this is gangster stuff”, in reference to several organizations who have spoken out
against reforming the law (Respondent A5). Individuals advocating for reform aren’t the
only ones who have made negative accusations toward their opposition. Although such
occurrences have been remarkably less apparent.
5.1.5 Environmental Radicals Attacking Family Farmers
Opponents of strengthening surface water regulations have used negative
characterization frames as well. It is important to acknowledge that they have been much
less inclined to do so publically or in any other on the record form. Anti-reform industry
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NGOs led by the Farm Bureau have employed such frames in an attempt to discredit the
opposing positions of environmental groups, concerned citizens, and others who support
stricter regulations. At the beginning of the controversy the Farm Bureau sponsored the
creation of a website dedicated to saving family farmers (Farm Bureau 2015). The
website put out statements explaining the situation and encouraging citizens to contact
their legislators. Statements included accusations that “special interest groups” are
“attacking family farmers”, and attempting “to fool lawmakers” (Farm Bureau 2015).
They accused “special interest groups” of putting forth a political agenda that “will hurt
farmers and their ability to water crops” (Farm Bureau 2015). The piece asked farmers
not to let them “distort the truth” (Farm Bureau 2015). The website had a banner stating,
“stand with farmers not environmental radicals”, which has since been removed (Farm
Bureau 2015). Early on, Farm Bureau President David Winkles was quoted referring to
those challenging the Walther Farms registration as using “sensational reports,
misconceptions, and outright falsehoods” (Fretwell 2014). A representative of another
industry NGO stated, “environmental groups spit out emotional jargon”, asserting that
“there’s no accountability for truth” (Respondent A14). She compared environmental
groups in this case to those who fought against the nuclear industry explaining that this
allowed coal to take over and we cannot allow this to happen again (Respondent A14).
A few elected officials also used negative characterization frames during
interviews (Respondents A15, A16). A state legislator explained, “Environmental groups
just want to make accusations about farmers” (Respondent A15). He accused
environmental groups of trying to stir up issues just to raise money (Respondent A15).
Another representative expressed a similar position. He called it, “an unfortunate reality
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that some people need to keep the conflict alive, conflict to them means a paycheck”
(Respondent A16). He went on, “Conflict drives membership to these environmental
groups and it keeps people elected” (Respondent A16). The same representative is upset
that agriculture has been targeted. Referring to individuals who support the reform, he
stated, “Don’t use agricultural as your whipping boy to change safe-yield” (Respondent
A16). He elaborated on how his goal is to “have a productive conversation” and “come to
a compromise” (Respondent A16). However, he explained that this is something the other
side is not interested in (Respondent A16).
5.2 Conflict Management Frames
5.2.1 Appeal to Political Action
Several individuals of various stakeholder groups have employed the conflict
management frame appeal to political action. A major agenda for pro-reform stakeholders
was to strengthen current regulations on surface water withdrawal for agricultural
purposes. This frame has been used since the beginning of the controversy. The January
2014 hearing opened with a representative of FRED asserting that change has to come
through the legislature (1/7/2014). Throughout that night several concerned citizens got
up and demanded that legislators act now and change the law (1/7/2014). One citizen
stated, “all we hear is that it’s the law, it’s the law, but don’t forget that the law is a living
thing and subject to change” (1/7/2014). Another asserted that we should go “sit on the
steps of legislature, until something is done” (1/7/2014). With confidence, a citizen
responded, “Bill Taylor is a legislator who will get something done” (1/7/2014).
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Calls for political action continued at the agricultural subcommittee meeting in
May of 2015. A representative of American Rivers called on legislators to change the
law, and level the playing field for other water users (5/16/2015). An attorney for FRED
stated, “the time to change the law is now” (5/6/2015). She went on to say, “The law is
legally flawed in how it treats new agricultural users different from other types of users”
(5/6/2015). Several legislators also spoke to the importance of changing the law. The
primary advocate was legislator James Smith, sponsor of the proposed amendment. He
called upon his fellow legislators to “act now and act responsibly” (5/6/2015).
Representative Bill Taylor explained that changing the law would protect small farmers,
and he called upon everyone to keep an open mind (5/6/2015). There were also a few
farmers present who supported changing the law (5/6/2015). They played a video
containing passionate testimonies, asking legislators to change the law (5/6/2015). A
farmer called it an “insane law”, another agreed explaining that there are no regulations
right now (5/6/2015). Another stated, “This is something that can’t wait” (5/6/2015). One
farmer even stood up before dozens of anti-reform farmers wearing Farm Bureau
stickers, and asked that we act now “before we have a crisis” (5/6/2015). The bill would
not be approved for a vote that day, and instead would remain in the sub-committee for
further review next session.
Despite strong legislative opposition several participants are still advocating for
political action to resolve the issue. This is evident in several recent interviews with
citizens and farmers who continued to advocate for legislative action. During one of the
interviews, a citizen proclaimed that “Water needs to be a legislative agenda and it’s
crucial that we conserve it” (Respondent A7). Another explained that “Lawmakers need
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to recognize there is nothing safe in safe-yield, and that it’s time to change the law”
(Respondent A5). An Edisto River land owner stated, “our legislators need to be proactive, we shouldn’t wait for a crisis, we can’t wait on our butts” (Respondent A9).
Several farmers have maintained this position as well. One farmer emphasized the need
to change the law , in order to make sure we regulate big farms coming into South
Carolina (Respondent A4). Another dismissed the call for more studies, stating that “they
passed the law without a study and we do not need one to change it” (Respondent A11).
Reluctant to admit his general support for stronger regulations, a farmer explained how
he understands people’s concerns; but something needs to be done in this case
(Respondent A8).
A few Environmentalists shared a similar position. One activist explained, “Our
opportunities in court are limited” (Respondent A3). He went on to advise that “The only
solution is changing the law and to do so we have to convince enough people to demand
a change” (Respondent A3). Another explained that changing the agricultural exemption
within the law is our best chance at making progress (Respondent A10). He showed
optimism that if we can’t get the law changed this year, maybe next (Respondent A10). A
representative from another environmental group also felt strongly for the need to change
the law, but also cautioned that the “current reform doesn’t go far enough” (Respondent
A1). Despite DHEC’s continuous emphasis of neutrality; a representative of DNR has
made his position very clear. He expressed his concern over the current law and the need
to change it. The agency official reasoned that “the law has several short-comings, but by
focusing on changing the agricultural exemption, it allows us to take a little step, in the
right direction” (Respondent A2). He recalled at one point, a discussion within the
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agency about writing a letter to DHEC expressing their concerns over the law
(Respondent A2). DNR as an organization has issued two position statements identifying
what they perceive to be flaws within the current law (DNR 2010, DNR 2011). There is
still support within the legislator for the proposed bill, and several legislators believe it is
only a matter of time before it’s approved. During an interview, a legislator explained
that he was there when the current law was written, and has since realized that “We made
a mistake” (Respondent A13). He went on, “The Walther case made that clear, and now
we need to go and fix” (Respondent A13). Senator Chip Campsen has also spoken out in
the newspapers regarding the need to fix this law, “as soon as possible” (Bengston 2015).
5.2.2 Adjudication
As the conflict worn on several individuals started advocating for legal action, as
they became skeptical of a change through legislative action. A citizen explained that “If
the law won’t be changed, the next step is to continue to fight it in court” (Respondent
A5). Some went even further. One citizen stated, “If they want to wait for sound science,
then we want an injunction to suspend any agricultural registration until sound science is
available” (Respondent A5). Another citizen doubted that lawmakers would do anything.
He thinks that legal action may be “our best hope” (Respondent A9). He went on to
emphasize the importance of an ongoing lawsuit by SCELP explaining that we need an
injunction against the state to stop any future agricultural registrations (Respondent A9).
An attorney for SCELP expressed that she believes “challenging the constitutionality of
the law is a good route for now” (Respondent A6). It’s important to note that FRED
challenged the legality of the Walther Farm’s registration back in 2013-2014 and
eventually settled. The organization has since shifted away from adjudication as a
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strategy. A representative of FRED explained that legal action would be a tough route
because “Special interest groups simply have more resources”, referring to money and
power (Respondent A3).
5.2.3 Struggle, Sabotage or violence
Aside from early on in the conflict discussions of struggle, sabotage, or violence
have been few and far between. One citizen explained that “We can’t look to the
politicians to deal with this, we have to come together and boycott every Frito Ley
product” (1/7/2014). Another discussed protesting on the steps of the legislature until
something is done (1/7/2014). Both of these positions were expressed at the January 2014
hearing when tensions were high. The use of this frame has been very limited, but could
resurface in the future if legal and legislative measures fail.
5.2.4 Avoidance, Do Nothing
Opponents have also used certain CMFs throughout the controversy. A dominant
frame among many anti-reform farmers has been to let the issue rest, do nothing, and
leave the law as it is. This was especially true among farmers who spoke at the
agricultural sub-committee meeting (5/6/2015). Many of these farmers wore Farm
Bureau stickers and were determined to convince the committee to leave the law alone. A
farmer explained. “more regulations of any sort will discourage future generations from
farming” (5/6/2015). Another stated, “changing the law would create more regulations
hurting family farms” (5/6/2015). He created this scenario in which a farmer would have
to pay a “$1000 for a permit” (5/6/2015). Farmer after farmer got up and testified against
changing the law and made statements like “Regulations put a burden on us” (5/6/2015).
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A very emotional farmer explained how he saw the poultry industry become devastated
by regulations. He called for letting the law be and championed the cause for “no more
permits” (5/6/2015). Another farmer asked everyone, “What’s wrong with a policy that
lets family farmers do well?” A similar use of this frame was seen at the Food Dialogues
by several farmer panelists. A farmer explained that the law should be left alone, “We
should trust the law and the programs” (11/12/2015). Another, when questioned about the
law, explained that all laws can be improved but he believes it should be left alone for
now (11/12/2015). One farmer panelist explained, “I’m not sure that the law is broken,
it’s worked like it was intended to” (11/12/2015).
Several legislators have also used the avoidance frame, maintaining at this time
nothing should be done to change the law. This was made clear in the discussion between
legislators at the sub-committee meeting, and by their eventual vote not to move the
proposed bill forward. During an interview, a legislator explained that “All laws can be
improved, but this proposed reform does not make the law better” (Respondent A16). For
that reason, he concluded that for now nothing should be done (Respondent A16).
Another lawmaker agreed explaining that farmers “have not abused their rights of not
being subject to a permit” (Respondent A15).
5.2.5 Fact Finding
The most commonly used conflict management frame among those opposing the
current reform has been fact-finding. For more detail, see Appendix A. Several
stakeholders who spoke at the agricultural sub-committee framed their position around
the need for more facts or studies. A farmer stated, “The science isn’t good enough”
(5/6/2015). Another explained that he wants to “see the study first” and “let sound68

science prevail” (5/6/2015). Others used this frame as well. Agricultural Commissioner
Hugh Weathers has argued that “right now we do not have a straight answer” (5/6/2015).
He alluded to the idea that we should wait for more information and specifically referred
to the modeling study on South Carolina’s 8 river basins (5/6/2015). A Palmetto AgriBusiness Council representative stated, “simply the science isn’t there”, and goes on to
ask legislators to wait until we can make a “science based judgement” (Respondent A14).
Another industry representative of the Southland Forest called for sound science before
we “cry change” (5/6/2015). An attorney, whom claimed to be active in forming the
original law, maintained that the law works (5/6/2015). He stated, “The burden of proof
should be on those who want to change the law.” He ended his testimonial with
references to a need for more studies (5/6/2015). This frame has been used throughout the
conflict.
More recent interviews show the use of the fact-finding frame as well. A
legislator reasoned that “We would be foolish to do anything now without the facts”
(Respondent A15). He mentioned waiting for a modelling study so that “we do not head
in the wrong direction” (Respondent A15). The legislator reiterated the model over and
over again, explaining that we have spent millions of dollars on it (Respondent A15). He
then asked, “Why would we change the law before the model is done” (Respondent A15).
A representative of Palmetto Agri-Business Council explained that she is open to finding
a middle ground, but first “We need to complete the study” (Respondent A14). She see’s
improvements to the law as possible, but “we need more information” (Respondent A14).
Lastly, she warned against making “hasty decisions” without knowing what’s going on
statewide (Respondent A14). A representative from a governmental agency also used the
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fact-finding frame on several occasions. During an interview, he stated “before we move
forward we need sound science” (Respondent A17). He goes onto say that people were
acting out of emotion and we need to wait for the models (Respondent A17) He called on
those who are concerned to “have patience” (Respondent A17). The fact-finding frame
was also used at the Food Dialogues by a representative from DHEC (11/12/2015). The
DHEC representative stated, “We need good science, that’s what the models will give us”
(11/12/2015). Although publically claiming neutrality on the issue, during much of the
conflict DHEC has used many of the same frames as those who advocate against
reforming the law.
5.3 Social Control Frames
5.3.1 Egalitarian
The use of the egalitarian social control frame has been common among those
stakeholders whom have advocated for strengthening surface water withdrawal
regulations. This position is framed around the view that greater public involvement is
needed in the management of South Carolina’s water use. Stakeholders have continually
emphasized the need for public notice and the inclusion of everyone in the decision
making process. Several citizens at the January 2014 hearing expressed their concern
over DHEC granting such a large registration without informing the public (1/7/2014).
One citizen asked, “How could this be allowed, without even informing the public and
allowing for comment from the communities affected” (1/7/2014)? Another explained
that DHEC is supposed to protect the health of the public and keep us informed. He
stated, “There is nothing in the law that prevents you from informing the public”
(1/7/2014). Furthermore, a FRED representative called for a collective effort between the
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leaders of our community and of our state to work with us to save the Edisto River
(1/7/2014). This concern was continuously raised by stakeholders throughout the
controversy.
At the outset of the agricultural sub-committee meeting, two legislators
supporting the reform described the proposed bill as “addressing the lack of a public
hearing process” (5/6/2015). Two environmentalists also spoke at the meeting, calling for
a permitting process, specifically because it requires “public notice” (5/6/2015). The
Congaree River Keeper reaffirmed his position as panelist at Food Dialogues, calling for
“all stakeholders to be given a say and taken into account” (Respondent A10). During a
more recent interview, he explained that “no one has a say now, not even other farmers”
(Respondent A10). A representative of the Coastal Conservation league also spoke of the
need to get everyone involved (Respondent A1). She emphasized the importance of
“everyone working together” (Respondent A1). During an interview, a local Wagner
country farmer felt the same way. He stated, “local engagement is needed, he’s living on
the ground and should have a say” (Respondent A4). Interviews with several citizens
reveal a similar perspective. One citizen he asserted that “The community should know
and should have a say” (Respondent A5). An Edisto River land owner explained how
“No one new about the registration, no one had any idea until they saw it” (Respondent
A9). He continued, “A permit would allow for public dialogue, for us to make
suggestions. To make sure the resource is being used in the right way” (Respondent A9).
The unilateral authority given to DHEC has been questioned throughout this
controversy. A citizen asked, at the outset of the January 2014 hearing, “How can you
choose not to consult DNR or anyone else” (1/7/2014)? Both the Congaree River Keeper
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and a representative from American Rivers emphasized not only the importance of public
notice, but the need to notify other government agencies specifically referring to the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) (Respondent A10, A12). During an interview, a
citizen stated “DHEC is the only one who has a say” (Respondent A5). A member of
DNR explained that they have reached out to DHEC on several occasions, emphasizing
the importance of communication across agencies (Respondent A2). Recently DHEC has
shown some assurance and provided a verbal agreement to consult with DNR on future
registrations (Respondent A2). There exists a strong a divide between stakeholders who
employ egalitarian frames and those who do not.
5.3.2 Individualist
This divide is strongest between anti-reform stakeholders employing the
individualist social control frame as a way of supporting their position. This view point is
framed around the idea that farmers i.e. the individual, know best how to manage their
water use. Moreover, those farmers shouldn’t be interfered with, because it’s in their best
interest to conserve water use. Throughout the controversy several anti-reform farmers
have employed this frame. This was echoed throughout the sub-committee meeting.
Farmers used phrases such as “I do all I can to conserve water” and “I am both a farmer
and a conservationist” (5/6/2015). Farmers serving on panels at the Food Dialogues,
reiterated this message. They spoke of their ongoing conscientious effort to “follow
conservation practices” (11/12/2015). A farmer said “We know when to turn the pump
on, we see money signs so we use only what we need” (11/12/2015). Another announced,
“I am a conservationist, I am a farmer!” and “water is a tool, that I have to take care of!”
(11/12/2015). References to methods of water efficiency were commonly touted in their
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testimonies (11/12/2015). They believe wholeheartedly that the decision of how to
manage their water should be left up to them.
Those stakeholders further justify this need for individual decision making by
describing scenarios in which group or community decision making would devastate the
farmer (11/12/2015). A fear exists, that involving others in the decision making process
would impose a serious burden on their ability to farm. The agricultural sub-committee
was filled with statements claiming that increased regulations would burden the farmer
(5/6/2015). A farmer created this scenario in which he would be required to pay a $1000
permit that he couldn’t afford (5/6/2015). He explained that such burdens would
“seriously threaten his livelihood” (5/6/2015). Another farmer stated, “Permits can take
8-300 days, he doesn’t have that time” (5/6/2015). Farmer after farmer stood up, claiming
that small farmers wouldn’t be able to survive the permitting process. Towards the end, a
poultry farmer spoke with great conviction about how the permitting process ruined his
industry (5/6/2015). He shared his story, that since permitting is now required, “He must
notify the public, allowing for people to come and protest” (5/6/2015). He explained that
poultry farmers must now put up thousands of dollars to develop a plan, which in the end
might not even get approved (5/6/2015). Lastly, he shouted “No more permits” and
“don’t bite the hand that feeds you” (5/6/2015).
This anti-regulatory stance by several farmers has continued throughout the
controversy. At the more recent Food Dialogues several farmers serving as panelists
voiced the same messaged. One explained that requiring a farmer to get a permit would
delay the planting of their crops (11/12/2015). She went onto say that this could create “a
life or death situation for a farmer” (11/12/2015). Farming is all about timing she
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explained, alluding to the position that permitting would seriously disrupt that timing
(11/12/2015). Another farmer agreed, explaining that a permit could “delay a farmer by a
whole year, crippling his livelihood” (11/12/2015). He created a scenario in which
younger people would be turned away from entering a career of farming because of strict
regulations (11/12/2015).
Other stakeholders, not just farmers have also used this frame to argue against
increasing surface water regulations. Several legislators expressed their anti-reform a
position, using a similar rationale. During an interview, a legislator asked “Why would a
farmer drain his river?” He went on for several minutes explaining that “They don’t want
it dried up. Farmers won’t abuse water, it’s precious to them” (Respondent A15). He goes
as far as saying there’s “no need for public notice because farmers are the best
conservationists, they need water” (Respondent A15). The interview concluded with him
stating, “We don’t need to put another burden on the farmer” (Respondent A15). Another
legislator shared this view, “Farmers don’t want to drain the river; they need the
resource” (Respondent A16). Previously at the sub-committee meeting he had also
emphasized his concern that small farmers wouldn’t be able to afford the costs of
obtaining a permit (Respondent A16). During an interview, a represenative of Palmetto
Agri-business Council dubbed farmers as “the ultimate conservationists (Respondent
A14). She went onto say, “The process of permitting and public notice would be
burdensome on the small farmer” (Respondent A14).
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5.4 New Framing Categories
5.4.1 Farming is Unique
A major position, by anti-reformers has been to argue that farming is so unique
that an exemption under the law is justified. They have provided several reasons. First,
the use of water by farming is based on seasonality and weather. Second, farming
produces food making it unique from other water users. A number of farmers used this
position at the sub-committee meeting. One farmer explained, “The weather is
unpredictable and irrigation allows us to control that” (5/6/2015). He continued, “We
can’t just turn the off the water like everyone else, if we do the plants will die”
(5/6/2015). Several farmers declared that collectively, they provide food for everyone. An
irritated farmer asked those in attendance, “We provide you with food, could you live
without food” (5/6/2015)? Another stated, “We need farms to feed people” (5/6/2015). A
farmer, frustrated by those asking to treat farming like everybody else, responded “don’t
bite the hand that feeds you” (5/6/2015)! This idea that agricultural is different was also
echoed at the Food Dialogues by several farmers on the panel. A farmer explained how
agricultural is very different from other industries, referencing that “it’s very seasonal
and very time sensitive” (11/12/2015). She also made the point that unlike other
industries we only use water seasonally, mostly in July (11/12/2015). The importance of
food to society was championed by farmer panelists that day. “We do use a lot of water,
but it’s for the good of all”, stated a farmer (11/12/2015). He continued, “Food is a
priority, we need good food” (11/12/2015). His testament to the audience lasted a few
minutes and ended with “Everyone eats, you can live 3 days without water, 21 days
without food” (11/12/2015). Another farmer quoted Daniel Webster, “Farmers are the
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founders of civilization.” He reasoned that this quote is especially true today, because
there are less farmers producing food for an even larger population (11/12/2015). One
farmer explained, that by making things hard for farmers “We are playing with a scary set
of dice” (11/12/2015).
Several other stakeholders have used this frame as well. A representative of the
Department of Agriculture stated in an interview that “agriculture is a unique user and
needs to be prioritized” (Respondent A18). A DHEC representative spoke along similar
lines discussing the “seasonality of farming.” He indicated that this may be the reason as
to why agricultural is given an exemption under the current law (11/12/2015). A
legislator was also very outspoken about the “uniqueness” of farming and its importance
in society. He explained that irrigation is a farmer’s “insurance policy”, and without it “a
farmer completely dependent upon mother nature” (Respondent A16). The representative
emphasized that “agricultural can’t be lumped in with other industries, because farmers
only need it for a narrow window of time” (Respondent A16). He cautioned, “if a farmer
has to stop using water they may lose their crop” (Respondent A16). Lastly, he stated
“we can’t drive farmers out of business, we need food security” (Respondent A16). A
representative of Palmetto Agri-business Council spoke to a similar tone. “We represent
food”, she said “and cannot be treated exactly the same as other industries, like
manufacturing” (Respondent A14). She went on passionately, “Agriculture is unique, if
you stop access to water, you could lose everything” (Respondent A14). The interview
ends with a very telling testament. She enthusiastically states, “The country who ends up
with the most food wins” (Respondent A14).
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5.4.2 For the Sake of the Economy
Throughout the controversy some anti-reform stakeholders also framed their
position on the basis of economic importance. Farm Bureau President, David Winkles
stated “We should be celebrating the arrival of this new business to our state” (Fretwell
2014). His statement was found in a letter to the editor of The State newspaper in
response to several articles written on Walther Farms. Commissioner Hugh Weathers has
carried a similar position throughout the conflict. At the sub-committee meeting, he
stated “New mega-farms would bring jobs to the State of South Carolina” (5/6/2015). He
explained his position in more detail during an interview (Respondent A18). Weather’s
stated, “We need new business to have revenue for the state and it will help farmers in the
long run” (Respondent A18). He contended that bigger farms will bring big processing
facilities with them and they will contract out some of the farming to smaller farmers
(Respondent A18). The commissioner ends by stating, “Agriculture is a big part of our
economy, and we need new business for public school funding” (Respondent A18). A
legislator showed a similar perspective, contending that bigger farms will “open up new
markets” (Respondent A16). He went onto say, “new processing plants would open up
opportunity for small farmers to sell” (Respondent A16). A representative of Palmetto
Agribusiness Council has also framed this is an economic issue on several occasions
(5/6/2015). She stated at the sub-committee meeting, “Agricultural is a $42 billion
economy” (5/6/2015). During a more recent interview, she explained this law would
impact not only agriculture but forestry as well. She stated, “both make up a huge
economic sector for SC, and available water is crucial to our industry” (Respondent
A14).
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5.4.3 For the Sake of Future Generations
Several stakeholders, primarily farmers have put forth this perception that reform
is needed for the sake of future generations. During an interview, a farmer explained that
without reform there may be no water left for them (Respondent A4). Another stated, “He
fears for future generations. No one is looking at the big picture, the future of water”
(Respondent A11). One farmer feared that his grandson “won’t be able to take over his
farm” (Respondent A8). He explained that all the land he has now will be worthless,
“when all these non-mom and pops use up all the water” (Respondent A8). A legislator
shared a similar perspective emphasizes our duty to the future. He stated, “Taking care of
that resource is a fundamental and moral obligation that we have for future generations”
(Respondent A13).
Other stakeholders have also used this frame in a different way to advocate
against reform. Farmers opposing stronger regulations perceived that reforming the law
would threaten the future generation of farmers. This message was voiced throughout the
sub-committee meeting. A farmer stated, “more regulations will discourage future
generations from farming” (5/6/2015). Another shared this view and explained that
“Young people who want to get into this field are feeling unwanted” (5/6/2015).
Speaking from experience in the poultry industry, one farmer explained how a young
farmer has to overcome enough and regulations will make it only harder (5/6/2015).
Pleading to the legislators, a farmer explained his concern that his sons won’t able to
farm in the future (5/6/2015). A farmer panelist at the Food Dialogues put forth a similar
positon. He stated, “for the young guy getting outta college, the regulations could hinder
him. I want to help that young guy, not hurt him” (11/12/2015).
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5.5 Conclusion
The types of framing categories emerging in the SC case help put into perspective
the deep divisions and conflicting views among stakeholders. Negative characterization
frames, conflict management frames, and social control frames help tell an interesting
story about conflict dynamics. There exists a clear dislike among some stakeholders,
regarding those who oppose their positions. Pro-reformers have shown a strong distrust
and pessimistic perception of their counterparts. SCDHEC, Commissioner Hugh
Weathers, and the Farm Bureau have emerged as common enemies. On the other hand,
anti-reform stakeholders view anyone supporting stronger regulations as extreme
environmentalists. Both sides are far from an agreement on how the issue should
managed going forward. Some want change immediately, through legislative action;
while others ask for more research and statewide studies. A group of anti-reform
advocates feel as though the law should never be changed. As some stakeholders grow
tired of the legislative process; they’ve turned to calls for legal action.
There exits an ethical divide among stakeholder perspectives on how social
decisions pertaining to water use should be made. Stakeholders advocating against
reforming the law want water management decisions to be handled on an individual
basis; while the opposition wants everyone in the community to have a say. Other
important frames have emerged causing clashes between stakeholders. Anti-reform
stakeholders view farming as unique and so important that an exemption under the law is
required. Others caution that South Carolina’s water is risk and are concerned for future
generations. For a more detailed numerical description of the frames, see Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 6
NJ FRAMING RESULTS
There has been essentially no consensus among stakeholders in the NJ case. On
one side, stakeholders strongly believe that the benefits to the proposed pipeline and the
conversion of the power plant are overwhelming. Opponents see the two projects as
unnecessary, and posing a big concern for the environment and society. Framing
consistencies have emerged among stakeholders creating serious barriers to compromise.
Hostility and disregard for each other’s perspectives has been evident throughout the
conflict. Citizens have been told to “make your comments and sit down”, and moderators
have imposed time restrictions at public hearings (12/9/2013). One citizen recalled being
escorted out by police on several occasions (Respondent B1). A quote from a hearing
early on in the controversy says it all, “I want the record to show I am being forced to sit
down by police officers. I’m being heckled by the crowd” (12/9/2013). Industry leaders
displayed great frustration towards their critics. A representative of South Jersey Gas
(SJG) stated, “We are one the largest investors of solar energy in this state” (Respondent
B14). He went on, “yet they compare us to big fossil fuel, we aren’t, we are a South
Jersey company” (Respondent B14). The clashes and continued disagreements among
stakeholders makes for an interesting framing analysis.
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6.1 Negative Characterization Frames
Negative characterization frames have been used by both opponents of the
pipeline as well as participants who support it. However, anti-pipeline opponents have
employed such frames at a much greater rate. They have been directed generally at those
who support the pipeline, towards specific groups, and at specific individuals. This has
been evident at public hearings, meetings, in the press, and during more recent
interviews. Although less often, supporters of the pipeline have also framed opponents in
a negative way.
6.1.1 Generally
Throughout the conflict negative characterizations have been directed generally
towards those who support the pipeline. One citizen spoke with conviction, “And I say
shame on anyone who is looking to make money by killing my seventh generation, by
killing your own seventh generation” (12/9/2013). Another citizen followed up shortly
after, “they should be ashamed of themselves” (12/9/2013). A biology professor
explained that this isn’t so much about the facts as it is about some “deep seated issues of
corruption” (12/9/2013). He would go onto characterize those promoting the pipeline as
bullies, “I feel like the people and the pinelands commissioners are just being bullied”
(12/9/2013). Portraying proponents of the pipeline as bullies has been continued
throughout the controversy. A former NJDEP employee, now turned concerned citizen
stated that the “strong-arm tactics driving this project are very ugly” (12/9/2013). During
a more recent interview, he characterized pipeline proponents as being “fact selective,
cherry picking to create the appearance of win-win” (Respondent B1). Another citizen
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compared her opponents to the evil that exited in the movie Star Wars, “this about good
vs. evil” she said (Respondent B2).
Environmentalists also used similar characterizations toward supporters of the
pipeline. Sierra Club leader, Jeff Tittel stated, “bluffing and bullying and holding out
golden carrots did not work” (1/10/2014). Tittel was quoted in the Atlantic City Press
explaining that those who want this pipeline are willing to bully the commission to get it
(Colimore 2014). A Conservation NJ representative explained the entire process as “an
example of human arrogance, huburis, and completely irresponsibility” (10/19/2015).
Clean Water Action (CWA) leader David Pringle called pipeline supporters “ignorant”
and “disingenuousness” (10/19/2015). He asked for more honest testimony from
supporters (10/19/2015). A representative from Environment NJ explained, “They all lied
to us and are totally corrupt” (10/19/2015). A former New Jersey governor called the
powerful forces pushing through this project, “oblivious to the situation” (Respondent
B4). Negative characterizations have also been used directly towards a specific group,
organization, or person.
6.1.2 The Evil Corporations
Those speaking out against the pipeline have criticized the corporate world as a
whole and more specifically SJG. This was apparent from the outset of the 2013 hearing.
A citizen explained that “this is about control; corporations want control” (12/9/2013).
Another stated, “The corporations are coming in with military, with police, and they’re
kicking people off their land” (12/9/2013). He went on to caution those in attendance to
“be aware of what Wall Street and the corporations have in mind. They see it as just
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another business transaction” (12/9/2013). Another citizen singled out SJG, accusing
them of bribing the pinelands commission with $8 million (12/9/2013). A citizen at the
BPU hearing describe the pipeline as “South Jersey Gas’s lie to the public” (10/19/2015).
Sierra Club representative Jeff Tittel addressed the fact that SJG donates money to
Sustainable Jersey and called it a “green scam and a green wash to distract from the
pipeline” (Landau 2013).
Several interviewees showed a similar characterization of SJG. A citizen accused
SJG of misrepresenting their application to the BPU. He stated, “They pulled the wool
right over their eyes. They’re a public utility but they are not acting in the best interest of
the public” (Respondent B1). Another citizen stated, “SJG figured out they could
snowball Van Drew and snowball Upper Township” (Respondent B6). A long-time
Pinelands resident called SJG’s efforts, “a theoretical presentation, with their cherry
picking, arrogance, and brashness” (Respondent B5). A NJ Environment representative
stated, “SJG is screwing the rate payer, playing on the fears of the people” (Respondent
B3). Another group, the Pinelands Preservation Alliance (PPA) explained that SJG
purposely subverted the plan set forth to protect the Pinelands (Respondent B7).
6.1.3 The Failure of Our Politicians
Politicians from both parties, and at all levels of government have been the target
of negative characterizations by anti-pipeline proponents. Several participants put forth
this perspective at the 2013 public hearing. A concerned citizen lashed out against bipartisan support, “One party is bought and the other party is scared” (12/9/2013). He
called the act criminal, “Fracked gas is toxic. It’s killing people in Pennsylvania, its
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killing people around the world” (12/9/2013). Another asserted that “All the politicians
are in bed with the corporations” (12/9/2013). Clean Water Action (CWA) activist, David
Pringle spoke of the January 2014 tie vote as a victory over political corruption. He stated
“It’s not easy. It’s messy with bridge-gates, false recusals, and private meetings, it’s very
easy to lose faith” (1/10/2014). Another explained that she saw a Senator meeting with
SJG. She said, “it’s no secret what’s going on here” (Respondent B7). More often than
not, anti-pipeline proponents became specific in their criticism of politicians.
Citizen activists of Ocean City and Upper Township criticized their local
politicians at the BPU hearing (10/19/2015). One citizen stated, “People are fed up with
their local government, who say one thing and behind closed doors do another”
(10/19/2015). An Ocean City resident reasoned that, “here we have a situation where
local officials voluntarily, behind their citizens’ backs are giving up their rights.”
(10/19/2015) Interviews revealed a similar perspective among anti-pipeline citizens. An
Ocean City resident made accusations towards the Upper Township Mayor and other
local officials. She accused them of taking bribes and deliberately giving up the rights of
the citizens, they were elected to serve (Respondent B2). She goes on, “I despise going to
those meetings, Mayor Palombo has been just outrageous” (Respondent B2). She recalled
her husband being harassed by a committee member who asked, “do you believe in the
Second Amendment” (Respondent B2). Another citizen explained that local officials of
Upper Township are “misrepresenting the amount of benefits received from the power
plant” (Respondent B1). An Upper Township resident spoke along similar lines. She
stated, “They’re hiding this from us citizens. They told me to shut up and go away”
(Respondent B6). She went on “They lied to me, took away my rights as a private
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citizen” (Respondent B6). A former commissioner accused township representatives of
putting out “so much misinformation to the public” (Respondent B9). Aside from
municipality officials, other state politicians have come under much criticism from antipipeline advocates.
Senator Jeff Van Drew, a vocal proponent of the pipeline has taken on much
criticism from anti-pipeline advocates. At the BPU hearing, a citizen accused Van Drew
and Norcross of “pulling the wool over our eyes”, with the intentions of developing the
pinelands (10/19/2015). During an interview, a citizen compared him to Darth Vader
(Respondent B2). She stated, “He’s lied, says you’ll have more jobs, and has all the union
guys worked up to come to meetings” (Respondent B2). Another citizen compared him to
“Vlad mere Putin” (Respondent B6). She goes on, “He’s a politician mincing words and
fear mongering” (Respondent B6) Sierra Club representative, Jeff Tittel characterized
Van Drew’s efforts as “strong-arm tactics and an abuse of power” (Campbell 2014).
Aside from Van Drew Governor Chris Christie has been portrayed as an evil force
driving this project.
At a 2013 public hearing a citizen explained that Gov. Chris Christie and
democratic leader George Norcross have orchestrated a “bi-partisan sell-out”
(12/9/2013). He went on, “They have problems, they are very sick people” (12/9/2013).
Another blamed Gov. Christie and George Norcross for the forced recusal of Pinelands
Commissioner Edward Lloyd calling it a disgrace (1/1/2014). The speaker even
compared them to the mob, “They make an example of one person so everyone else is
terrorized” (1/1/2014). George Norcross has been explained to me as being a leader
within the Democratic Party and a major player in NJ politics (Respondent B1). Shots
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have also been thrown at Gov. Christie. More recently, at the 2015 BPU hearing, a citizen
stated “Political shenanigans are coming from the governor’s office” (10/19/2015).
During interviews, several citizens shared this perception of the governor. One citizen
accused him of “dirty political deals” and “taking money from the oil and gas industry”
(Respondent B1). He said, “its bullshit, hard to trace dark money” (Respondent B1).
Lastly, he explained how the commissioners are afraid of being replaced by the governor,
“They’re always looking over their shoulders” (Respondent B1). An ocean city resident
stated, “Christie is using his bullying tactics just like he did in Bridge gate, impeding the
public process, it’s like Watergate” (Respondent B10). A resident of the Pinelands stated,
“Christie stacked the commission” (Respondent B5). She accused SJG and the Christie
administration of having “incestuous like relationships” (Respondent B5).
6.1.4 BPU or “Board of Promoting Pipelines?”
There has also been a lot criticism directed at government agencies and
commissions, especially such that target the character of the New Jersey Board of Public
Utilities (NJBPU). Concerned citizen Bill Wolfe accused the NJBPU of being a public
development agency at the first public hearing in 2013 (12/9/2013). Negative
perspectives mounted, as the controversy wore on and Director Wittenberg effectively
turned over control to NJBPU. During a public comment period, after the director made
her decision, a citizen proclaimed “the NJBPU will have a public hearing that is an aka
dog and pony show” (8/13/2015). She went on “They don’t even take citizens seriously”
(8/13/2015). Doug O’Malley of Environment NJ spoke to a similar tone, explaining how
the BPU “conducts their own dog and pony show” (8/13/2015). At the meetings that
followed environmental activists would continue to voice their opinions on the NJBPU.
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Sierra Club activist Jeff Tittel explained that “NJBPU hasn’t met an application or a
pipeline that they didn’t like” (9/11/2015, 1/15/2016). He went on “we call them the
Board of Promoting Utilities” (9/11/2015). Environmentalist, Doug O’Malley described
the agency as a “kangaroo court” (1/15/2016)
Anti-pipeline participants put their perceptions of the NJBPU on full display, at
the October 2015 hearing. Jeff Tittel would once again challenge the neutrality of the
agency, by calling the NJBPU “the Board of Promoting Pipelines” (10/19/2015).
Environment NJ representative Doug O’Malley contended that “The NJBPU should not
be serving as the hand mate for SJG, by literally rubber stamping every pipeline that
comes in front of it” (10/19/2015). Concerned citizens would later join in. One called the
BPU “a pathetic state of affairs”, and explained that the commissioners sit on the board
“to serve their political masters” (10/19/2015). He went on “This is a big con- by the
NJBPU, and a betrayal of the interests of the public” (10/19/2015). Another citizen
claimed that the chairman of the NJBPU has a conflict of interest (10/19/2015). She
explained, “He founded the NJ Energy Coalition, a lobbying group for the fossil fuel
industry” (10/19/2015). Aggravated she shouted toward the commissioner, “The NJBPU
is regulating and advocating at the same time, you think that we are stupid”
(10/19/2015)? Another citizen accused the NJBPU of “stacking the deck in favor of
natural gas” (10/19/2015). One citizen used a calmer approach, by continually voicing
her disappointment in the NJBPU. She repeatedly called the commissioner “say it ain’t so
Joe” (10/19/2015).
More recent interviews capture the same type of negative perception being used
regarding the NJBPU. One citizen explained, “this would have never happened, if
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NJBPU was doing their job” (Respondent B1). Another called the NJBPU
commissioners, “recycled people who used to be energy lobbyists” (Respondent B2). A
citizen of Upper Township stated, “I know that the meetings were all just bull shit, no one
cared or even listened” (Respondent B8). She went on, “The NJBPU, they’re just puppets
pretending to be listening” (Respondent B8). Another Upper Township resident felt the
same way “you eventually realize that it’s just a dog and pony show” (Respondent B6).
She said, “They go next, next, next. What do they care, they’re either lying or ignorant”
(Respondent B6)? Another concerned citizen stated “The NJBPU has a conflict of
interest, and we gave up once they got a hold of it” (Respondent B5). “A former
Pinelands commissioner agreed by accusing the NJBPU of having an inherent conflict of
interest (Respondent B9).
Although not as prevalent, the NJDEP and other agencies have come under
criticism by those opposing the pipeline. A concerned citizen voiced frustration with the
lack of public engagement by the NJDEP, explaining that the “NJDEPs policy is to not
discuss its policy” (9/11/2015). A former NJDEP employee turned concerned citizen
spoke to a similar tone. He called the NJDEP “arrogant”, and explained that “their
stakeholder process is quote by invitation only” (Respondent B1). He would later explain
that he has never been invited to a stakeholder engagement event, only escorted out by
police (1/15/2016).
After their issuance of the certificate of filing, the Pinelands Commission became
a target of pipeline opponents. This was clear in the meetings and hearings that followed.
A citizen accused the pinelands commission of “gross negligence” (9/11/2015). NJ
Environment representative O’Malley viewed the latter events in this controversy as the
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“pinelands commission wiping its hands clean of the matter” (1/15/2016). During an
interview, a concerned citizen explained the pinelands commissioners’ claim of its out of
our hands as “incompetent political bullshit”, and an effort to “point the finger
elsewhere” (Respondent B1). Another citizen stated, “all the commissioners are really
doing, is taking marching orders from their bosses” (Respondent B10). One citizen
singled out a newly appointed commissioner, “I totally ignore him and just can’t deal
with him” (Respondent B2).
No one within the Pinelands Commission has been more criticized than the staff
and executive director Nancy Wittenberg. A concerned citizen accused the director of
“having closed door meetings with SJ Gas to try and figure out how they could push this
through” (10/19/2015). Another called for her resignation because “She has not shown in
any way to be objective” (9/11/2015). At the January 2016 commission meeting, a citizen
whispered, “She looks like a Barbie doll bobble head, doesn’t she?” (1/15/2016). During
an interview, a citizen accused the director of “corruption”, explaining that she is
“essentially reporting to the governor” (Respondent B1). Another citizen said, “They
don’t even care, they text at the commission meetings” (Respondent B8). A Pinelands
resident stated, “She couldn’t even look at us, she does the bidding of the governor”
(Respondent B5). Sierra Club leader, Jeff Tittel called Wittenberg’s decision “a sneak
attack” and compared it to the attacks on Pearl Harbor (Daily Record 2015). At the NJ
BPU hearing in 2015, he explained her decision to be a result of “undue political
interference” (10/19/2015). CWA representative David Pringle asserted that “She has
exceeded her authority” (10/19/2015). NJ Environment representative Doug O’Malley
called the process “an act mutiny by the pinelands commission staff” (10/19/2015). Food
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& Water Watch representative Lena Smith stated publically, “Ms. Wittenberg has
manipulated the situation for the benefit of the oil and gas industry and Gov. Chris
Christie” (Higgins 2015). Former Pinelands Commissioner Robert Jackson stood up for
the commissioners. He stated, “staff should never contradict their boss, period”
(1/15/2016). He went onto to call the director’s actions “disingenuous”. He stated, “The
director is Christie’s termite in the word and you can put that on the record, it’s the truth”
(Respondent B9).
6.1.5 Environmental Activists or Extremist Outsiders?
Although less often and less specific, pipeline supporters have used negative
characterization frames to describe opponents of the project. Following the testimony of
an anti-pipeline biology teacher, a concerned union worker got up and voiced his
criticisms (12/9/2013). He explained “We actually build things; we don’t just sit in
classrooms.” (12/9/2013). A worker at the B.L. England power plant explained his
disappointed with the environmentalists. He stated, “They’re putting out misinformation
and spinning it to the public” (Nevitt 2014). Two citizens of Upper Township were very
critical of pipeline opponents who spoke at the 2015 NJBPU hearing. One stated, “all of
these outsiders who come in and oppose this, are not as important” (10/19/2015). Another
agreed, “These people are coming from far away.” (10/19/2015). He went on, “These
people against the pipeline are taking money out of our pockets.” Lastly, he accuses them
of using intimidation to threaten the NJBPU with lawsuits (10/19/2915). During a recent
interview, a concerned citizen went on for several minutes voicing his perception of and
frustration with opponents of the pipeline (Respondent B12). He stated, “opponents of the
pipeline are being dishonest”, referring specifically to environmentalists who “just want
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us to ride bicycles and live in cold houses” (Respondent B12). The interviewee
continued, “They want us weak, poor, and divide” (Respondent B12). He put forth an
idea that environmental groups originated out of the cold-war and would later explain
that “most are communists or communist dopes” (Respondent B12). He called this whole
controversy, “a shakedown by environmental groups” (Respondent B12). “Let me tell
you something” he said, “people in this country used to make money by building things,
now they make money by stopping things from happening” (Respondent B12).
Several other participants have used negative characterizations towards opponents
as well. During the 2014 7-7 tie vote, Commissioner Galletta explained the position of
pipeline opponents to be based on “a fallacy” (1/10/2014). Although subtle, during an
interview with a local politician some negatives perspectives of environmentalists started
to emerge. He stated, “they want to instill fear” and “they fib” (Respondent B13). He has
also alluded to the idea that their efforts have a lot to do with “getting money for their
organization” (Respondent B13). Concluding he explained how a victory for them would
be closing the pant” (Respondent B13). One legislator has publically accused opponents
in the past of “disseminating misinformation” regarding the project (Colimore 2014).
SJG has demonstrated frustration in the way they have been portrayed and the
allegations made against them. Often in defense, SJG has used negative characterizations
against opponents of the project. At the BPU hearing in 2013 SJG representative. Dan
Lockwood warned that opponents are providing “points of misinformation about this
project” (12/9/2013). During an interview, another representative argued that “they use
“preposterous type arguments, and try to raise any level of doubt” (Respondent B14). He
explained how they ignore the facts and use fearmongering tactics (Respondent B14). His
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belief was that “a lot these environmental groups need to have a fight to convince their
membership to support their groups” (Respondent B14). He goes onto voice his
frustration about how these groups never took the time to sit down and listen to what SJG
had to say (Respondent B14). He stated “we wanted to show them the project and talk
about our efforts to mitigate impacts, but were not welcomed” (Respondent B14).
An interesting observation was that two opponents of the pipeline used negative
characterizations generally against other opponents of the pipeline. A Pinelands resident
discussed how some of these people are so extreme at the meetings, calling them “flame
throwers” (Respondent B7). She explained how “they don’t help our cause” (Respondent
B7). A former Pinelands Commissioner showed a similar frustration. He referred
specifically to the abrasive tone that one activist used when speaking to the
commissioners (Respondent B9). He stated, “this clearly rubbed some of the
commissioners the wrong way” (Respondent B9).
6.1.6 The Defense
It is important to note that during an interview with SJ Gas, their representative
made a concerted effort to address many of the negative perceptions and allegations made
against his company. He explained that SJG has been lumped together with this antisentiment towards big corporations and big fossil fuel. This is wrong he contended,
stating that “We are located entirely in NJ and are one the largest investors of solar
energy in this state” (Respondent B14). Displaying sheer frustration, he explained, “They
compare us to Monsanto and Exxon. We are not an out of state, multi-national, coming in
and pillaging the pinelands” (Respondent B14). He stated as a company “We take
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concerns very seriously and worry about safety. We don’t want that stuff, fines are
expensive from a moral standpoint and a business standpoint, its costly” (Respondent
B14). Throughout the interview he showed a real concern that his company was being
misrepresented, and really wanted people to know what SJG stands for (Respondent
B14).
6.2 Conflict Management Frames
6.2.1 Fact-Finding
The fact-finding frame has been used by anti-pipeline advocates throughout the
entire controversy. The first public hearing in 2013 showed a clear usage of this frame by
several stakeholders. Sierra Club represenative, Kate Millsaps advocated for the
Pinelands Commission to “hire its own energy experts, the data presented by SJ Gas is
significantly outdated” (12/9/2013). She called for “more information on the potential
impacts before the project moves forward” (12/9/2013). Another environmentalist from
the Delaware River Keeper argued that “it is crucial that the proper environmental
reviews take place before construction starts” (12/9/2013). A concerned citizen
explained, “No environmental impact statement has been done yet. This is wrong and it’s
being rushed” (12/9/2013). Pinelands Commissioner Leslie Ficcalgia, when voting
against the project pointed to the fact that “no independent reviews of the engineering,
the secondary impacts, or the environmental impacts of the application have been done”
(1/10/2014). Commissioner Candace Ashmun supported her no vote by pointing to the
same facts as Mrs. Ficcalgia (1/10/2014). The President of the Pinelands Preservation
Alliance (PPA) agreed, emphasizing a concerned that “there was no independent
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evaluation of the project” (1/10/2014). At several other meetings/hearings NGO
representatives voiced similar concerns. Environment NJ representative, Doug O’Malley
stated “we need an independent analysis, experts who are not connected to the applicant”
(8/13/2015). Sierra Club representative, Jeff Tittel pleaded with the pinelands
commission, “get your own independent experts” (9/11/2015).
The use of the frame fact-finding was also prevalent among several different
stakeholders during more recent interviews. A citizen showed concern over whether or
not natural gas will actually be cleaner (Respondent B1). He stated, “we need more data
to get accurate emissions on natural gas”, and later called for a “cost-benefit analysis on
B.L. England” (Respondent B1). An Ocean City resident demanded that a
“comprehensive environmental impact study be done” (Respondent B2). Another citizen
called for the investigation of other renewable options and find out “which is he most
cost efficient and cost effective strategy” (Respondent B10). An Upper Township
resident stated in frustration, “we need environmental studies, studies looking at people’s
health before we do this! They have no proof now!” (Respondent B6). A former governor
raised the concern that their analysis “doesn’t consider ecological costs which is a big
problem” (Respondent B4). A representative of Environment NJ called for a complete
study on how this project will impact the area (Respondent B3). Another NGO
representative called for “an evaluation to establish the need for such a project”
(Respondent B7).
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6.2.2 Adjudication & Appeal to Political Action
As the controversy worn on and project became approved different conflict
management frames began to emerge among anti-pipeline advocates. Frustrated
stakeholders began discussing and calling for legal action. One citizen stood up at the
2015 BPU hearing, and told the commissioner that “the Sierra Club will file a lawsuit
against you because this is a sure and certain violation of your charter” (10/19/2015).
Another citizen hoped that the PPA and Sierra Club could delay the project with their
lawsuits (Respondent B10). A Pinelands resident referred to winning or even delaying it
in court as “our last hope” (Respondent B5). Several NGOs have referred to legal action
as a viable option. Sierra Club representative Jeff Tittel stated, “We will fight it hard at
the Pinelands Commission and in court if necessary” (Brunetti 2014). During an
interview, a representative from the PPA was very hopeful that one of the three lawsuits
her organization filed would hold up in court (Respondent B7). A representative from
Environment NJ explained that “legal action is an option but we have a limited window”
(Respondent B3). A former governor shared his hope that “the courts could reverse the
decision of the Pinelands Staff” (Respondent B4).
Emerging alongside adjudication was the call for political action, specifically
calling for a moratorium on all pipelines in the pinelands until the CMP can be changed.
Sierra Club representative Jeff Tittel stated, “If there is some confusion about the law, put
a moratorium on all pipeline and re-write the rules” (9/11/2015). An Environment NJ
represenative stated, “we want a study done, and until then we want a moratorium on all
pipelines” (Respondent B3). A member of the PPA mentioned that the option of a
moratorium provided some potential hope (Respondent B7). Citizens also turned to this
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option. At the BPU hearing in 2015, one citizen spoke of the need for “a moratorium on
all pipelines and take a look at offshore wind” (10/19/2015). At a Pinelands Commission
meeting, a citizen also called on the commissioners to enact a moratorium on pipelines
within the pinelands (9/11/2015). During a more recent interview, another citizen urged,
“A temporary moratorium be issued until the CMP can be amended to fix these kinds of
loopholes, put additional safety nets in, and consider climate change” (Respondent B1).
A pinelands resident explained that it is clear “We need to change the CMP” (Respondent
B5).
6.2.3 Struggle, Sabotage or Violence
The frame struggle/sabotage/violence has been used by stakeholders advocating
against the pipeline throughout the conflict. This frame has been present since the
beginning, and became more evident during times of frustration where as people began to
feel as though it was their last resort. However, primarily peaceful protests have taken
place throughout the controversy. A protest took place at Stockton College in 2013
during an event that was sponsored by South Jersey Gas (Landau 2013). Sierra Club
representative Tittel organized and the led the demonstration (Landau 2013). A few
months later, at the Galloway hearing in 2013 a citizen showed little faith in the process
an advocating for strategies of aggressive resistance and hinting that she is willing to die
for the cause (12/9/2013). She stated, “I am not a violent woman, but when it comes to
attacking my family, I will defend that; I will defend that to my last breath. It’s a good
day to die, as they say in Native American country, a good day to die” (12/9/2013).
Another protest would take place on Earth Day 2014, almost directly in front of the B.L.
England power plant (Nevitt 2014). Environmentalists and citizen organizers stood on a
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beach across from the plant, calling it “ground zero” (Nevitt 2014). Representatives from
Clean Water Action, Sierra Club, Food & Water Watch and NJ Environment were joined
by concerned citizens from Ocean City as well as Upper Township (Nevitt 2014). Several
other protests have occurred, involving a Native American ritual and one at the state
house (Respondent B2).
As the controversy progressed, it became clear that the pipeline was going to be
approved. Stakeholders began to frame this as a struggle or need to physically stop the
pipeline. An ocean city resident shouted “the fight’s not over yet, even if we have to
stand in front of the bulldozers, we will” (8/13/2015). During a follow-up interview, she
advocated for everyone to get together, “We are having a training led by food and water
watch on direct action!” (Respondent B2). “This is our last resort”, she explained “like
the poor guy in china in front of the tank” (Respondent B2). The interview ends with her
emphasizing, “this fight is in her backyard” (Respondent B2). An Upper Township
resident called on “all of us to organize and protest together, we need sheer volume”
(Respondent B8). She goes onto say, “We have tried protesting peaceful, but they called
the dam cops” (Respondent B8). A Food and Water Watch represenative explained that
“We will do whatever it takes to stop this pipeline strikes, protests, blockades, and sit in
tactics” (Respondent B11). She went on, “We will adjust such tactics according to the
target” (Respondent B11).
6.2.4 Authority Decides Based on Expertise
Supporters of the project have often deferred to experts within government
agencies to decide whether the two projects should be permitted. An Upper Township
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municipality representative referred to how “the NJDEP division of air quality said the
projects would improve air quality” (Respondent B15). Next, he explained how the
pipeline is safe because it was “reviewed by NJBPU and it will follow all the state and
federal guidelines” (Respondent B15). He went on “They are telling us that and they are
the experts” (Respondent B15). SJ Gas representative Dan Lockwood reasoned that the
NJDEP ordered either that B.L. England be shut down or converted to natural gas
(12/9/2013). NJ Energy Coalition representative, Bob Marshal explained that the
conversion is needed in order to meet EPA air quality standards (12/9/2013). At the
NJBPU public hearing in 2013, a union worker cited that both “core of engineers and the
NJDEP approved of the project” (10/19/2015).
6.2.5 Common Sense “A Win-Win”
Some supporters have touted that we should use “common sense” moving
forward, and make a decision in favor of the pipeline and the power plant. At the January
2014 vote, a Pinelands Commissioner called it “a no brainer” and voted yes on the MOA
for the project” (1/10/2014). Citizens have also used this frame. During an interview one
citizen emphasized “why not? It’s a no brainer, it’s not rocket science” (Respondent
B12). He went on, “The pipeline is “common sense, you’re supposed to do things the
shortest and cheapest way possible” (Respondent B12). A citizen at the NJBPU hearing
called upon the approval of the two projects, because it’s “a common sense approach”
(10/19/2015). Another agreed, calling it “a win-win” (10/19/2015). Two chamber of
commerce representatives got up and stated “it’s a win on many fronts”, and “clearly a
good idea” (10/19/2015). During an interview, another chamber of commerce
representative called the projects “a win-win” (Respondent B19). A representative of the
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Mayor’s Society called it clearly good for the environment and the economy
(10/19/2015). A Worker explained that “This is common sense”, and another called it “a
win-win” (10/19/2015). Another worker called the two projects “a common sense
approach” (10/19/15). A leading Union representative stated, “It’s common sense for the
majority of people, it’s a win-win for everybody involved” (Brunetti 2015). Senator Van
Drew responded to critics, “We are shooting ourselves in the head if we don’t do this.
This really makes sense” (Nevitt 2014). Vince Mazzeo, a democratic legislator stated, “it
just makes sense, it’s a winning combination for all stakeholders” (Colimore 2014).
Federal Congressman Frank LoBiondo stated, “Preserving the Pinelands is something
everyone is in favor of, but we are also in favor of jobs, the economy, and common sense
(Respondent B16). He went onto to call it a “no brainer” (Respondent B16).
6.3 Social Control Frames
6.3.1 Egalitarian
The most commonly used frame by those trying to stop the two projects has been
the egalitarian social control frame. The use of this frame was apparent at the outset of
the conflict, both in times of frustration and times of progress. Environmentalists and
concerned citizens put forth this frame, time and time again at the Galloway public
hearing in 2013. They continually called for more public engagement, and the need
involve the public in the decision making process. A represenative from the Sierra Club,
emphasized that “the public still has a number of unanswered questions” (12/9/2013).
She called for “more public hearings, in the impacted communities” (12/9/2013).
Executive Director Wittenberg interrupted her several times, telling her “times up”
(12/9/2013). Frustrated with the time restrictions, an environmentalist shouted out “Why
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don’t we have more public hearings so we don’t have to follow three minutes”
(12/9/2013)? A representative from NJ Environment opened with a quote from Paul
Simon, “Slow down, you go to fast” (12/9/2013). He explained that there is “not enough
time for the public to learn about the issue and certainly not enough time for the public to
weigh in” (12/9/2013). Another environmentalist demanded that “the commission expand
the public participation process” (12/9/2013). She wanted to “ensure that the public has
adequate opportunity to engage in the decision” (12/9/2013). Wittenberg interrupted her
on multiple occasions but she persists and criticizes the lack of public notice for this
hearing demanding “at least 30 days’ notice” (12/9/2013). A concerned citizen agreed, “I
think there should be greater notice for a meeting like this, the notice was only in one
newspaper” (12/9/2013). Another citizen was outraged, “It’s clear that this is depriving
people of their opportunity to testify on the application” (12/9/2013). He went on about
what a public hearing should be stating, “It’s a dialogue amongst the people where people
can share ideas and collectively think. That’s the beauty of a public hearing” (12/9/2013).
He concluded, “everything we are doing here is designed to compress and limit speech”
(12/9/2013).
The focus on public involvement rose again in the meetings that followed the
director’s decision to approve the proposed pipeline. PPA President Carl Montgomery
voiced a concerned that “BPU would be the sole entity in the decision making process”
(10/19/2015). Sierra Club representative, Tittel argued that “the towns should have say”
(10/19/2015). A concerned citizen joined in claiming that “the public has had little input
in this process” (10/19/2015). NJ Environment representative, O’Malley questioned the
public process at several commission meetings (9/11/2015, 1/15/2016). He stated, “There
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is a clear need for more public hearings.” O’Malley complained about the public only
being given a day’s notice prior to the application hearing by the NJ BPU (9/11/2015,
1/15/2016). More recently Sierra Club representative, Tittel asserted that “We need to
build on public trust, by getting the public more involved” (1/15/2016). A representative
of the PPA explained how “SJ Gas initially had no outreach to the public” (Respondent
B7). During an interview, a citizen expressed disappointed with the public hearing
process so far (Respondent B2). She said, “There has only been one true public hearing
so far, and the NJBPU and the Pinelands Commission doesn’t listen to us” in reference to
the meetings run by them (Respondent B7). Former commissioner Robert Jackson raised
several concerns over the public engagement process. During an interview, he explained
that the public hasn’t seen all the documents, that were provided in the closed sessions of
the Pinelands meetings (Respondent B9). The truth he explained, “is hidden by the gag
order placed on closed sessions” (Respondent B9).
Aside from the emphasis on public engagement, stakeholders have framed this
issue around the need for democracy and upholding the democratic process. A concerned
citizen explained this proposed pipeline as a “fracking of our democracy” (12/9/2013).
This frame was also used at the Pinelands Commission meeting in 2014 to celebrate the
tie vote of 7-7. Sierra Club representative Jeff Tittle called the outcome “a victory for the
democratic process” (1/10/2014). He explained, “this is why we need independent
commissions and not just Trenton making decisions” (1/10/2014). A South Jersey 350
representative called today, “a victory for the process, a victory for democracy”
(1/10/2014). Citizen activists have joined in thanking the commission for “following the
democratic process” and “listening to the people” (1/10/2014). This frame emerged again
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following the approval by director Wittenberg. At the NJBPU hearing, a concerned
citizen stood up and asked them “not to act on politics, but on behalf of democracy and
the good citizens of NJ” (10/19/2015). During a follow up interview, she stated, “the
pipeline will be the biggest blow for democracy and for the power and voices of the
people” (10/19/2015). Another citizen proclaimed that we had “lost our democratic
rights” (10/19/2015). Another citizen told a NJBPU commissioner, “This is not what
democracy looks like” (10/19/2015). During an interview, a Pinelands resident expressed
disappointed, “I believe in democracy and democracy took it in the neck on this one”
(Respondent B5).
6.3.2 Hierarchical
Stakeholders who have supported the two projects often employed the
hierarchical social control frame. They deferred to government agencies as providing
proper guidance and being the ultimate decision makers. During the BPU hearing in
2013, a rep. of the NJ Chamber of Commerce explained that such actions are “required
by the air regulations and the 2011 NJ Energy Master Plan” (10/19/2015). A concerned
citizen also spoke about how the project meets the need for the master energy plan
(10/19/2015). Another citizen asked the NJBPU to “listen to EPA, who mandated this”
(10/19/2015). A represenative of the NJ Energy Coalition also argued that this is what the
EPA asked for (10/19/2015). A represenative of NJ Alliance for Action stated, “both the
Core of Engineers and NJDEP approve” (10/19/2015). A similar perspective was voiced
by a represenative of the Upper Township Municipal government. He stated, “The
NJDEP supports the conversion of the plant” (Respondent B15). He explained how the
township defers to them, “because they’re the experts, no one here at the township is an
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expert” (Respondent B15). He went on, “the pipeline has been reviewed by NJBPU and it
will follow all the state and federal guidelines” (Respondent B15). Concluding, he
explained how this project follows “the state’s energy mastery plan, federal energy plan”
(Respondent B15).
6.4 New Framing Categories
6.4.1 Slippery Slope
A majority of stakeholders opposing the pipeline have maintained that if approved
we are headed down a very slippery slope. Several environmental activist groups,
pinelands commissioners, concerned citizens and a former governor have used this frame.
At a 2013 public hearing, the PPA President voiced this fear. He explained that if
accepted “This creates precedent permitting essentially any development can be approved
by an MOA as long as, perhaps there is some public agency willing to sponsor”
(12/9/2013). A represenative from the Delaware River Keeper stated that allowing this
pipeline “would set a dangerous precedent for future development in the Pinelands as
well as the proliferation of gas drilling” (12/9/2013). Another environmentalist from NJ
Environment agreed, explaining that this would allow “for anything to be permitted in the
future” (12/9/2013).
After Wittenberg’s approval of the application, activist groups further embraced
this “slippery slope” position. Sierra Club represenative Tittel stated, “If you can justify
this pipeline, you can justify any. There will be more, look at the NJ Gas pipeline”
(10/19/2015). He called it “the opening Pandora’s box” (10/19/2015). Meeting after
meeting, Tittel got up and spoke, “Once you go down this slippery slope, there is no
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pinelands commission, and there are no pinelands” (9/11/2015) He called it “the opening
of the flood gates” (9/11/2015). More recently Tittel warned, “a pipeline here and power
plant we don’t need there, and all of a sudden there’s no more pines” (1/15/2016). He
concluded, “it will be a death by a thousand cuts to the Pines” (1/15/2016). Environment
NJ representative, O’Malley warned of “a very real slippery slope, the commission is
headed towards” (9/11/2015). A Bus for Progress representative decreed “If they allow
this, what’s next, another pipeline? (10/19/2015). Another activist from NJ Conservation
explained that “The integrity of pinelands at stake, everything that we have accomplished
since passing the pinelands act” (10/19/2015). During interviews, activists continued to
put forth this position. A NJ Environment represenative explained that “by doing this you
are breaking the heart of the CMP”, and warned of jeopardizing the entire process
(Respondent B3). He went on to emphasize the importance of this law, and its ability to
prevent “runaway growth in the pinelands” (Respondent B3). Representatives from the
PPA expressed the importance of adhering to rules. One represenative stated, “When you
start carving out exceptions, going around the rules, everybody is going to think they
have an opportunity to do so, regardless of the amount of trees that have to come down”
(Respondent B7). She went on “I don’t care if it was only one tree, if you go around the
rules then you are just sitting the path forward for other projects where you cut down a
1,000 trees” (Respondent B7).
The same messaged was expressed by three Pinelands Commissioners who voted
against the pipeline. Commissioner Richard Pricket justified his vote by stating, “If we
except this rationality of taking the $8 million, other utilities wanting to use the forest
area for the same reason are going to expect the same remedy” (1/10/2014).
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Commissioner Leslie Ficcalgia followed suit, “as a matter of principle and the need to
avoid a precedent-setting action that endangers the CMP and thus the Pinelands of New
Jersey, I vote no” (1/10/2014). Chairman of Pinelands Commission, Mark Lohbauer
explained that accepting the MOA would “come back to haunt us when others sought
development through the protected areas” (1/10/2014). Candace “Candy” Ashmun whom
has been on the commission since its inception, conveyed her concern at meeting
following Wittenberg’s approval (9/11/2015). She explained, “such action by the staff
does not abide by the CMP and will allow for the development across the pinelands”
(9/11/2015). Four former governors spoke to a similar concern, explaining that current
proposal would greatly compromise the integrity of the Pinelands (Hutchins 2013).
During a more recent interview Gov. Florio stated, “A bad precedent has now been
established and the rules of the commission have been seriously violated” (Respondent
B4). He went on to express his concern that “another pipeline proposal can now use
similar tactics to get passed” (Respondent B4). A few citizens spoke to a similar tone.
One citizen argued, “who’s next, all you need is $8 million and some good lobbyists”
(12/9/2013). Another called it “the beginning of the end of the pinelands” (9/11/2015).
During a more recent interview a citizen stated, “this would set such a bad precedent, it
would destroy the integrity of the pinelands commission and the CMP” (Respondent B1).
6.4.2 For the Sake of Future Generations
A frame that was common among concerned citizens at the outset of the
controversy was the fear of what this could mean for “future generations”. This was
evident at the 2013 Galloway hearing. One citizen called upon the audience to “look at
your child, not at just your child, but at the next generation after that and so on and so
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forth to the seventh generation” (12/9/2013). She went on, “We are an arrogant
generation to think that we can steal lie and thievery from the future. A biology professor
stated “if we want to have any kind of sustainable planet in the future for our
grandchildren and their children, that industry is history” (12/9/2013). Another citizen
called upon commissioners in the audience, “Please commissioners, for the sake of your
children, your grandchildren, for all of love” (12/9/2013). At the tie vote in January 2014,
a woman in attendance thanked the commissioners for “saving a precious piece of land in
this quickly disappearing world for us, for our children, four grandchildren” (1/10/2014).
Another citizen proclaimed, “Our children and my grandchild and your grandchildren is
really what it’s all about” (1/10/2014). At the BPU hearing a citizen asked the
commissioner to “stop and think about what this means for the future” (10/19/2015). At
the most recent Pinelands Commission meeting, Sierra Club leader Tittel’s last words
were “My concern is that we will not have a Pinelands for future generations”
(1/15/2016).
6.4.3 Jobs & the Economy
The most apparent position among those who support the two projects has been
the consistent emphasis on the importance of the economy and jobs. Despite being
drastically outnumbered, several pipeline supporters got up at the 2013 hearing and
voiced their concern over the need for jobs (12/9/2013). An NJ Energy Coalition
represenative stated, “We believe that investing in our states energy infrastructure is
important to our economic future by creating jobs providing clean, reliable, and
affordable, electricity for our region and our state” (12/9/2013). A union president voiced
his concern over the current economy, “Right now we are at 40% unemployment and this
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job would bring a lot of work to us” (12/9/2013). He went onto to explain that the
pipeline would bring 1,000 jobs to people within his organization (12/9/2013). A citizen
agreed, “These jobs that will be created are exceptionally high paying with living wages
and benefits for the family” (12/9/2013). Another asks that we think of the people living
in this region and consider jobs being lost by the failure of the casinos (12/9/2013). When
commissioner Galletta voted for granting SJG the MOA in 2014 he stated, “its keeping
jobs in an existing pinelands business” (10/14/2015).
As the work day ended, worker after worker piled into the 2015 BPU hearing and
professed their concern over jobs and the economy. A worker from the power plant
explained, “without the gas pipeline we would surely be at the unemployment office”
(10/19/2015). Another worker simply stated, “Jobs are a real thing” (10/19/2015). A
citizen also stated, “These are long term jobs, were talking about losing” (10/19/2015).
During an interview, a union president emphasized the economic importance of the
proposed project. He acknowledged that most construction jobs are temporary but this
project “puts 300 people to work” (Respondent B17). Also, if the plant is not
reconfigured he explained, “the current employees will be out of work” (Respondent
B17). “It creates commerce”, he explained and “they can buy stuff they wouldn’t if they
were unemployed” (Respondent B17). A Chamber of Commerce represenative referred
to the projects as “brining much needed jobs to SJ” (10/19/2015). Another Chamber of
Commerce represenative emphasized, “this project puts men and women to work.” She
also referred to the high unemployment rate in this part of NJ (Respondent B19). She
went on to say that the economy depends on reliable energy (Respondent B19).
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During an interview, a state senator continually referred back to the importance of
jobs and the economy. First, he gave his number one reason for support as being the need
for maintaining jobs at the power plant (Respondent B13). He went on, “it creates more
jobs in converting the plant to natural gas, and putting the pipeline down” (Respondent
B13). Next, the senator explained that this area “has the lowest per capita income in the
state and the highest level of unemployment” (Respondent B13). He concluded by
expressing how painful it is to see so few jobs available in the area (Respondent B13).
These comments follow suit with several public statements that the senator made in the
newspaper. Van Drew stated in March 2014 that the pipeline would “bring jobs to an area
that sorely lacks them” (Campell 2014). A month later he commented in the paper that
“to close down the plant would be shameful, we don’t have one job to spare” (Nevitt
2014). Local officials in Upper Township have also framed this controversy around the
need for jobs. Mayor Richard Palombo stated, “From an employment opportunity, it’s a
great thing for not only the township, but also the county” (Procida 2012). A federal
congressman also stated he was in favor of the projects because of jobs (Respondent
B16).
Rockland Capital and SJG have also framed this issue around economic benefits
and job creation. A Rockland Capital representative was quoted in the Atlantic City
Press, “About 75 people work at B.L. England, but the conversion will create 200 to 300
jobs during two years of construction” (Procida 2012). During an interview, another
representative from the company stated, “$400 million going into the project, some of
which will go locally” (Respondent B18). He went on, “It brings labor and payroll to the
area, providing specifically high paying jobs” (Respondent B18). A SJG representative
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spoke to a slightly different tune, but praised jobs as well. He admitted that a lot of these
jobs will be “temporary but find me a construction job that lasts forever, you build
something than you move on” (Respondent B14). Next, he raised the question of “what
about the economic impacts to a business if natural gas is lost” (Respondent B14). He is
referring to their position that this new pipeline will provide redundancy to the region, by
creating a loop in the pipeline. For details on the pipeline route, see Appendix C.
6.4.4 Energy Infrastructure
Several participants have framed this as issue surrounding the need for electrical
grid resiliency as well as natural gas resiliency in the region. They argue that keeping the
B.L. England plant and building the gas line will bring resiliency to the region.
Superstorm Sandy has come up as an example as to why the region needs this type of
resiliency. A rep. of NJ Energy Coalition argued that the projects brought “reliable,
affordable, electricity for our region and our state” (12/9/2013). CEO of SJ Chamber of
commerce also framed this as a resiliency issue. She explained that these projects would
bring reliability to our energy infrastructure at a “crucial time” (10/19/2015). During a
more recent interview she stated, “it brings a stable source of electricity to the area”
(Respondent B19). She explained that after Superstorm Sandy, “it’s clear we need to
bring energy resiliency to the area” (Respondent B19). Several workers and citizens have
also used this frame. A worker stated, “any strong nation has a strong infrastructure, if
you want to turn your light on then we have to have a source of electricity” (10/19/2015).
Another agreed, “but we need electricity” (10/19/2015). A citizen explained that
“Superstorm sandy demonstrated the need to have reliable supplies of electric and natural
gas” (10/19/2015). Another stated, “We need a backup energy supply, Sandy showed that
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our energy infrastructure is fragile” (10/19/2015). Another proclaimed “I need power”
(Citizen 23: 12/9/13). Pinelands Commissioner Galletta voted for the pipeline in January
of 2014 and reasoned that “our grid is not good enough” (1/10/2014).
Representatives from both SJG and Rockland Capital have also used this frame to
advocate on behalf of the two projects. At the 2013 public hearing SJ Gas rep. Dan
Lockwood stated “the pipeline will enhance our infrastructure, Superstorm Sandy
emphasized our need to construct a second line” (12/9/2013). He also explained that “BL
England is needed to support the electrical needs of homes and business” (12/9/2013).
During an interview another SJ Gas rep. put forth a similar perception but with much
more detail. He explained that “with natural gas you want a loop in the line, now there is
no loop, this line would create a loop, in case one area went down” (Respondent B14).
He even provided a set of documents outlining the project and how it creates redundancy
and resiliency for the region (Respondent B14). He explained that right now there is “a
potential for 100,000 or so resident to lose gas” (Respondent B14). A representative from
Rockland Capital stated, “This plant would help to stabilize the grid, if the system goes
down with this plant we have better reliability (Respondent B18). A Union President
spoke to a similar tone, “SJ gas is going to create a redundancy line for Cape May County
who already dodge a bullet in Sandy” (Respondent B17). He also spoke of the need for
electric reliability (Respondent B17). He stated, “we will lose a significant portion of the
grid with the shutting down of Oyster Creek in 2019 and with a plant like B.L. England
we are self-sufficient” (Respondent B17). Senator Jeff Van Drew has also used this
resiliency frame. For public safety he explained, “we want to make sure there is a
redundant gas line to Cape May county” (Respondent B13). He went on “the other
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pipeline has been there for a long time, if there was a storm or something it could become
a major issue (Respondent B13). Concluding he stated, “we need to have some form of
energy” (Respondent B13).
6.5 Conclusion
Conflicting tensions and deep divisions are certainly displayed by the types of
framing categories emerging among stakeholders in the NJ case. Negative
characterization frames, conflict management frames, and social control frames all help
tell a story about what perspectives are driving the conflict. Pipeline opponents, led by
citizens have voiced strong pessimistic views of several elected officials, government
agencies, and corporations. Specific individuals or organizations have emerged as
common enemies for stakeholders i.e. the NJBPU, Pinelands Staff, Gov. Christie, Sen.
Van Drew, and South Jersey Gas. On the other hand, some pipeline supporters have also
been very critical of their counterparts, although to a much lesser extent. Both sides differ
greatly in their perspectives as to what should be done moving forward. Some pipeline
opponents want more research; while supporters ask that a “common sense” based
judgement be made to approve the projects. As the pipeline began to seem more likely,
opponents asked that we let the courts decide or even change the entire CMP, which
regulates the Pinelands.
There seems to be an inherent difference in values between how stakeholders
view the social decision making process on issues such as a pipeline. A clear divide exists
between stakeholders who want great public involvement, and those who would rather let
the experts decide. There are several other framing patterns that are quite apparent among
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stakeholders on both sides. Many pipeline supporters value the economic and energy
infrastructure benefits to be gained, if the two projects are approved. On the other hand,
many anti-pipeline stakeholders feel threatened. They see it as a blow to future
generations and to the future of the Pinelands. For a detailed numerical breakdown of the
frames being used, see Appendix D. The NJ case is riddle with clashing perspectives,
some of which are similar to the types of clashes occurring in the SC case. This makes for
an interesting comparison.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION
7.1 Comparing Framing Across Cases
The frames being used in both cases tell us a lot about conflict dynamics. There
are underlying forces at work, dividing stakeholders. The following section provides an
analysis of the framing similarities and differences in the South Carolina and New Jersey
conflicts. It compares patterns of negative characterization frames, conflict management
frames, social control frames, and new categories as well. The results allow us to draw
inferences into what might be driving the two conflicts. What frames are bringing
stakeholders together to support a certain position? Where are the framing divisions
among stakeholders most apparent?
7.1.1 Negative Characterization Frames
The use of negative characterization frames was common in both cases, providing
several interesting comparison points. The most apparent similarity was the continuous
use of negative characterization frames by stakeholders pursuing stricter environmental
protection. A total of 19 pro-reform stakeholders in the SC case used negative
characterization frames to only 4 anti-reform stakeholders. A similar pattern occurred in
the NJ case with those opposing the two projects out-numbering supporters 26 to 11. The
usage of such frames was primarily done by citizens in both cases. Both cases saw a few
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environmentalists using negative characterization frames, and a couple farmers in the SC
case. It’s important to note that farmers who were against reform didn’t use a single
negative characterization frame. Similarities also existed in how certain stakeholder
groups or specific individuals were casted in a negative way by others. Some
stakeholders united around a set of common enemies in both of the disputes. The form of
common enemies varied from a general opposition to a specific group or organization,
and down to specific people. Some remained the focus of criticism throughout the cases,
whereas others took on greater condemnation at different stages of the conflicts.
One of the biggest similarities was the derogatory way in which several
stakeholders framed elected officials. These frames were used throughout the conflicts at
hearings, meetings, and in interviews. A variety of stakeholders from different groups in
both cases used such frames. They often framed opposing politicians as corrupt, and in
bed with the corporation. Stakeholders felt as if their elected officials had failed them.
They used terms such as “colluding, self-serving, favoritism, unethical, bought, and
criminal”. At times stakeholders from both cases became more specific targeting
individual elected officials and forming a common enemy in the conflict. The SC case
saw several citizens, farmers, and environmentalists focusing their criticism towards
Agricultural Commission Hugh Weathers. They framed him of betraying the small
farmer, as corrupt, and colluding with his son to help big corporate farms buy up land. No
other elected official was subject to nearly as much criticism. Commissioner Weathers
emerged as the clear “common enemy” among those fighting to change the law. Similar
framing occurred in the NJ case, but several officials emerged as a common enemy at
different points in the controversy.
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Unlike the SC case, almost all of the negative perspectives voiced against specific
elected officials were done by citizens. Locally members of the Upper Township
committee and State Senator Jeff Van Drew took on much of the criticisms. Citizens
called the committee “hypocrites, misleading, negligent, and misinformed.” Van Drew
was portrayed “as lying, corrupt, fear mongering, hiding things”, and compared to the
likes of “Darth Vader” and “Vlad mir Putin.” Citizens also framed this bigger political
picture with Gov. Chris Christie’s agenda at the center attempting to push the proposed
pipeline through. They framed him as “corrupt, a sell-out, dirty, bribed, a disgrace, a
bully and a mobster”, who terrorizes people to get what he wants. Unlike the SC case,
negative characterizations were somewhat evenly distributed, across several elected
officials at different points in time.
Another similarity between both cases was the negative characterizing of certain
government agencies. Albeit a more consistent occurrence in the NJ case, it still makes
for an interesting comparison point. At the January 7th 2014 public hearing, it was clear
that DHEC had emerged as a common enemy that galvanized citizens upset about the
Walther Farms registration. Much of this framing was put forth publically by citizens and
mostly at the outset of the controversy. At the 2014 hearing citizens framed the agency as
useless, unintelligent, unethical, and some accused the agency of “exploiting SC citizens”
and “raping the river.” During more recent interviews several types of stakeholders
showed serious disappointment in DHEC, but criticisms were subtle compared to those in
the beginning. Stakeholders included a farmer, citizen, environmentalist, and
representative from SCDNR. The DNR representative questioned the ethical integrity of
DHEC, recalling a time when it wasn’t like that. These comments serve as a symbol of
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the inter-agency tension between DNR and DHEC. More recently, the animosity towards
DHEC has eased a bit as the agency has finally admitted a major flaw within the law.
Several NGO representatives and citizens saw DHEC’s admittance that a river could be
drained under the current law as a sign that the agency may be coming around.
No such good faith exists in the NJ case as cynicism of governmental agencies
has not waivered. Unlike the SC case, multiple agencies have been subject to criticism at
different points in the conflict. The NJBPU has remain a common enemy for those
opposing the two projects. Citizens have led the assault with environmentalists joining in.
They’ve portrayed the NJBPU as not acting in the best interest of its rate payers and
failing as a regulatory agency. On several accusations multiple stakeholders have referred
to the BPU as “the board of promoting utilities” or the “board of promoting pipeline”.
The NJBPU public hearings have been referred to as “dog and pony shows” and
“kangaroo courts”. Upset stakeholders have contended that NJBPU commissioners don’t
listen or even care. Citizens have used the terms “corrupt” and “betrayal” to describe the
NJBPU. An environmentalist called the NJBPU a “hand mate for SJG.” At one time
praised by stakeholders for their no votes, the Pinelands Commission especially the staff
became targets of condemnation. Opponents of the pipeline framed the commission as
simply looking the other way and passing the decision off elsewhere. A deeper dislike
was shown for the staff. Stakeholders framed the staff as committing betrayal, working
with SJG, colluding with the governor, and exceeding their authority. As the controversy
worn on it became personal. One citizen called Director Wittenberg “a Barbie doll bobble
head” and an environmentalist labeled her a “manipulator.” The director took the worst of
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it, even a former pinelands commissioner referred to her as “disingenuous, and Gov.
Christie’s termite in the wood.”
Evident in both controversies was a strong anti-corporate sentiment. Although
there was a clear general dislike towards corporations in both cases, stakeholders in the
NJ case specifically focused on South Jersey Gas. Citizens perceived SJG as “controlling,
liars, brash, and arrogant”, accusing them of bribery and deception. Environmental
activists accused SJG of undermining the CMP, “cherry-picking”, scamming public,
screwing the people, and instilling fear. Throughout the conflict SJG has continued to be
a common enemy for opponents of the two projects. The SC case saw a similar anticorporate sentiment emerge but more towards corporations in general. At the outset
Walther Farms took some public criticism from stakeholders who saw them as a threat to
the river. Walther Farms absence as a common enemy can be attributed to the company’s
willingness to work and compromise with environmentalists. The bulk of negative
characterization framing was used towards corporations in general. Another major
difference is that environmentalists in the SC case shied away from using anti-corporate
sentiment. Citizens and farmers voiced the most criticism against corporations. They
framed corporations as bad for the community and squeezing the small farmer.
The Farm Bureau seemed to fill the absence of a specific corporate enemy in the
SC case. They were highly criticized by several citizens and environmentalists as
representing only the big corporate agricultural industry. They used terms like
“disingenuous”, “unrealistic” and “smoke blowers” to describe the organization. There
was a strong perception that the Farm Bureau had intentionally put “false information”
out there to “mislead” small farmers. Some stakeholders framed the Farm Bureau as only
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representing the richest 1% and disregarding the interests of the small farmer. They
explained that the Farm Bureau threatens small farmers who disagree with the
organization. It’s important to note that not one farmer small or large spoke out against
the Farm Bureau on record. Regardless, the Farm Bureau emerged as a common enemy
of both citizens and environmentalists advocating for strengthening surface water
regulations. Special interest groups were also active in the NJ case but none received as
much attention as the Farm Bureau did in the SC case.
Common across cases was the negative perception of environmentalists by
stakeholders opposing stronger environmental protection. It’s important to point out that
such characterizations were not exclusive to environmentalists. Both cases often saw a
lumping together of other stakeholders into this broad category of “environmentalists.”
Stakeholders who traditionally would not be considered environmentalists began to
receive that designation. Often in both cases, anyone who supported stricter
environmental regulations were perceived as environmental extremists. Opponents of
stronger environmental regulations were galvanized together in opposition to these
“environmental extremists”. A mix of stakeholders employed such frames and
similarities were apparent in both cases. The NJ case saw citizens, workers, elected
officials, and industry representatives invoke at some point or another derogatory
perceptions of environmentalists. All of which framed environmentalists as “using
misinformation” and/or “using fear” to advance their agenda. Terms like “they fib”,
“liars”, and dishonest” were used by stakeholders. The SC case saw similar frames being
used, but by a different mix of stakeholders. Industry representatives in the SC case
framed opponents as “distorting the truth” and providing “misinformation”. The Farm
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Bureau developed a webpage contending that “special interest groups” were out to “fool
lawmakers” and “hurt family farmers”. A big similarity across cases was this perception
by elected officials’ that environmentalists want conflict to drive membership and bring
in money for their organization.
An interesting observation unique to the NJ case was the occurrence of a few
stakeholders using negative characterizations toward others, who shared the same
position in the conflict. A Pinelands resident explained how she didn’t appreciate the
“flame throwers”. She went onto say “they don’t help our cause.” A former Pinelands
Commissioner showed a similar frustration. He referred specifically to an experience he
had with a stakeholder during his time as a commissioner. He explained that the
individual used an abrasive tone which was almost offending. The former commissioner
recalled how upset the commissioners were about his insinuations. Both stakeholders
conveyed during interviews that it would be better if some people did not speak or took
subtler approaches.
7.1.2 Conflict Management Frames
A combination of conflict management frames was used in both conflicts.
Researchers have contended that conflicts in which stakeholders are using a diverse
mixture of conflict management frames make it likely the conflict with drag out (Gray
and Putnam 2003). There existed a clear division between how stakeholders perceived
the conflicts should be managed or resolved going forward. Both cases experienced
stakeholders appealing to political action, appealing to adjudication, calls for more facts
or investigation, and references toward a struggle, sabotage or act of violence. Emerging
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only in the NJ case was the view that authority should decide based on expertise and the
perception that a decision should be based on common sense. Exclusive to the SC case
was the perception that nothing should be done i.e. avoidance/passivity. Comparing
across cases reveals interesting similarities and differences in how stakeholders used such
frames to advocate for a certain outcome. There are also several framing differences
between stakeholders who are pushing for generally the same outcome. All of these
comparison points make for an interesting analysis. Lastly, it is important to look at when
certain conflict management frames emerged at different points in the conflicts.
Investigating into the use of CMFs helps us better understand the deep divisions between
opposing positions.
One of the most commonly employed frames in both cases was the call for more
research and/or investigation into the facts. A very interesting observation was that the
use of this frame by certain stakeholders was reversed across cases. Individuals
advocating for less environmental regulation in the SC case employed the fact-finding
frame and the opposite is occurred in the NJ case. Opponents of increased surface water
regulation put forth a perception that more facts are needed before we changed the law.
Phrases such as “more information”, “science-based judgment”, “study first”, “need
sound science”, “need good science”, “let sound-science prevail” and “wait for models”
were used by a variety of different stakeholders. Noteworthy, is that a representative of
DHEC used this frame as well. This was one of the only times DHEC diverged from it’s
neutral stance and took a position in the conflict.
On the contrary, a mixture of stakeholders in the NJ case used the fact finding
frame to advocate for stronger environmental protection of the Pinelands. Stakeholders
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called for more research such as “independent analysis”, “independent evaluations”,
“proper environmental review “an environmental impact statement” and “cost benefit
analysis”. They used phrases such as “data outdated” and “no proof”. Stakeholders from
several groups have employed this frame and no real pattern based on group affiliation
emerged. A major difference exists in the conclusions of some researchers and the results
presented in this paper. Past researchers have categorized the fact-finding conflict
management frames to be as collaborative (Brummans 2008). This is shown not to be
true in both the SC and NJ conflicts. A barrier is formed between stakeholders
contending that the facts are clear and those who want additional investigation before a
decision is made.
Appeal to political action and appeal to adjudication were used in both cases by
those supporting stricter environmental protection. Given the context of the SC case, it’s
not surprising that appeal to political action appeared more than any other frame.
Stakeholders called for legislators to pass an amendment strengthening surface water
withdrawal regulations for agricultural users. This frame was used at least once by 20
different pro-reform stakeholders compared others being used only 6 times. For more
details, see Appendix A. The frame remained evident throughout the controversy being
echoed at meetings, hearings, and interviews. Citizens referred to changing the law over
and over again. Several elected officials, farmers and environmentalists asserted that the
only option is “to change the law” and explained that we cannot wait. They emphasized
urgency and some farmers agreed, fearing what big farms could do to the river. Appeal to
adjudication was also used in the SC case but to a much lesser extent, by only 4
stakeholders. Frustrated with the sub-committee’s decision not to move forward on the
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amendment, a few stakeholders turned to legal action as an alternative. Mainly citizens
and environmentalists used phrases such as “fight it in court” “injunction on future
registrations”, and “legal action is our next best hope.” These statements were all made in
more recent interviews following the decision not to move forward on the amendment.
The framing of legal action as the best strategy makes for an interesting comparison
across cases.
A similar but slightly different use of appeal to political and adjudication was
present in the NJ case. They were used as alternative strategies or compliments to one
and another. They were mainly used by citizens and environmentalists trying to stop the
two projects from going through. All of this framing took place at the latter stages of the
controversy as the tide turned against them. Stakeholders called for legal action as a
necessary last hope to stop the pipeline. Several of these stakeholders simultaneous
framed a need for political action to provide a moratorium so the rules could be re-written
to prevent the pipeline from approval. Unlike in the SC case, advocating for political
action and legal action were used equally as compliments to one another. Alternatively,
in the SC case adjudication was used as a secondary option to the main agenda of
changing the law. A major similarity in both cases is that appeal for adjudication became
prevalent later on, as a secondary option or last hope.
Aside from the conflict management frames emerging in both cases; there were
some that were exclusively used in each case. A frame used by stakeholders opposing
reform in the SC case was the perception that the law should be left alone i.e.
Avoidance/Passivity. As expected, this frame was primarily employed by anti-reform
farmers. This frame was apparent at the sub-committee meeting and at the Food
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Dialogues. Several farmers used phrase like “let the law be”, “don’t change the law”, “it
isn’t broken”, “let it alone”, and “trust the law.” Several elected officials during the
subcommittee meeting also believed that the best option for now is to leave the law alone.
Collectively, they framed that changing the law would hurt and burden small farmers.
The usage of this frame was unique to the SC case.
Two frames that emerged only in the NJ case were the positions that authority
should decide based on expertise and these projects should be approved on the basis of
common sense. Both were used by a variety of different stakeholders. A few advocates of
the projects put forth this perception that we should leave it up “to the experts”,
essentially the NJDEP, NJBPU, EPA, and core of engineers. They appealed to this idea
that we should let those who know best make the decisions. More prevalent was this
appeal to common sense as a basis to approving the two projects. This perception was
used by citizens, workers, organizational leaders, elected officials, and even a pineland’s
commissioner. They used terms like “a no brainer”, “it really makes sense”, “win-win”,
“not rocket-science”, and “good for everyone.” This appeal to use common sense as the
basis for decision making was consistent throughout the conflict.
The use of the Struggle/Sabotage/Violence frame showed only a minor presence
in the NJ case. It was relatively absent in the SC case, minus a few infuriated citizens in
the very early stages of the conflict. Citizens in the NJ case were the primary stakeholders
advocating for any and all means necessary to stop the pipeline. However, it is important
to note that both citizens and environmentalists were present at several of the protests that
took place throughout the conflict. Citizens in the NJ case used phrases such as “a good
day to die”, “the fight is not over, “we tried to be peaceful”, and “stand in front of the bull
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dozers.” Citizens also aligned with an environmentalist leader who specialized in all sorts
of protesting. Several referred to her as specialized in direction action and a leader of this
effort. They framed this movement as a last resort. These frames were present in
throughout the NJ case.
7.1.3 Social Control Frames
Comparing the use of social control frames across cases yielded interesting
results. A clear dividing point existed in both cases between stakeholders who differed on
how social decisions should be made. It’s true throughout both cases that stakeholders
advocating on behalf of stricter environmental protections employed the egalitarian social
control frame. Stakeholders in both cases made this continuous call for expanding the
involvement of the public. A diverse set of stakeholders in the SC case used the
egalitarian frame including citizens, farmers, environmentalists, elected officials, and a
government agency representative. They framed the issue of managing water as so
important to society that public notice was crucial and everyone needed to have a say.
Phrases such as “inform the public”, “work together”, “local engagement”, and “public
dialogue” were echoed by stakeholders throughout the controversy. Several citizens and
environmentalists emphasized their concern that only one government agency, DHEC is
in charge of regulating surface water use. They were very concerned that DNR was being
left out of the decision making process. There was a clear unification of stakeholder
groups behind this notion of making sure everyone is involved in the decision making
process. This perception of social decision making built a serious barrier between the
opposition.
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On the other side, stakeholders opposing stricter regulations were bound together
by this idea that water use should be decided at the individual level by the farmer. This is
a clear employment of the individualist social control frame. This perspective is put forth
mainly by anti-reform farmers as well as a couple elected officials and industry
representatives. They reasoned that farmers know best how to manage their own water
use. Statements like “farmers are the ultimate conservationists”, “we know when to turn
the pump on”, “I’m a farmer and a conservationist”, and “they don’t want to drain the
river” were used by stakeholders. They contended that more public participation would
lead to permitting, putting a serious burden upon the farmer. Phrases like “we wouldn’t
survive”, “why put another burden on them”, and “threatening our livelihoods” echoed
from the mouths of anti-reformers. They discussed the mounting expenses and delays
associated with expanding the public process. These rationalities were all part of the
overarching perception that the decision must be left up to the individual farmer
A similar barrier existed in the NJ case. On one side, stood those advocating
against the two projects using the egalitarian social control frame. Stakeholders consisted
mainly of citizens and environmentalists stressing the importance of public involvement
in the decision making process. Statements like “expand public participation”, “more
community involvement”, “towns should have a say”, “more notice”, “not enough public
outreach”, and “need more public hearings” were common throughout the controversy.
Furthermore, cries for democracy were made during times of victory for their cause and
when setbacks occurred. Phrases such as “a victory for democracy”, “a victory for the
democratic process”, “a fracking of our democracy”, and “a loss of our democratic
rights” were used by stakeholders. The use of SCF by the opposing side was different for
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several reasons. Instead of relying on the individualistic SCF, they voiced their position
from a hierarchical perspective. Additionally, the presence of the hierarchical frame is not
as abundant as the individual frame in the SC case but still serves as barrier between
opposing sides. A few citizens, industry representatives, and local township officials put
forth this position that social decisions should be made from the top down by experts.
They often deferred to fact that the NJBPU, NJDEP, core of engineers and EPA all have
approved the pipeline and the power plant conversion. Gov. Christie’s Master Energy
Plan was also a major reference for those advocating on behalf of the projects. Several
stakeholders in support of the projects explicitly explained that more than enough public
involvement had taken place.
7.1.4 Frames Falling Outside of the Categories
There were several frames emerging in both cases that didn’t fit the framing
categories specific to the literature. Despite not fitting into a specific category, these
frames were prominent and make for an interesting discussion. A major perspective put
forth by SC stakeholders opposing stricter regulations was this idea that farming is
unique and so important to society. Often they framed farming this way as a means to
justify the current exemption afforded to agricultural. A variety of different stakeholders
used this frame including farmers, industry, elected officials, and even a member of
DHEC. Stakeholders pointed to agricultural water use as “seasonal”, “subject to
unpredictable of weather”, and being so dependent on getting enough water when they
need it. Farming they said was also unique because of the importance of food to society.
Stakeholders used phrases such as “we provide food”, “you need food”, “don’t bite the
hand that feeds you”, and “food security”. This perception that farming is unique and of
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great importance, brought anti-reform stakeholders together creating a major divide
between the opposition. Another frame that emerged along these lines was the perception
that farming is so important to the economy. The reasoning was that regulations shouldn’t
be increased on a sector that is so important to jobs and the overall economy. This frame
was used primarily by elected officials and industry representatives. Phrases like “open
new markets”, “huge sector of the economy”, and “bring jobs to the state” were used by
stakeholders.
The NJ case also saw stakeholders emphasizing the importance of jobs and the
economy. Stakeholders framed the need for the two projects around the benefits they
would provide in overall job creation and benefits to the economy. This frame was used
continuously throughout the conflict by workers, citizens, industry representatives, and
elected officials. Workers and citizens made statements like “consider the jobs”, “jobs are
a real thing”, and “I’d be at the unemployment office.” Industry and elected officials
spoke to a similar tone, “300 jobs”, “40% unemployment”, “economic derivatives”,
“don’t have a job to spare”, and “employment opportunities.” Another frame unique to
the NJ case was this need for energy resiliency frame. Supporters of the two projects
emphasized the need for stabilizing the electrical grid as well as assuring the region
reliable access to natural gas. This frame was used by workers, citizens, industry, elected
officials, and pinelands commissioners who voted for the pipeline. Phrases like “stabilize
the grid”, “enhance infrastructure”, “we need electricity”, “we need a redundant natural
gas line”, and “we need a back-up energy supply” were used throughout the conflict.
Some participants emphasized an even greater need to strengthen the region’s energy
infrastructure because all of the energy issues revolving around Superstorm Sandy.
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These four framing categories are similar in a sense that they incorporate this
perception of what action is best for society. A clear parallel exists between the way in
which stakeholders from both cases framed the issues around economic importance. The
importance of farming and food embodied in the SC case parallels with some NJ
stakeholders who put an emphasis on the need for the energy resiliency provided by the
two projects. This idea of what is in the best interest for society creates a division
between opposing stakeholders in both cases.
Prominent in the NJ case was this “slippery slope” perception by participants
advocating against the proposed projects. Environmentalists continually framed the idea
that if the SJG pipeline is permitted it will send us down this slippery slope allowing for
unchecked development in the Pinelands. Environmentalist’s used phrases such as
“dangerous or bad precedent”, “everything could get permitted”, “opening Pandora’s
box”, “runaway growth”, and “opening the floodgates”. Several pinelands
commissioners, during session made statements that embodied this slippery frame. Four
former governors wrote a letter that focused on how this pipeline would compromise the
integrity of the CMP. They conveyed a serious concern for the future of the Pinelands.
Only a few citizens opposing the project employed the slippery slope argument.
Stakeholders in the SC case did not explicitly use the term slippery slope nor did they go
to the extent to frame their position around this perspective. However, there is a clear
parallel between some pro-reform stakeholders in the SC case using a certain negative
characterization frame. Stakeholders who framed corporations in a negative light showed
this fear that mega-farms would move to South Carolina to take advantage of the current
law. This frame takes on a type of slippery slope perspective but did not fully show itself
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like in the NJ conflict. This could be due to the fact that there were only minor rumors
and no proof of mega-farms moving to South Carolina. On the other hand, in the NJ case
several other major pipeline applications were waiting for approval by the Pinelands
Commission.
Another frame that occurred in both cases was this call to concern for future
generations. It was used mainly by citizens in the NJ case with a few environmentalists
sharing this view as well. The idea was that the pipeline should be prohibited to protect
the Pinelands for future generations. This frame was present primarily at the early public
hearings and meetings, but surfaced again at the latter stages of the conflict. The framing
of a concern over future generations was also present in the SC case. An interesting
observation was that concerns for future generations were voiced by both supporters for
reforming the law and opponents as well.
7.2 Stakeholder Groups?
Frames emerging amongst stakeholders in both cases present an opportunity to
address a question that has been raised in the past. Researchers have challenged the aged
old assertion that stakeholders of the same group make sense of issues in a similar way
(Brummans 2008). They challenged the idea that conflicts are driven by divisions
between stakeholders of different generically labeled groups i.e. farmers vs.
environmentalists. The results from these two cases are on par with their conclusions.
It cannot be denied that there are clear divisions between your so called
“traditional stakeholders groups” occurring in both cases. Agendas and perspectives of
industry and environmentalists clashed throughout both cases. And the same is true about
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other stakeholder groups as well. Nevertheless, findings consistent with Brummans
(2008) cluster analysis show that divisions in perspectives are also occurring between
members of the same stakeholder groups. It’s important to acknowledge that the methods
of this research differ from that of Brummans (2008) as no cluster analysis was
performed. However, a more basic organization and analysis of the framing typologies
provide similar results. The division between how one group farmers in the SC case
frame the conflict vs. another group of farmers provides the strongest support.
Farmers in the SC case clearly fall on two different sides of the conflict. There’s a
clear difference in perspectives on what should be done moving forward i.e. conflict
management frames. On one side a group of farmers stand opposed to reform. Of that
group, six are identified advocating for the law to be left alone entirely i.e.
avoidance/passivity. A few others contend that more investigation or research into the
facts should be conducted i.e. fact finding. Sharing a completely different perspective, 5
farmers call for a reform of the law that would increase regulations i.e. appeal to political
action. Several of these farmers also showed a strong negative perception of
Commissioner Hugh Weathers, a perception which is absent among anti-reform farmers.
Evident among anti-reform farmers was a social perspective that the individual alone
should decide how to manage his water i.e. individualist social control frame. They
reasoned that farmers are conservationists and know best how to manage their resources.
This type of perspective was completely absent from the group of farmers supporting
reform. One similarity was that farmers from both sides perceived the outcome of this
conflict to weigh heavily on the fate of future generations. However, the two sides
differed in their perception of what exactly was threatening future generations. One side
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feared that without stronger regulations mega farms will come in and use up all the water
burdening future generations of small farmers. On the contrary, the other group feared
increased regulations would burden future generations and younger farmers would not be
able to get by.
The distinct framing disparities among the two groups of farmers is the best
illustration of differences between members of the same stakeholder group. However,
there were several other smaller examples among the same stakeholder groups in the NJ
case. Although advocating for the same outcome, differences emerged between what
some environmentalists and citizens saw as the best option going forward i.e. conflict
management frames. As approval for the SJG pipeline seemed likely some
environmentalists and citizens really began to push for direct action as viable strategy
going forward. They felt as though it was time to turn to a last resort and get ready to
confront the construction of the pipeline i.e. struggle, sabotage, violence. On the contrary,
there were also citizens and environmentalists who did not see this as a viable option.
Instead they framed the best option going forward as legal action or getting a moratorium
on pipelines. Comments by a certain citizen really highlighted this division. She thought
that physical confrontation of the pipeline wouldn’t be a good idea and, that not much
would result from it. The same citizen also expressed concern over the way in which
another citizen had spoken at the Pinelands Commission. She referred to him as a “flame
thrower”, who hurt the cause. Regardless, they still were seeking the same outcome and
one might lump them into the same stakeholder citizen category. Clearly the division
between farmers in the SC case is more impactful but minor differences should not go
overlooked.
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The results of this research follow suit with assertion that divisions between the
same stakeholder groups must be given attention. The division amongst farmers in the SC
case is undoubtedly an important driver of the conflict, and poses a serious barrier to
resolution. Even minor divisions between members of the same group speak to the
concern of using such “generic group labels” to define stakeholders (Brummans 2008,
McVea 2005). Researchers have contended that boundaries between stakeholder groups
are becoming unclear, and simultaneously stakeholder relationships are becoming more
complex (Brummans 2008, McVea 2005). As a result, it is becoming more and more
difficult to create simple and accurate categories (Brummans 2008, McVea 2005). This
blurring of stakeholder boundaries is evident in both the NJ and SC cases.
Initially placing stakeholders into categories such as government official, elected
official, farmer, worker, and industry seemed like an easy tast. However, as this
investigation unfolded it became apparent that defining certain stakeholder categories
was going to be problematic. The line between citizen and environmentalist was blurred
in both cases. This was especially true in the NJ case. Several citizens were members of,
and in some cases founders of multiple small grass roots organizations (Respondent B2,
Respondent B1). One citizen founded an advocacy group called Don’t Gas the Pinelands
and another runs a blog dedicated to holding polluters accountable (Respondent B2,
Respondent B1). Although both are not employed by large environmental organizations,
they’ve embraced a similar role in the conflict. The two citizens have advocated at the
same events and are both dedicated to protecting the environment. What makes someone
who works for the Sierra Club, an environmentalist and them not? A similar confusion
existed in the SC case with several citizens leading the effort to protect the Edisto River
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(Respondents A5, A7, A9). Together, they created short-films that emphasized the threat
the Edisto River is faced with. They founded Edisto TV and are active in other grassroots
advocacy groups as well (Respondent A5, A7, A9). For example, SC Rivers Forever is a
grassroots organization that emerged as a result of the Walther Farms incident. Given
their involvement and dedication, wouldn’t you consider them to be environmentalists?
By definition an environmentalist is a person who is concerned with, or advocates for the
protection of the environment. Ultimately, for the purposes of this study, the line was
drawn on whether or not the stakeholder was a paid employee of an environmental
organization or not, but it’s clear where the boundaries begin to get fuzzy.
During the data collection process it was also clear that other stakeholder groups
weren’t as defined as initially anticipated. A government agency representative in the SC
case turned out to also be a board member of FRED Friends of the Edisto (Respondent
A2). Two elected officials were also self-proclaimed small farmers (Respondents A16,
A18). Another interesting observation is that almost never did a representative of the
Farm Bureau come out and state their position publically. Usually farmers would speak
on behalf of the Farm Bureau at public meetings, hearings, and events. A good example
is the Food Dialogues event featuring several well-known farmers as panelists. The event
was organized and funded by the Farm Bureau, so a fair assumption would be that they
selected the farmers. The question becomes are those panelists farmers or industry
representatives? Another fair assumption would be that they are both, but how do you
decided what stakeholder category is appropriate?
Some researchers have contended that we should shy away from defining
stakeholders by these abstract faceless roles and stop organizing them by the same old
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generic labels (McVea 2005, Brummans 2008). Instead scholars have suggested that
managers give greater attention to the frames being used by stakeholders to better
understand conflict dynamics (Brummans 2008). Mediation or other forms of conflict
resolution are likely to fail if practitioners are unware of the framing process and rely too
much on traditional divisions between generic stakeholder groups. This is especially true
in the case of SC farmers. At first glance, one might lump farmers all into one category
and assume for the most part they share the same perspectives. This would be a tragic
mistake given the major differences between the two groups. Furthermore, in the NJ case
the citizen who felt as though another was “a flame thrower” might disagree if put in the
same stakeholder category. Also, there willingness to compromise on certain issues may
differ as well.
This being said it doesn’t mean that we should overlook important divisions that
exist between the different traditionally categorized stakeholder groups. As such
divisions are almost always going to be present. However, by focusing on framing
analysis it will help prevent managers from overlooking important differences between
stakeholders whom could be confused for having the same perspectives.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
8.1 Implications and Management Strategies
Past researchers have explained that the presence of or lack thereof certain
framing typologies can provide us with management recommendations going forward
(Peterson 2003, Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, Gray and Putnam 2003). Initially
managers must simply attempt to better understand this dynamic, and “recognize when
divisive frames are inhibiting constructive interaction” (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan
2003, 212). A manager’s principal goal should be to help shift stakeholders towards more
open-minded perspectives (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, Galli 2013). At the same
time managers should be leading disputants towards finding a common ground or mutual
interest (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003, Gali 2013). Past researchers have made
management recommendations directed act specific characterization frames, conflict
management frames, and social control frames. The following section will discuss such
recommendations and apply them to the context of both cases.
The presence of negative characterization frames can encourage the basis for
coalitions and create boundaries that lead to fueling the conflict (Wondolleck, Gray, &
Bryan 2003, Brummans 2008, Gali 2013). Both cases demonstrate a significant usage of
negative characterization frames by stakeholders. Common enemies have also emerged
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through the usage of such frames serving to both unite and divide stakeholders against
each other. These negative perceptions shed light into the deep divisions present in both
cases and should be of great importance to managers. Managers must acknowledge these
divisions and use a language that captures issues and objectives in a unifying manner
(Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). It is crucial to engage in dialogue with both groups
and individuals about out their concerns and discuss shared objectives (Wondolleck,
Gray, & Bryan 2003). The idea is to set the stage for an eventual meeting of disputants
that will result in meaning dialogue.
For instance, in the NJ case, opponents of the pipeline have developed deep
negative perceptions of Senator Jeff Van Drew and South Jersey Gas. Managers must
show opponents that Sen. Van Drew is not the equivalent of “Darth Vader” or “Vladimir
Putin”, and SJG is not a big wall street company with no local ties. Managers must point
to the fact that Sen. Van Drew possesses strong local ties and is active in the community.
Furthermore, SJG is not just a gas company. South Jersey Industries is the parent
company to South Jersey Gas and is active in pursuing renewable energy options. They
also value the safety of the communities they service. Managers point to similarities such
as SJG’s interests in renewable energy.
There is a similar disdain in the SC case by pro-reform stakeholders for
Agricultural Commissioner Hugh Weathers and for larger “corporate” farms. Managers
must show stakeholders that the commissioner is not inherently corrupt and point to the
positives. For instance, he has expressed publically his concern for the well-being of
South Carolina farmers. Even more promising, is the potential to show stakeholders that
big corporate farms may not always be a bad thing. At the outset of the SC conflict,
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Walther Farms took on great criticism and were labeled as this big corporate entity
sucking the river dry. As the conflict unfolded, the company make concessions and began
to work in communication with groups such as the Coastal Conservation League.
Ultimately, Walther Farms would voluntarily agree to cut its initial withdrawal
registration in half. Walther Farm’s willingness to compromise and communicate with
environmental groups should be emphasized by managers to ease negative perceptions by
stakeholders.
Both cases saw the negative characterizes of stakeholders who sought stronger
environmental protection. This was a major dividing point for stakeholders supporting the
pipeline in the NJ case and the anti-reform stakeholders in the SC case. Stakeholders in
the NJ case framed pipeline opponents as “dishonest outsiders” who want conflict.
Managers must point to the fact that some pipeline opponents are locals who have real
concerns. Stakeholders in the SC case have framed pro-reform advocates as wanting to
attack family farmers. The truth is that some of these pro-reform stakeholders are by
definition family farmers. Managers must emphasize that as family farmers there must be
some shared interests.
Although inherent differences are likely not to dissipate, attempting to move past
some of these harsh perceptions is a step in the right direction. This essentially could set
the stage for opposing stakeholders to meet and engage in dialogue (Wondolleck, Gray,
& Bryan 2003). The idea is to emphasize and reaffirm those shared objectives during
dialogue and possibly strike common interests leading to compromise (Wondolleck,
Gray, & Bryan 2003). It cannot be ignored that the Coastal Conservation League and
Walther Farms are just two entities among many upset stakeholders in the SC case.
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However, their willingness to communicate with each other serves as an example of what
can happen when negative perceptions dissipate.
Researchers have also made management recommendations directed toward
disputant’s use of conflict management frames. Across both the NJ and SC cases
stakeholders have used several different types of conflict management frames, a sign that
the conflicts are likely to perpetuate. The presence or lack thereof certain conflict
management frames can provide certain clues as to whether a conflict is likely to
perpetuate (Gray and Putnam 2003). Some researchers have even labeled certain conflict
management frames as collaborative or non-collaborative (Brummans 2008). For more
information on collaborative and non-collaborative conflict management frames, see
Literature Review. Reasoning that a lack collaborative conflict management frames
means the controversy is likely to drag out. A majority of the frames being displayed in
both cases are “non-collaborative” by the definitions of previous researchers. Researchers
have suggested that we attempt to shift stakeholders towards more collaborative conflict
management frames such as joint-problem solving (Gray and Putnam 2003).
Unfortunately, requests for joint-problem solving approaches from opposing sides
are utterly non-existent in both cases. However, managers can take steps that may
possibly encourage stakeholders to engage in and embrace a joint-problem solving
approach moving forward. Researchers caution that before doing so managers must make
sure that such proceedings would be beneficial (Gray & Putnam 2003). This can be done
by bringing community leaders, agencies, and managers together to participate in smaller
group dialogues first (Gray & Putnam 2003). Managers could engage with opposing
stakeholders separately and identify shared interests. The point being that you do not
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want to set a proceeding up that is destined to fail and could essentially worsen the
division between sides.
There were a couple instances in the SC case where joint-problem solving
approaches made headway. The first being on a smaller scale involving the Coastal
Conservation League and Walther Farms. This type of collaboration between
stakeholders of opposing positions can be built upon and expanded to include other
stakeholders. Typically, this type of larger joint-problem solving approaches come in the
form of a public hearing. Public hearings were lacking in the SC case. This can be
attributed to the fact that water withdrawal registrations by law do not require public
notice or any type of public hearing process. There was a public hearing that took place
hosted by DHEC in January 2014. However, it was only to discuss the details of the law
and not required by the registration. Later on in the controversy a larger line of
communication actually occurred in the form of the Farm Bureau sponsored Food
Dialogues. A few environmentalists led by the Coastal Conservation League, a few
farmers selected by the Farm Bureau, and a DHEC representative served as panelists.
They discussed the topics of farming and water, and took questions from the audience.
Unfortunately, for the most part pro-reform citizens, environmentalists, and
others were unhappy with the results of the event. An environmentalist who served on the
panel that day put it best in an interview. He explained that the Food Dialogues was more
of a public relations campaign by the Farm Bureau as opposed to anytime of
collaborative effort. Several other stakeholders felt the same way. Some complained
about their questions not being answered by the panelists. These occurrences seem to be
along the lines of the warning given by researchers about engaging in dialogue that may
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not be productive. However, this event was still a major step forward in the controversy.
Several pro-reform stakeholders referred to this event as one of the only times the
opposition entertained the idea of hearing them out. More importantly, DHEC finally
admitted that the law has its problems and several stakeholders saw this as a major
admission.
Researchers have also made recommendations regarding the types of joint
problem solving approaches managers should encourage. They have suggested that
implementing smaller group dialogues vs. larger may be a better option. Traditional
public hearings typically fail at making all participants feel as though their concerns and
suggestions are being heard (Gray & Putnam 2003). This feeling of a lack of input was
present in both cases but especially in the NJ conflict. The NJ case was filled with public
hearings. However, on multiple occasions stakeholders made assertions that the BPU’s
public hearing process was a failure. They felt as though the BPU did not take what they
had to say seriously. As mention before, several stakeholders in the SC case were critical
of Food Dialogues calling it nothing more than a PR campaign. Making sure that all
stakeholders feel received is a good starting point in both cases for managers. Also,
smaller group gatherings can be less threatening and increase the chances that disputants
begin to acknowledge alternative perspectives (Wondolleck, Gray, & Bryan 2003). The
less threatened or challenged participants are the more likely they will engage in future
compromise (Wondolleck Gray & Bryan 2003). Holding smaller group dialogue sessions
before larger public hearings is way to make sure all stakeholders feel welcomed and are
given a chance to voice their position.
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Researchers have also made suggestions toward other conflict management
frames specifically appeal to adjudication and struggle/sabotage/violence. Past case study
research has shown that when such framing typologies become popular the conflict is
likely to drag out for a long-time (Gray & Putnam 2003). Managers must attempt to guide
stakeholders away from a preference toward legal action. Unfortunately, pipeline
opponents in the NJ case are turning towards litigation as one of their only options.
Discouraging a preference for legal action can be a challenge, once stakeholders feel as
though they have no other option. This is clear in the NJ case as the pipeline has now
been officially approved by the all agencies.
Managers must also attempt to maintain civility and encourage stakeholders not to
turn to protest or other forms of direct action. When stakeholders turn to employing the
struggle/sabotage/violence frame it is likely the conflict will drag out (Gray & Putnam
2003). More often than not stakeholders turn to this frame because they feel powerless in
their ability to affect the outcome of conflict (Gray & Putnam 2003). Practitioners need to
recognize this and convince disputants otherwise (Gray & Putnam 2003. This involves
considering many management options and educating stakeholders on those options
(Gray & Putnam 2003). Practitioners need to make stakeholders feel as though they are
empowered and can have an influence on the outcome (Gray & Putnam 2003. These
frames were evident in the beginning of the SC conflict and at several points in the NJ
conflict.
Researchers have also found social control frames to have several implications for
resource managers. They argue that social control frames may not be able to tell a
manager exactly how to proceed but can provide insight into what options stakeholder
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will perceive to be legitimate (Peterson 2003). For instance, individuals who often use
egalitarian frames are likely to accept management options that encourage lots of public
participation (Peterson 2003). This is important for managers who don’t want to offer a
solution most likely to be seen as unacceptable. As discussed earlier, researchers in past
case study research have identified a relationship between social control frames and
certain conflict management frames (Gray & Putnam 2003, Peterson 2003). This makes
sense given that conflict management frames are essentially view points on how the
conflict would best be managed going forward. Researchers have found that stakeholders
employing the egalitarian certain social control frames are likely to employ conflict
management frames that are collaborative such as joint-problem solving. For that reason,
they have advocated that the practitioners attempt to encourage an egalitarian view point
by instilling self-ownership among stakeholders. They reason that increased selfownership will build popularity of an egalitarian perspective among stakeholders in turn
making joint-problem solving more acceptable (Gray & Putnam 2003). Despite a
significant usage of the egalitarian social control frame among stakeholders in both cases,
preferences for joint problem solving is non-existent The sheer lack of preferences for
joint-problem solving in both cases warrants that we question the effectiveness of such a
strategy.
Researchers have also argued that when stakeholders use more than one social
control frame they are often more likely to accept multiple solutions (Peterson 2003).
Managers can than offer a range of management options to stakeholders with a better
chance of them being accepted and as a way to build “civic capacity” (Peterson 2003).
They must take advantage of changing social control frames and utilize less narrowly
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minded perspectives (Peterson 2003). Unfortunately, this strategy may not be suitable in
both cases as opposing stakeholders have primarily used a single social control frame.
The polarized used of a single social control frame by stakeholders suggests that a
strategy of offering multiple solutions may not gain acceptance among stakeholders. Both
cases have seen opposing stakeholders typically exhibit a strong usage of a single social
control frame, creating clear divisions. For more details, see Appendix A and Appendix D.
Suggestions related to social control frames by previous researchers may not be the most
appropriate for the two cases discussed in this study.
As discussed earlier both cases had frames emerging that did not fit the three main
framing categories. The future generations category emerging in the SC case offers
managers an opportunity to strike common group between disputants. One group of
farmers were concerned that increased regulations would burden the future generation of
small farmers. On the contrary, another group of farmers felt as though without stronger
regulations there is a real risk of future generations not having access to the water they
need. This concern for future generations could serve as a talking point for managers.
Both groups of farmers show a general concern for future generations and this could
serve as a major discussion point in a small group dialogue session.
8.2 Constraints and Limitations
As with any study, the above framing analysis has its limitations and constraints.
A major constraint existed in the very nature of the research framework. Relying on a
method of organizing stakeholders into generically labeled groups was problematic on
several fronts. As discussed earlier it was often a challenge to attribute a single group
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label to a specific individual. As many stakeholders could very well have fit into several
groups. Not to mention that it is unclear how certain stakeholders perceive themselves in
regards to a certain group label.
Comparing across the two cases presented several limitations as well. First, it
was a challenge in obtaining an adequate sample of representation from certain types of
stakeholders. Stakeholder interview participation varied from case to case. Government
officials in the SC case were more inclined to give interviews and make statements than
in the NJ case. Aside from statements from a few pinelands commissioners such
participation was minimal. Another major difference was that the specific companies in
question (South Jersey Gas & Rockland Capital) and other industry representatives in the
NJ case participated in interviews and gave several public statements. The companies in
question or industry representatives in the SC case were reluctant to participate in any
interviews and made few public statements. However, the position of the Farm Bureau
can be seen through those farmers who spoke on behalf of the organization at several
public events. These issues have a lot to with the major differences in the context of the
two cases.
The very nature of these two conflicts differ very much in context. The SC case
being about reforming a law and the NJ case about whether a pipeline is in compliance
with the law or not. These differences in context without a doubt influenced the type of
frames that emerged in each conflict. This is especially true regarding the type of conflict
management frames. Clearly the way in which someone perceives an issue should be
managed going forward is influenced by the details of the issue at hand. For instance,
anti-reform stakeholders in the SC case mainly used appeal to political because it was
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there goal to change law. However, having differences in context was beneficial when
comparing negative characterization frames. There were clear similarities in the way
stakeholders used negative characterization frames regardless of the details in each case.
It can be assumed that no two conflicts will ever be exactly the same in context. That
being said there will always be issues arising when a comparison is made.
Another limitation exists around the timing of the interviews in each conflict.
Interviews were conducted at different times in the conflicts and only once with each
stakeholder. As a result, certain framing patterns may have been left out or simply no
longer present among stakeholder perceptions. It would be interesting to see a detailed
description of how framing by stakeholders shifted at different points in the conflicts.
This type of observation is outside the scope of this research framework. However, it
would be remiss not to mention that we do see some shifting of negative characterization
frames throughout both conflicts. These observations were made through other sources of
data such as hearings, meetings, documents and newspapers. For example, the NJ case
saw the Pinelands Commission being praised after their no vote, and then later evolve
into a “common enemy” for anti-pipeline stakeholders. There were also examples of
conflict management frames shifting over time. For instance, feeling as though their
options were limited, anti-pipeline stakeholders shifted toward preferring protest and
direct action as way to decide the conflict. Social control frames remained the same
among stakeholders in both cases. The observations of shifting frames over time are far
from conclusive for several reasons. Compared to previous case studies these conflicts
are relatively new spanning merely a few years. Who knows what will happen in the
future. Also, only one set of interviews was conducted with stakeholders. Future research
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should conduct several interviews with stakeholders at various points in a conflict. This
would provide more of an accurate description of how framing can change over time. It
would be interesting to see if other frames start to emerge as the controversies progress
further.
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APPENDIX A

SC STAKEHOLDERS AND FRAME USAGE

Table A.1 Anti-Reform SC Stakeholders and Frame Usage
Stakeholde
r Type:

Neg CMF:
Char Fact
.
Findin
g
0
1
0
2
2
2
2
2

Citizens
Farmers
Industry
Elected
Officials
Governme 0
nt Officials
Total:
4

CMF:
Avoidanc
e/
Passivity
0
6
0
2

SCF:
Individu
al

Other:
Econom
y

0
5
1
2

Other:
Farming’
s
Unique
0
5
1
2

1

0

0

1

2

8

8

10

Other:
Future
Genera
tion
5

2

4

5

Table A.2 Pro-Reform SC Stakeholders and Frame Usage
Stakeholder
Type:

Neg
Char.

Citizens
Farmers
Environmentali
sts
Elected
Officials
Government
Officials
Total:

11
4
3

CMF:
Appeal
to
Political
Action
6
5
5

0

CMF:
Appeal to
Adjudicatio
n

CMF:
SCF:
Struggle/ Egalit
Sabotage/ arian
Violence

2

2

Other:
Future
Generat
ions

5
1
4

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

19

20

2

4
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2

13

4

Table A.3 SC Stakeholder Group Totals
Stakeholder
Type
Citizens
Farmers
Environmentalists
Industry
Elected Officials
Government
Officials
Total

Total
15
15
6
3
6
2
47
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APPENDIX B
B.L. ENGLAND POWER PLANT

Figure B.1 B.L. England Power Plant
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APPENDIX C
PIPELINE MAPS

Figure C.1 Map Provided by South Jersey Gas
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Figure C.2 Second Map Provided by South Jersey Gas
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Figure C.3 Map Provided by Pinelands Preservation Alliance
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APPENDIX D

NJ STAKEHOLDERS AND FRAME USAGE

Table D.1 Against Project NJ Stakeholders and Frame Usage
Stakeholder
Type:

Neg
Char
.

CM
F:
Fact
Find
ing

CMF:
Appe
al to
Adju
dicati
on

CMF:
Appeal
to
Political
Action

SCF: Other:
Egalit Slippe
arian ry
Slope

Other:
Future
Gener
ations

4
2

CMF:
Struggl
e/
Sabotag
e/
Violenc
e
3
1

Citizens
Environmen
talist
Elected
Officials
Government
Official
Total:

19
5

4
6

3
3

7
7

2
7

5

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

4

26

13

7

6

5

14

14

5

Table D.2 For Pipeline NJ Stakeholders and Frame Usage
Stakeholder
Type:

Neg
Char.

CMF:
SCF:
Other:
Other:
“Common” Hierarchial Economy Energy
“Sense”
Infrastructure

3
2
4
1

CMF:
Authority
Decides
Expertise
0
1
2
0

Citizen
Worker
Industry
Elected
Officials
Government
Officials
Total:

0
2
3
3

2
0
2
0

3
2
7
3

3
2
5
1

1

1

0

1

1

1

11

4

8

10

16

12
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Table D.3 NJ Stakeholder Group Totals
Stakeholder
Type
Citizens
Workers
Environmentalists
Industry
Elected Officials
Government
Officials
Total

Total
33
7
11
10
5
7
73
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APPENDIX E
LETTER FROM GOVERNORS

Figure E.1 Letter from Four Former Governors
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APPENDIX F
SETS OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
F.1 SC Interview Questions
F.1.1 Farmer
1. Grand Tour Question: How long have you and your family been in the agricultural
business?
2. What does water mean to you as a farmer?
3. How does the discussion on stricter regulations for surface water withdrawal impact
you?
4. What would a permitting system mean for you?
5. What do you see as the most important issues surrounding the discussion on increased
regulation?
6. Why did this issue of surface water withdrawal come about?
7. What are the big questions we should ask when we think about regulating agricultural
use of surface water?
8. What should be done moving forward?
F.1.2 Environmentalists and Citizens
1. Grand Tour Question: How did you get involved in this kind of work?
2. Grand Tour Question: How do you see the importance of water as a natural resource in
SC?
3. When did you become concerned with this issue of regulating surface water
withdrawal?
4. What do you see as the most important issues surrounding this discussion?
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5. What types of considerations (social, environment, economic) need to be taken into
account?
6. Do you think Mega-Farms coming to SC poses a real threat to our water resources?
7. As the upcoming legislation session nears what should be done moving forward?
8. Does the current reform even do enough?
F.1.3 Government Officials
1. How important is water as a resource for the state of South Carolina?
2. Do you think change is needed in the way we regulate the use of surface water for
agriculture?
3. Tell me about the concerns surrounding safe yield?
4. What does this issue mean for the agency you work for?
5. What are some of the challenges you face?
6. What’s your opinion on the proposed reform to strengthen regulations for agriculture?
7. How can we manage this issue going forward?
F.1.4 Elected Official Pro-Reform
1. Grand Tour Question: How did you get involved in this kind of work?
2. Grand Tour Question: How do you see the importance of water as a natural resource in
SC?
3. When did you become concerned with this issue of regulating surface water
withdrawal?
4. What do you see as the most important issues surrounding this discussion?
5. Has the Drought Response Act ever been used to stop an ag withdrawal?
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6. What types of considerations (social, environment, economic) need to be taken into
account?
7. Do you think Mega-Farms coming to SC poses a real threat to our water resources?
8. As the upcoming legislation session nears what should be done moving forward?
9. Does the current reform do enough?
F.1.5 Elected Official Anti-Reform
1. Grand Tour Question: How long have you been involved in politics for?
2. What does water mean to you and to the State of South Carolina?
3. How did the issue of surface water withdrawal become so galvanized and ripe for
debate?
4. What types of issues need to be taken into account when considering the proposed
reform to strengthen surface water withdrawal regulations on farmers?
5. The term Mega-Farm has been thrown into the spotlight and sits at the center of the
arguments for reform. How do you feel about this term?
6. Are Mega-Farms threatening the State of South Carolina?
7. Should the burden of proof be put on upon those who wish to change the law?
8. Do you think we have enough proof to establish a need to change the law?
9. What should be done moving forward?
F.2 NJ Interview Questions
F.2.1 Anti-Pipeline Government Officials, Anti-Pipeline Elected Officials
1. What is most concerning to you about the SJ Gas Pipeline
2. From your perspective what is the purpose of the pinelands perseveration and the
original intentions of the legislation?
3. The term “win-win” has been touted by pipeline supporters. Is this really a win-win for
all stakeholders?
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4. Are the potential risks outweighed by the benefits of the pipeline?
5. How will these effect stakeholders outside of the pinelands?
6. Did the Director Wittenberg’s decision to bi-pass a vote by the commission come to
you as a surprise?
7. In your opinion what should be done and why?
8. Do you see a possible common ground in which all parties would agree?
9. Now that the NJBPU has approved the pipeline what can be done moving forward?
10. In your opinion how much did politics play in the current outcome?
11. What are some implications of this pipeline upon the future of the Pinelands?
F.2.2 Environmentalist and Anti-Pipeline Citizen
1. How long have you been involved or concerned over the protection of the pinelands?
2. What is most concerning to you about the SJ Gas Pipeline
3. From your perspective what is the purpose of the pinelands perseveration and the
original intentions of the legislation?
4. The term “win-win” has been touted by pipeline supporters. Is this really a win-win for
all stakeholders?
5. Are the potential risks outweighed by the benefits of the pipeline?
6. How will these effect stakeholders outside of the pinelands?
7. Did the Director Wittenberg’s decision to bi-pass a vote by the commission come to
you as a surprise?
8. In your opinion what should be done and why?
9. Do you see a possible common ground that can be reached?
10. Any alternatives to building the pipeline through the Pinelands?
11. Now that the NJBPU has approved the pipeline what can be done moving forward?
12. In your opinion how much did politics play in the current outcome?
F.2.3 Government Official and Elected Official Pro-Pipeline
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1. When did you first become informed about the proposed SJ Gas pipeline and the
conversion of the B.L. England Power Plant?
2. What are the big factors that in your mind that make this project good Cape May
County and good for the state as a whole?
3. The process by which the pipeline is being approved has come under much criticism
from those who oppose the pipeline?
4. Do you believe there has been an injustice with the pinelands commissioners not
having a vote?
5. Was there really an effort on behalf of the Christie administration to remove antipipeline commissioners from the pinelands commission?
6. Was there an effort on behalf of those critical of the pipeline to meet with SJ Gas and
supporters of the pipeline to possibly come to a compromise?
7. Do you think there are any environmental concerns surrounding the two projects?
8. If the benefits clearly outweigh the risk, why are some people opposing the pipeline
and why do you think the commission voted 7-7 back in 2014?
9. How would you address someone who claimed that the public has not had enough
input on the issue over the pipeline?
F.2.4 Industry Representative

1. When did the plan for the SJ Gas Pipeline and the conversion of the B.L. England
Power Plant come to fruition?
2. What are the big factors in your mind that make this project good for Cape May
County and good for the state of NJ as a whole?
3. Do you think there are any environmental concerns surrounding the two projects?
4. And if so are they outweighed by the benefits?
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5. Generally, how has the project been received by the public and what kind of feedback
has your company experienced?
6. How would you address someone who claimed that the public has not had enough
input on the issue over the pipeline?
7. The process by which the pipeline is being approved has come under much criticism
by a few environmental organizations?
8. Do you believe there has been an injustice with the pinelands commissioners not
having a vote?
9. Was there an effort on behalf of those critical of the pipeline to meet with SJ Gas to
come to a reasonable compromise and address each other’s concerns?
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APPENDIX G
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWEES
Table G.1 South Carolina Interviewees
Cited in Text Stakeholder
Organization
Type
Respondent Environmentalist Coastal
A1
Conservation
League
Respondent Government
SC DNR
A2
Official
Respondent Environmentalist Friends of the
A3
Edisto
Respondent Farmer
A4
Respondent Citizen
A5
Respondent Environmentalist SC
A6
Environmental
Law Project
Respondent Citizen
A7
Respondent Farmer
A8
Respondent Citizen
A9
Respondent Environmentalist Congaree River
A10
Keeper
Respondent Farmer
A11
Respondent Environmentalist American
A12
Rivers
Respondent Elected Official Legislator
A13
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Date

Length

11/17/2015 20
minutes
11/13/2015 40
minutes
11/24/2015 45
minutes
11/4/2015 30
minutes
11/4/2015 1 hour
11/17/2015 20
minutes
11/4/2015

1 hour

11/13/2015 25
minutes
11/11/2015 45
minutes
11/30/2015 30
minutes
11/4/2015 30
minutes
11/20/2015 40
minutes
11/13/2015 25
minutes

Respondent
A14

Industry

Respondent
A15
Respondent
A16
Respondent
A17
Respondent
A18

Elected Official

Palmetto Agribusiness
Council
Legislator

Elected Official

Legislator

Government
Official
Elected Official

SC DHEC
Dept. of
Agriculture
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11/11/2015 20
minutes
11/9/2015

25
minutes
11/10/2015 30
minutes
11/9/2015 20
minutes
11/12/2015 8
minutes

Table G.2 New Jersey Interviewees
Cited in
Text
Respondent
B1
Respondent
B2
Respondent
B3
Respondent
B4
Respondent
B5
Respondent
B6
Respondent
B7
Respondent
B8
Respondent
B9
Respondent
B10
Respondent
B11
Respondent
B12
Respondent
B13
Respondent
B14
Respondent
B15
Respondent
B16
Respondent
B17
Respondent
B18
Respondent
B19

Stakeholder
Type
Citizen

Organization

Date

Former
NJDEP

12/29/2015 1 hour

Citizen
Environmentalist Environment
NJ
Elected Official Former
Governor
Citizen
Citizen
Environmentalist Pinelands
Preservation
Alliance
Citizen
Government

Former
Pinelands
Commissioner

Citizen
Environmentalist Food & Water
Watch
Citizen
Elected Official

State Senator

Industry

SJ Gas

Government

Upper
Township
Federal
Congressman
Union Leader

Elected Official
Industry
Industry
Industry

Rockland
Capital
South Jersey
Chamber of
Commerce
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Length

12/30/2015 40
minutes
1/8/2016
30
minutes
12/31/2015 20
minutes
1/23/2016 25
minutes
1/7/2016
45
minutes
1/15/2016 30
minutes
12/31/2015 20
minutes
12/31/2015 45
minutes
12/30/2015 30
minutes
1/7/2016
20
minutes
1/11/2016 15
minutes
1/14/2016 30
minutes
1/21/2016 45
minutes
1/13/2016 20
minutes
1/26/2016 25
minutes
1/19/2016 20
minutes
1/19/2016 20
minutes
1/27/2016 20
minutes

APPENDIX H

EDWARD WEATHERS LETTER TO FARMERS

Figure H.1 Edward Weather’s Letter to Farmers
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